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Farm, Garden, and Household.
Handing

and

Another

Docility of Farm Stock.

Several classes of animals are natural and
necessary servants of man in his efforts to
cultivate and fertilize the earth; and it is
desirable that they should be rendered as
valuable as possible. Constant and kindly
handling of hors.es and cattle familiarizes
them to the keeper, whereby they become
far more gentle and tractable; and the
keepers come to understand their wants,
tliis was just what pleased him,—he liked worked like fire in onr
diseases, and peculiarities, and learn ho.v
The' Pea Crop.
At Rest.
blood ; and at last
to he feared by the canaille, as he used to the
successfully to treat and provide for them
people ol Besaneon got up as one man,
For some years I have practiced sowing
Dear hands, dear patient hands!
all; thus reducing the management of stock
call
us; and, faith! we had good reason and swore that, come what
That all life's tasks performed so well:
might, they
to a pleasant science, largely increasing the ! a crop of peas—usually from two to four
to fear him too! It the chateau were still would havetheChateau de
What hours of toil each joint could tell;
down,
Quesnoy
intellectual pleasure of operator, and ren- acres, as food for the pigs in the fall. There
Yes, yes, (iod knows they did their best
standing, I could show you the very tow- ami make an end of t lie old wolft.hat lived
I is no better food for fattening hogs than
dering the whole business far more profitEven ro the last; then peaceful rest—
er on the
of which he hanged Jean in it ; and
top
and
if
one
has
a
small
he
crop even,
up they went, hundreds upon
able and pleasant, by making the manager peas,
Dear patient hands!
I’erret, for snaring game in the woods to hundreds.
bettor acquainted with ad the resources at can pen up the pigs early in Hie fall and get
teed his children, who were starving.
Poor teet. poor weary teet!
1
half
tat before corn is (It to feed. Bethem
can
remember, as it it were yesterhis command, and his animals better disWhose pilgrimage on earth is o’er:
Then there was poor Simon Allezard, day,
sides, peas make (Inner pork than old corn.
seeing them filing out of town, their
ciplined for the various services required j
How glad to reach that other shore;
whose wife he had carried off.
is to sow the Canada peas; the
in
He
lav
My
plan
pike-heads glittering in the sun. and the
ol them.
For dai k and rugged here the way.
is for sale iu all the markets. The
wait for the marquis one night, and fired mass of red
From numerous European authorities and seed
From life’s sad morn, till close of day—
caps showing like along smear
tei in Canada peas is not the true name ot
at
but
the
bullet
Poor weary teet!
him;
only went through ot blood upon the white road; and I, as a
experiments ol intelligent American farm- the
but indicates that it grows iu
his
variety,
and
hat,
didn’t
even
him.
The
touch
ers
wiih my own experience and observaboy will do, followed them, to see what
Dear heart, dear silent heart!
that country where it is free from the
tions. 1 am lullv assured that systematic
marquis had no weapon but his light ra- would happen. They had expected to
O’er burdened with thv weight of woe,
weevil, or pea bug, aud is good seed. The
The which the world could never know :
handling and feeding all the stock on a farm,
pier, and he wouldn’t even condescend to find the chateau barricaded, and to meet
is 1 think, the blue eyed marrowfat.
Hushed is the very stilled Mgh,
draw that, but he wrenched Simon’s own with some
with regular rotation and cropping in the variety
resistance; but, no! the garThe stock gets so buggy after one season,
Each
untold
each
bitter
wish,
cry—
manuei
known as green-soiling, is largely
gun from him, and beat out his brains den-gate was open --so was the hall-door
when grown this side of the lakes, that it
Dear
silent
heart.
and
more protit.able
with the butt-end. In short, lie did such
delightful than other is
-and on the threshold stood th*' old marnearly worthless for seed, though its
.node pursued by farmers, besides being far
*Tis well; oh yes’tis well!
things that we used to cross ourselves at quis himself, saving quietly, ‘Kilter; all
value for feeding is not affected.
1 usually
more humanizing
sweet
more
real
Each
tells
of
feature
digrepose;
inspiring
the very sound of his name, just as the is
sow
three bushels of peas and one budiel
ready lor you !’ There was something
And so the loving eyes 1 dost',
nit> of character and sentiment; and whatBretons do at that ot (lilies de Ret/., the in his voice and look and manner that
of oats per acre, broadcast, and cover with
A smile bespeaks a work well done,
ever dcvelopes the
intellectual activities,
wicked Count Bluebeard, who murdered made them shrink, even then ; hut
A prize now gained, a victory won—
The oats hold up the pea
gang plough.
they
elevates the tone and t< inper of all or anv
all his wives, one after another.* It would bad
And then at rest.
vines, and more pods ripen, aud the gathergone too tar to turn back. Into the
of the industrial classes, and promotes
take
me
till
tell
! ing is easier.
it
I
were
to
When ripe, the pea vines are
you chateau they poured, with shouts and
midnight
their higher liappiuess, is desirable, and
all the horrible stories I heard about him,
: hooked Into heaps with scythes, and after
laughter, and scraps ot' Republican songs,
should be encouraged.
De Quesnoy’s Last Banquet.
a
as
we
of
sat
little, part
them stacked and
erouehed round our little spark till
FliU" knowing his animals more fully,the drying
every room was chock-full; and the
fed out without threshing, and part drawn
pan
? of lire at night, squeezing close to each leadeis took
"Monsieur is sketehingthe old chip
keeper will appreciate and treat them more to the
possession of the great banbarn
and
threshed
for
with
It is well worth the trouble, rnafoi
grinding
but, other to try and get warm—till at last 1 quet-hall, and set M Je
rat«->11n! 1 \ and kindly, which will result in
Marquis in the
corn.
Corn and pea meal makes, iu my lor my
part, I like not to look at it.”
hardly dated stir out of the house for fear great carved chair at the head of the table
Inghet humanizing effects, rendering tin*
the
best
food
to
opinion,
fatten
very
hogs
I started, and looked round. I had seat- ot meeting him.
animals better servants and the keepers
wearing that he should see them drink
with.
llut, to secure this desirable
III tin
better m. u.
It,’-till- > rt.u III
ed myself on a huge, moss-grown bowlder,
.i|i| ill" III
j his good wine before they killed him.
Teas
the
and
keep
ground
clean,
very
r*-"tilf,, all stock must tie often anti familiarthe broad, the great
a
nlbute
that judgment first !
! there they revelled tiil one-half of
leave it loose, and in good condition to sow upon gentle slope overlooking
ly handled and led with halters while young
To my left began to overtake M. le Marquis, lie had them were under the
smooth stream of the Doubs.
1 once let the pigs go in and
table, and the other
colts and calves; and if all be done kindly wheat alter.
extended a wide stretch of cultivated land, been away at the court for two years, and half could
hardly stand to light the torches
and without anger, they will be as docile harvest an acre of peas which were sown
oil'
into
we
those
little
which
knew
of
his
him
that
which
patches
parcelled
except
they had stuck up round the hall.
nothing
and readily approached at. ill times as dogs j in a young orchard. The hogs, not being
arc one of the lirst things that strike one
steward kept squeezing more and more Just about
nightfall (I had climbed into
ainf eats at the house.
But farmers will rung, rooted up the soil very thoroughly,
To
France.
on
out
of
us
to
for
every
which helped the trees, but it was a wasteentering
month,
a tree near the window, and could see all
my right, against
money
pay
not be likely to take the pains to do this ;
a
of
his
at
master’s
line
ful
woodland,
method of harvesting the crop, aud not
Versailles, that went on,) 1 saw old Mercandon, the
background
encircling
doings
without they adopt a steady and regular I
I to be recommended. The most protlt is stood out the low, thatched houses, and when, all of a sudden, word got about steward, glide up to his master’s chair, and
sv stem which will lead to it as an
essential
obtained
when
the
are
little
street
of
the
vilhe
threshed and
that
was coming; and, sure enough,
broad, white, dusty
peas
say, in a low voice, ‘M. le Marquis, all is
part of their operations on the farm.
Unless fed with the vines they lage of St. Pierre, half-wav up which the a few days later he came, and with him a
To render this system as pleasant and ground.
ready!’
should lie soaked if not ground.
I
[Cor. painted signboard of the Pomme d'Or glit- whole crowd of grand folks that fairly
‘Are all the lackeys mine?’
profitable as possible, rotation of crops ami Uural Home.
tered like a shield in the sunshine. Just tilled the chateau. Ami then, for several
•All, M. le Marquis.’
raising of roots will be required, which will
below me, the river curved itself in one weeks together, there was nothing hut
result in “keeping up’’ the land to the high<«■*> you too, then, and leave me to
est point and prevent exhaustion, iu securgreat sweep round the base ol a steep hill, feasting and drinking, and dancing and finish it alone!”
Items.
Agricultural
that rose on tin; opposite side, on the brow card-plaving, and making love, all day
ing much greater bulk and value of product,
mu
i>tu
uiu
su'w.tni
only rung nis
tml sustaining a much larger number of
of which stood the ruins of an old seignolong. Now it happened that among the li«‘ nl. and answered with a kind ot a sol),
The importance of apples as food lias not rial chateau.
animals upon a given quantity of laud.
Such relics are not uncom- ladies was one who had been a beauty at
*M. le Marquis, I carried you in mv arms
hitherto been sufficiently estimated or un- i mon in
France; but this ruin differed from the court,—Mademoiselle Claire de M011- when you wen* a child, and do you drive
derstood.
Besides contributing a large those, which I had
New Mode of Grafting.
yet seen, as the corpse talbert. they called her,—who had shown ! me away now 01
proportion of sugar, mucilage aud other of a than
murdered differs from much favor to our young lord. Monsieur
*As you will then, mv
cruelly
1 will state an experiment that proved
good fellow.1
nutritious compounds in the form of food,
of one who has died in his sleep. The Henri, when they were at Versailles to- said the
successful with jin- this spring in grafting a they contain such a tine combination of that
marquis: ‘l shall at least have
riven
as
if
by an earthquake, the gether; but when she came down here, she i ON'1 honest man beside me to the last.1
tree of pretty large size, and which 1
vegetable acids, extractive substances and ground
black, charred stones scattered far and seemed to have grown tired of him, and
And then In* rose to his feet (for, till
nope will prove useful in grafting large aromatic principles as to act powerfully in
wide around, the yawning ritts in the ma- began to smile upon his great triend, M. that moment, he sat like a
\ rees w it hout so much
expense and time as the capacity of refrigerants, tonics and
statue.) and
g« in*rally necessary.
antiseptics; and when lively used at the sonry. which still remained erect,—all Albert de St. Florent; till at. last, as young looking round upon them all. Monsieur,
1 Use a ki. :• blade, half uu inch broad, S 'ason of ripeness, by rural laborers and spoke, not ot gradual decay, but ot sud- blood is always hot (especially
when it 1 live to he a hundred. I shall never forwith which 1 make a stab obliquely into others, probably maintain aud strengthen
den and terrible destruction.
The gloom there’s a lady in the case), she bred adead- get that sight!- -the old noble
standing up
ihe sidf of a large limb or body of the tree*,
the power of productive labor.
of a great crime and a fearful tragedy ly quarrel between them. One evening in like a tower, with tin*
[Liebig.
long gray hair fall|
itknife making a sharp angle with the
seemed to brood over that gaunt, ghastly May, my cousin Pierre, the soldier, who ing back from his grand calm
face; the
j
f'-e. passing into the wood and between the
No Pcitn Jackson Wiiitk Potatoks. In
ruin, looming grimly against the glory of was up at, the chateau attending upon his great vaulted hall, with its huge groined
w.M»<i and bark as near as 1 can, so that tiie trial of a potato case in the Superior
the clear summer sky, like the shadow of colonel, came down to us and told a ter- arches and the dark
panelling of oak;
when the knife is pushed in as far as I de- Civil court at. Boston, Monday, several
one great sin upon a stainless life.
rible story. That very morning, the two the coarse, figures of the peasants,
lolling
dealers testified that there were no pure
"igtit it is hid by the bark about an inch and
I turned round (as I have said) to see young gentlemen, with other two to sec- in the great chairs or
wallowing upon the
quarter,and the bark very little broken ex- Jackson White potatoes for sale in the city. who had
and
me
an
saw
beside
ond them, had come out of the chateau llo‘»r, their rough faces all swollen and
spoken,
Ollier potatoes of an inferior quality are
The graft is ho
cept in a very large tree.
old man in the dress of a well-to-do peas- before any one else was stirring, and
disfigured hv drink and fury and lust of
sharpened that it slips in where the knife sold when Jackson Whites are called for.
ant of the country.
I had just been read- away to a little open place at the corner j blood, the red torch light
ume our, and just lits with the slope
Haring fitfully
mostly One dealer testified, that, one year ago last
Ki ck man n-(!hatrian’sglorious TIistoire of the wood, and there they fell to.
M
n the side next to the tree. The cut
over all.
There was that in the old man "s
being fall, he procured l.to barrels pure Jackson ing
.•ddique, the perpendicular fibre of bark
Whites; last year he made every exertion il'un Puysan; and had we been in the Henri was a good blade, but this time he face which silenced the loudest of the
muds the graft tight.
The inner bark
possible, but could not, obtain any, and he neighborhood of Phlasbourg, instead of in was too hot to lie prudent, and at the fifth rioters; and you might have heard a pin
-f tiie tree and graft lias abundant oppordid not believe any could be had in the city, that of Besaneon, I should have said that pass, he was run clean through the body.
fall as lie spoke.
tunity to unite all along the sloping side except as they might be picked and culled Michael Bastion now stood before me. The But he came of a race that always died
‘Worthy guests, you have done honor
<>f the graft and next the wood of the tree;
from other qualities.
[Traveller.
long, white hair and beard, enclosing the hard; and the moment he felt, the steel to mv good cheer, and it is time that I
and us the whole end of the graft is eutirly
bronzed face in a kind of frame; the large I pierce him, lie threw himself forward thank you as you deserve. This is the
The hrain of a horse seems to entertain
covered, there is no place for evaporation.
bright eye; the bold, erect bearing; above upon the sword, and, shortening his own, j first time my chateau has been defiled by
but.
one
The grafts were only in tolerable order.
thought at a time; for tins reason all, the
deep, earnest look, as of one who ran it into M. Albert’s side so fiercely, j the hoofs ot Republican ranaillc—and it
continued
is
out
of
The time was April 1.
the question,
A little wax was
whipping
had done and suffered above the measure that the blade snapped right across. Then shall be the last! (Jo, tell your master
and
confirms
his
stubborn resolve.
used to make sure tiie tightness of the unonly
of his kind,—were all suggestive of the he fell down and died where he stood. the. Devil how the last ot the De
ion
Quosnoys
They were put in in one-fifth of the But if you can by any means change the Alsatian Uhl
Mortality. I saw at once But M. Albert had little to boast of, for repaid your insolence. Vive le roi !’
direction of his mind, give him a new subtone you could pul on a bud or a graft,
/.•A wound was mortal, and two days later
lie seized a flambeau which
stood
t hev can be put in almost as fast -as the end ject to tliink of, nine times out of ten you that 1 had fallen in with a “character.”
“You say you don’t like to look at that he died also. And so the lives ol two near him, and,
will have no further trouble in starting him.
of the graft can be sloped off.
If only one
stooping down, lifted a
ruin yonder?” said I.
“Well, it certainly brave men were thrown away tor the ca- trap door in the floor, and dropped tin*
in ten should grow, still a
large tree could As simple a trick as a little pepper, aloes or
the. like, thrown back on his tongue, will is not a pleasant sight; but what do you price of a woman -one of those great la- the toivh
be worked over in this way much faster
through it. And then (God prethan the common way.
Whether this pro- often succeed in turning attention to Hie know about, it ?”
! dies without Imart and without conscience, serve us!) <*ame a crash as it the earth
cess can
be successful later in the season, taste in his mouth.
“Every thing,” answered the old peas- whom (lod eieated to avenge the sins ol had split, asunder, and all the air was one
I do not yet. know, but will try it.
ant emphatically. “1 saw it in all its the nohlexm upon themselves.
hot blast of lire; and I felt a shock like
Butter making cannot be classed as a
I tear now that I have not described it as
science tint rather an art, which must tie splendor; and 1 saw it in the hour of its
When the news of all this got abroad, an earthquake, and knew nothing more.
accurately as it should be, but it is pretty learned mostly by experience. There Is destruction, seventy years ago. If you our
When 1 came to myself, 1 was lying
people (God forgive them !) began to
hard to do so in every particular without a sort
of skill about it that cannot tie de- care to hear the story, I’ll tell it you.”
and to say that now the aristocrats on the soft earth of one of tin* tlowcr-beds,
rejoice,
«
ngraviugs. It differs from the French spur tected by lookers-on, nor hardly
The offer was not to be slighted; for were
explained
beginning to devour each other, and diz/.v and stunned, as if f had fallen Irom
oudding in this very particular—the iuser- by the maker, but must lie
acquired by such a tale as this promised to be, related that he who had robbed so many of their tin* top of a lower, but, thank God, unhurt.
e>u i- slightly oblique, so that a
portion of practice and perseverance. Positive rules by an
eye-witness on the very scene of children knew now what it was to lose a But, I Inly Virgin! what a sight it was
strong thick bark made more tense by the may in* laid down for each and
every opera- the catastrophe, was an unexpected prize. child himself,
All about me was
llitt, as we afterwards when 1 looked round
graft being wedged under, it presses on the tion in its manufacture, hut circumstances
I motioned my companion to a seat on
raft keeping it. solid and nearly closing up
learned, the old marquis, however he I a reek of smoke and dust, as fiom the
are so various that rules founded
the
upon
the stone beside me, and disposed myself
the wound.
And then unothcr advantage
might grieve, was not one to let his grief mouth ot a furnace ; and dimly through
highest success in one instance might not to listen to him.
is, that as the body of the iimb or tree
be known.
W hen he heard the news, he tin* cloud I could see, on the spot where
prove to be just right under dim*rent cir
"I remember the days before the Revo- never
tin* chateau had stood black broken walls,
emerges during the summer, there is no eumstances.
or trembled, but only asked
sighed
lution,” lie began, “although I was then how it fared with M. de St. Florent; and and great masses of tone Hung here and
perpendicular c ut to gap open; t here is, it
A scientific journal says
is true, an incision, but it is
“When nails only a child ; but 1 remember them, just when
very small and
they told him that the wound was there, and smoking timbers. The marquis
are used in a position iu which
not within ha!: an inch of where the graft
they are as one might recollect a horrid nightmare. mortal, he smiled his own cruel smile, had tilled the cellars with gunpowder,
and tree begin to unite.
[For. Gardner’s greatly subjected to air and moisture, it I seem to have dreamed of being hungry and muttered to himself. •Hood! The De and all who entered the chateau, not. one
will always pay to prepare them in such a
and cold and ragged and helpless, lor
Monthly.
strike home!’ And after left aii vc
May the good God ha\ e mercy
manner that they will not rust.
This may ever so long,—-and then suddenly to have Qucsnnys always
that, he never mentioned his soil’s name upon their souls !”
be accomplished without any difficulty by waked
free
and
well
off.
After
it
all,
up
Manure for Strawberries.
again.
heating a quantity of nails on a shovel and wasn’t our fault if the
guillotimuh's and
'Veil. Monsieur, a few months later!
Singular Case of Mistaken Identity.
throwing them while hot, into a vessel conwere the work ol the
befell;
noyrules
they
came
the news of the fall of the Bastille ;
A correspondent of the Gardener’s Chronitaining coarse oil or melted grease. The
1 Tits Britt;, Pa., June 7, is72.
and the ranail/e of the great and the
cle, who has been very successful in raising nails should not be so hot. that, the grease Assemblee,
peasants began to lift up their
All that we peasants wanted was
West Overton, near here, i» in a state of great
towns.
but
talk
of
strawberries for a number of years from will be made to smoke freely, (tut nails
heads, and
j excitement. A few days airo two men entered
doing something;
the same bed, says:
‘*A ficticious manure prepared in this manner are improved in to have enough to live upon, instead of no one dared to speak openly, for there a store at West
Overton, and
a pint
of my own de vising having been very suc- every respect.
being flayed alive by the nobles; and the were troops quartered in Besaneon. and of whiskey, tin* younger of thepurchased
two, who was
Revolution did that for us, at least. Look
cessful with me, I beg to preface the recipe
nobody knew yet whether they would join well dressed, paving for the mine, on the
A few iron nails placed in a vase with
at me! In my childhood, I ran barefoot
with some observations on a cheap way of
ns or not.
(I heard afterwards that they same evening he was found in a state of insensiflowers will keep the water sweet and the
the
of
a
the
where
labor
is
scarce.
I
crop
along
obtaining
high-road, begging
pass- were ready enough to side with ns, but, bility—apparently dead-drunk, under the overflowers fresh. This arises from tiie sulphur
of a -table.
Ife was divested of his eoat,
cover tin* beds with straw at the
beginning eliminated from the
ers-by, with no hope ot ever being any having no leaders, and each man doubt- shot
and heavily breathing like a drunken man ; he
plants compiling with better off than
«.r winter, and let the young runners kill,
my father, a poor laborer, ing whether his comrades would stand bv looked exactly like a person in the
the
iron.
stupor of inand take the place of the old roots, wherewho lived upon black bread and onions,
him, they did not stir.) But by the open- toxication, and he wa- accordingly left as such
cultivation
by a deep layer of humus is formed, just as
means
and
thorand
never
knew
what
it
was
be
High
to
warm
to sober up at leisure during the night.
In the
deep
ing of the year ’HO, the soldiers in all the
in old grass land and by the same process. ough working of the soil, thorough pulver- or well clothed from one
year’s end to garrison towns had communicated with morning, however, no was touml in the same
Hut I had a failure one year, and the next ization, liberal manuring, clean culture ami another.
and
< m
alter
the
condition,
man
died.
shortly
1 remember that in those days each
other, and were all on the side of tlie examining the body no marks of violence
applied the dressing just referred to, and bountiful crops of all kinds. High cultiva- 1 used
to think of heaven as a
always
two
in
the
discovered
nor
were
March,
anything to excite susthe produce was such as I really believe tion, coupled witli good judgment, seldom
people; so, one. day
where one would be allowed to sit Besaneon
picion of ton I play, but his eoat was missing;
that it I could grow it accurately, would be disappoints the expectations of the farmer. place
regiments rose as one man, de- his
were turned inside out and not a
close
to a big lire, and eat one’s fill of the
pockets
incredible.
posuii iin'ii omens, snoi meir coionoi, thing was left about bis person. It was recolCuoi.kra in poultry way lie lessened, and white bread and dainty roast meat which :unl elected
My composition is: one pound each of
Serg. Roussel in his stead lected that the young man had paid for the
even cured by fat, meat rolled in
cousin
the
soldier
was
Pierre,
pulverized my
(who
Fpsom -alt*. Glauber’s salt, pearl ash and
(the same Roussel who afterwards com- liquor purchased, and a suspicion was at once
or
lining
flown
ginger,
given
three
on
at
the
Chateau
de
when
pushed
carbonate of soda, and one-half pound of
guard
Qnesnoy
mand) il a brigade under the great eui- : raised that he had been drugged by his comhis colonel dined there), had told me about.
then robbed. The symptoms led to an
muriate of ammonia to sixty gallons of times a day for two days—no water allowpcror.) Ttn n our peasants began to think panion,
ed The third day allow lime water or cookinference of poisoning by opium in some form,
1
Last
I
have
now
and
water.
Well,
Monsieur,
year used small quantities of
sheep
was time to square accounts with
it
that
or scalded meal, mixed with red
or by some other drug, such as laudanum or
chloride and phosphate lime and nitre, in- ed
pepper cattle of my own, and a good bit, of cornM. le Marquis, especially as all his grand sulphate of morphia.
stead of the pearl ash; but I tried the two tea or black pepper in the food.
land into the bargain ; my son (iaspard is
The excitement concerning it h ,s been infriends had gone away, and they were
hi different parts of the bed this
an avoeat at Lyon; and my grandson,
year, and
left to defend him. tense. One man in the crowd gathered around
a few lackeys
only
found no difference. I apply it as soon as
Baptiste, is a sous-lu ah mint in the s-me But somebody must have told him of what identified the dead man as Hiram Christ, ami
Over-Work.
the plants show signs in growth iu spring,
immediately several saw the features of Mr.
byere. Show me the peasant before the was going in; lor just as the peasants Christ
in the stranger, while others, however,
watering them pretty freely without a hose,
Revolution whose son or grandson could were all
gathered in the village yonder, saw no resemblance, and as positively asserted
three times at intervals of about a week, so
Mr. J. Edgar Thompson, President of have become an officer! Bah!
withhatchetsand pilch forks,and vvliat not, to the contrary. And hen began one of the
as to finish before they come into
flower; the Pennsylvania Central Railroad, sailed
1 hose were the days when the nobles
to go up to the chateau, there came a most extraordinary scries of contradictory
and if the season be drv 1 find it absolutely for
Europe the other day, for a little rest, did what they liked; and a pretty life they ready
identifications that has ever been
The
rattle
of hoots along the road, and into father ot Hiram Christ was sent recorded.
necessary to supply them with common though not before threatened
for, ami a- soon
softening of led us, ma foi! Now, thank God, the the
broke
the
old
water afterward during their whole time of
marquis
saw
the
he
market-place
as he
declared tint it was his
the brain, nor before grave doubts
corpse
among (jrands seiyiu ur* can’t cut your throat or
growth, or their increased activity will very his friends of his
himself, on bis great black horse, with his son.
recovery. Col. Thomas carry off your wife without any one daring
the body closely, however,
in
the
and
examining
Upon
dress
quickly kill them.
sunshine,
glittering
A. Scott, Vice-President of the
Company, to say a word; but before ’89 it was gay
Independently of the quantity, strawber- lias been ordered
his face quiet and smooth as if ho were the father said he was not certain; his son had
a scar on the chin and a toe split, and tin* dead
by his physicians, it is another matter. Tonnerre! it was no joke
ries of equal size I never saw grow separinto
a drawing-room; but his lips
going
hodv bad neither. Mrs. Christ, was sent for,
said, to abate liis labors, if he would live. then to fall in the
of a party of young were set
ately—for by this plan the bed is, of course, The
way
ot
a
woltlike
the
jaws
and she, too, identified the corpse as the body
together
second Vice-President of the Road
a complete mat, and yet, la-d
hot with wine and mischief,
chevaliers,
year, I meas1
him
coming, shrank of her son. About this time the father recoltrap. When I saw
ured a specimen of Keen’s seedling live has been sent to an Insane Asylum, his
and ready for any devil’s prank that came
that he would seize and de- lected that his son had purchased a pair of
fearing
away
faculties
become
inches in circumference, and that toward
having
impaired by the into their heads. Every man that came vour me even
boots, and that when he came from the store he
among them all; but I could complained of one being too tight, ami that on
the end of the season; and during the severe strain upon them, and the absence in their road was sure to be beaten or run
his
horse
crowd
he
reined
bow
see
(the
up
of
all
relaxation. Other employees of the
whole time of bearing, I could at any time,
examining the boots one was found to be numthrough, and as for the women— But the
him right and loll,) leaped ber seven and the other number eight. In m
gather a plate full fit for exhibition.
gigantic Company are represent ed as worn less said about that the better. 1 can re- parted before
from the saddle, and stood facing 11s, instant the boots of the dead man were examinout by constant toil. A more forcible commember, even now (though 1 was quite a with his anus folded on his breast. Mar- ed, when one was found to he number seven
on our national tendency to overmentary
and the. other number eight. The sisters were
it
child
when
the
that
happened),
night
Catching Curculios.
bit u ! 1 think I see him now, drawn up ! now sent for, who said
work could not well be made.
it was their brother,
Over-anxi- our
Henri de Quesnoy, and to his full
younguord,
with
his
in
height,
lip curling
and while the perplexing dispute was going on I
ety and over-doing are the physical and three or four of his wild companions, 1
A writer iu tiie Germantown Telegraph mental curse of our
and his eye looking through us the body was putrefying, ami it was deemed
detiance,
people. We have scoured the streets of Besanoon with their like the Hash
of a sword, as he said in a proper to bury it. The father and mother renever yet learned moderation in labor, or
.says:
riding-whips, and made every one they clear, scornful voice : ‘I am told that you fused to attend the funeral, hut the sisters folhow to take rest. We die of exhaustion met
i have seen various methods for keeping
lowed mourning to tin* grave. With tin* grave,
go down on their knees in the mud, have
to say to me.
Here I am. however,
these insects oil' plum trees, but none so and old age at forty-five and
t.he mysterious affair was not closed;
fifty, while and cry ‘Vive le roi!’ Then, as if it was Whatsomething
do
But there was 110 m the contrary, it stirred up everybody to
you want?’
simple, nor yet so effectual, as the follow- Europeans are considered in their prime not
for them, they broke ever so answer. At the
enough
work
in definite directions.
Persons
ing Soak corn-cobs iu sweetened water un- some
sight of his face and the greater
years later. We certainly pay a high many windows, rang the great alarm-bell
sound of his voice, coming among us this were sent out in search of Hiram Christ, followtil thoroughly saturated, then suspend them
for
our
material
for
our
price
progress,
liim
to
his
who
had
till
roused
ing
the
whole
and
employer,
town,
recently
they
up
It) the limbs of the trees a little while after
like an all-powerful master, the old
transferred him to McKeesport. At McKeesrapid advancement—too high, it would finished by hanging a dead dog atthe door way of him and
blossoming, being sure to burn the cobs af- seem, sometimes.
fear
his, branded into us by port, however, Hiram was not to he found.
Y. Tribune.
[N.
le
of
M.
with
bit
of
a
in
its
Maire,
ter the fruit ripens, as they will be found
paper
ot oppression, rose up again stronger The Rather and mother now fancied that the
ages
A good plan is to
mouth, on which was written : ‘Aton tour, than ever; and the whole crowd of furious buried man was their son. In great, grief ami
full of young insects.
contrition they made preparation to dig up the
A singular case of railroad obstruction, monfrerel’ [ft’s your turn, brother.] Lit- men
change the cobs every few weeks. My theohung their heads like rated schoolfrom its quiet resting place at Mcnanite
ry is this, that the insects deposit their and one lor which no remedy is provided tle did they dream then, that the day was boys, ami melted away before him.
Ton- corpse
churc.ii and remove it to the
where their
eggs iu the cobs in preference to doing so
by the statutes, occurred a iew evenings to come when they should themselves be nerrt tb rial! tyrant, and servant of the ancestors and friends were at yard
rest.
in the young plains. The first season 1 tried since on the Valley road in Greene coun- hung like dogs to every lamp-iron, and
he
he
a
But
to
did
remove
ad
grief
and
deed
that
sorrow
from the
Devil,
was,
though
it upon one or two only, and iu the summer ty.
Conductor Livingston’s train when when their blood should run in the streets
of the Twelve Paladins; and hearts of his parents and sisters, hut not to
worthy
day
was rewarded by a good crop of as tine plums
><>lve the mystery of the dead man, Mr. Hiram
about thiee miles this side of Grand of theirown towns, to the cry, not of ‘Vive
perhaps the ban bir.u may yet have mercy
as ever ripened, while those oil the other
Christ, in propria person>r put in an appearJunction, in passing through some low le roi!’ but of ‘Vive la nation !’ But all
him, for lie was a brave man ! ”
upon
ance.
He had been temporally absent Irom
Next
trees fell off when about half grown.
and near a pond, ran into an im- this doesn’t belong to my story.
country
the
weird pathos of the Eng- McKeesport when sent for, but learning soon
I recalled
spring found sweetened corn-cobs dangling mense Hock of swan,
Maurice
de
Our
old
and
brandt,
seigneur,
after
what had happened at West Overton he
Quesnoy, lish ballad—
geese
from the limds of all my plum-trees, and the
other wild fovvl. The birds were just who lived at the chateau yonder in the year
hastened home.
summer found them full of delicious fruit.
“That Heaven may yet have more mercy than man
In the excitement caused by the contradictory
on the track as the train
as
to
was
such
a
man
1
have
about
heard
M.
’89,
alight
On such a bold rider’s soul,”—
[ have never known it to fail, and I hope
identification the companion of the dead man
drew near. Their number was so great le Cure read about in the Gospels,—one
every one who has a plum-tree will trv it.
with involuntary admiration was forgotten and allowed to escape from the
looked
and
‘who
was
witli
feared
not
nor
filled
the
man.’
that
God,
them, and
sky
regarded
At Iron Bridge and at Kmadford a
country.
this thoroughly French sympathy a man of his
Xannixg Dog Skins. The following re- those above pressing down on the lower Nothing could fright him, nothing could upon
description wanted to sell a coat ;
in
even
an
with
and
melt
he
courage,
but
was
a
man of marble,
hereditary
him;
beyond this nothing more has been ascerjust
cipe for tanning the skins of dogs, cats and strata forced them to alight on the car
The
tained.
old
was
man
enemy.
The engine tender and cars were —polished, and hard, and cold as death. implacable
woodchucks has been used with good suc- tops.
cess : salt the skin, roll up, and let it lie
covered with the fowls, and some even In one of the great battles ot the Seven- silent tor an instant, while the momentary
softness faded from his iron features,
take
and
Mr. I’riggett mistrusted some highstretch on a board,
four days, when
clung to the bars of the cowcatcher. One Years’ War, he had flung his plumed hat
them sterner than before. When toned chap was tooling around his henand let it dry straight and smooth; then take
into an English battery, and
after
leaving
in
the
swan
had
a
injured
leaped
wing
stately
an old shave, or something similar, and flesh
crush, and found a resting-place on the it, without a man at his back ; and when he resumed, his tone was deeper and more house too much for the poultry’s good,and
the skin clean ; next, take salt and pulverizso fixed a piece of timber over the door to
headlight, from whence he was taken by he came back alive, his soldiers muttered solemn.
ed alum, each one tablespoonful, dissolve the
“But although M. le Marquis escaped the hen-house that would fall upon an atengineer. The bird, however, man- to each other that his hour was not come
in warm water just enough to wet the mixaged to escape from custody, near Perry, yet; lor, you see, there was a legend for that time, his day was near at hand; tempt to open it. “Prig” forgot all about
ture; put it on the skin warm; roll it up, and
now came news that the people had
his nice little arrangement, however,
jumping from the tender where he abroad that he had sold himself to Satan for
and let it lie from two to four weeks; then
had been tied, disappeared in the grass. for a certain term, and that nothing could marched upon Versailles, that the king when he went out to feed his fowls next
take
then
and
it
some;
scrape
partially dry
The raid continued several minutes, cjuite harm him till his term was out. Our folks and queen had been brought to Paris, that morning, and jirjt as he opened the door
sand-paper and rub till dry, when it will be
that when he got tired of all the tiers were up in every part of the he heard something drop, and his wife
a number ot the aerial
for
use.
army being run used to say
ready
his grand dishes, he fed upon children’s country, and that the Assemblee Nationale found him there when she went to call
over by the train, and some half dozen
decreed the abolition of taxation, him to breakfast.
and train flesh ; and many a time have [ screamed had
Whatever plan is pursued, the surface of being captured by passengers
As soon as the birds on the top of and run away for fear of being devoured, monopoly, aristocratic oppression, anil
men.
the barn-yard should receive no water, save
flock began to understand the situa- when I saw him come prancing along the had pronounced all men free and equal
< )v the seven members oi Lincoln’s Cabthat which falls directly upon it from the the
tion
they soared away, followed by the road on his great black horse, all lace forevermore. Every fresh bit ot news inet, as originally constituted, five surclouds. Surface gutters should protect it
and jewels and embroidery, with his long
*
vive, and with one exception they are all
against the flow of water from other ground entire convey. Livingston says it was the
The legend of Bluebeard does not exaggerate
feathers streaming in the wind, and his
and the roof should be supplied with eave- biggest crowd of dead-heads that ever
the atrocities of that incarnate fiend, who, after
opposed to Grant. They are Seward,
face
a thousand real crimes with
cruel
bent
forwarc
to
board
his
train.
committing
tried
.smooth,
handsome,
Moines
Impunity,
into
cisterns or out[Des
tronghs, discharging
Chase, Blair, and Welles. Cameron is
was at length burned alive, on an absurd
like the head of a bird of
charge ot
But al
side of the
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Abraham Warwick. Richmond.
G'i>tavu> A. Myers. Richmond.
William M. Crump, Richmond.
James Lyons, Richmond.
John A, Meredith, Richmond.
William H. Lyons, Richmond.
John Minor Botts, Viia'inia.
Thomas W. Dos well. Virginia.
James Thomas, jr.. Richmond.
Horace F. (.’lark, New York.
Benjamin Wood, New York.

j
j

«

j

yards.

(Iowa) Register.

prey.

sorcery,

the exceptoon.

11

■
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for a
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Heartache.

Sonic ten days ago thorn died in San
Francisco one of the most singuhu rcsi
dents of the Pacific slope. His name \vaVViiliam Hewer, and was English by birth
and a surgeon l>v profession. The iiohlen
City has long been known as a kind ot
Mecca for eccentric people; but of all the
oddities who ever found their way thither.
Hr. Hewer was perhaps the most remarkable. He was Tinion and Shy lock and
Kotzebue’s Stranger rolled into one.
Foi
fourteen years no living soul had been allowed to enter the room he occupied.
In
it he apparently lived a life of abject
poverty; and in it were found, alter his
death, cash and securities to the extent ot
thousands, besides a rich store of preeftus
gems.
This strange man was born at Exeter,
England, 178»S. Ile studied medicine anil
got liC degree from 1 lie Koval College ot
Surgery, Edinburgh, in l.Slo. Soon alter,
he obtained a commission in an arlillerv
He was a man I line powers,
The names signed to Jefferson Davis’s bail- j regiment.
bond, in addition to Ids own, were:
j delicate imagination, warm sviupalhic
Horace Greeiev, New t ork.
I .tiii 1 keen sensitiveness endowed him with
Gerrit Smith, New York.
j the susceptibility both to pleasure and
Augustus Schell, New ’1 ork.
i pain, common to the possessors of such
Aristides Welch, Philadelphia.
qualities, and which makes the i-sne ot
Goriiclius Vandorbuilt, New York.
lives so critically doubtful
Hewer
W. fl. McFarland, liichmond.
j their
It. Barton Ilaxail, liichmond.
fell in lovi with a beautiful girl, who at
Naa«- Davenport, liichmond.
lirst returned bis passion, but who seemed

j

|

Cure

It.

j

—

A

Mr. Beecher spoke substantially as follows :
Brother, [ stand upon this question of the
punishment of Davis just where I alid two
years ago. If it can he proved that he was
privy to any scheme of assassination, or that he
cruelly violated the laws of war, I say let him
be tried and comlignly punished. [Here there
was s- me applause, which Mr. Beeoher
promptly checked, saying, “Hear what T have to sav.
and then applaud at home, if you want to.”]
But if he is charged with an otfense, let him he
tried for it. And I sav that to detain a man in
prison for months and years without trial is
artocious. It is the contrary to all constitutions, and all law's, and all justice. I have felt
a profound mortification over the fact that such
a
thing was done in this land of libert\
and law. And 1 honor Mr. Greeley and Mr
Gerrit Smith for interposing to prevent the con
timianee of such a crime. If ji had been news
sary I would have become hail myself. [Here M r
Beecher criticised the character of Davis verv
sharply, but paused and went on as follows]
But I have no right to speak of him thus in his
absence. I take it hack. Such things should
be said before a man’s lace, if at all, and Mr.
:
Davis is not here to defend himself.
!
I UK HoM.SMKN.

j

II
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she

upon him to see nice more his native laiu;
lie disposed of his property
and made investments ol the same, in anticipation ot taking the voyage, anil at
last set out.
Tlit: vessel was never heard
from, nor any ol those who had departed
in her, and probably foundered when
three days ,ut, as a violent gale occurred
about that time. This sad event took

Mrs. Dicks
year- ago.
up her residence with her
daughter, Miss Klizabeth Dicks, in Portland, and afterwards with Mrs. Joseph S.

place

then

|

with tin*

on

jealous canning

of

a

magpie.

able degree good.

haughtily resmit its being applied,
stray Kngli-hmen of education
| turned up in San Francisco, tin* n*rlu.-r

|

ed

emerge
! and embark with them in frantic* orgi»*s
that neither age nor shame ever rest rained.
When thus excited, lie would or
1
easionally exhibit hugh diamond- and
I

pearl-. Verba river gold of the tinest
quality, and strange old-fashioned jewels.

)

In these accumulations he took the grmule.-t pride, al hough it vva- notorious that
he possessed them, oddly enough he \va>
never

robbed.

Probably he took unusual
guard hi- proper! \\ and. in
magazine of arms was found

to

precaution
truth quite

a

in his room at the last

The

body

was

ble and

impressive subject

for

a

was

such

distinguish aequaintanecs and rela-

daughter, Mrs. Brooks, who departed at
the age ot 77 years.
The funeral ceremonies over the remains of Mrs. Dicks
o.-curred vest■ nlav. the I lev. Dr. (’bickering, tonm-rlv of Portland, otlieiating in a
feeling manner. Father Cleveland, living
in tin* -ami- neighoorliood, not long since
called upon her, and now it seems likely
that lie, too, will be called to follow her
to the world ol
perpetual youth
Having
the love of all who knew her, increasing

that room when Hewer's
discovered would make a Lem
in

scene

to

sin-

tives, though having failed much in a tew
mouths.
Mrs. Dicks was the mother ot
live daughters and one son. The son and
two ot the daughters are still
living, and
there are nearly live descendants also to
mourn her lo.-s.
Though of slight frame and not a robust
constitution and health rather delicate in
early life, by care and regularity, with
simple tastes and active habits, she attained her extraordinary and comfortable old
age, and passed away, without distinct
illness or sutl'ering, only a few days alter
tin* death ot her beloved and devoted

from hi- den.

sometimes

Her sight

read and s-wed without the use
ol spectacles.
Her hearing was good,
md even within a lew weeks she appearI hat

would
When

would

During

as many,
younger by a half century than
she was, to provide comforts for the boys
in blue. Many, many
years ago, she with
her husband joined tin- church of the venerable Dr. Pay son. and alter wards she became one of the flock of Dr. Carnitines
Both she and her husband lived and died
faithful and earnest Christians.
About
five years ago the agist lady came to Boston. where she lias since resided with het
daughter, Mrs. Charles Brooks, No. Jtl
Worcester street. Up to within a year the
I acuities of Mrs. Dicks were in a remark-

Virtually lie became a pawnbroker, although he lisfained the appellation, and

i

forty

tb
late war Mrs. Dicks was full of love
for the soldiers, and worked as heartily

vessels bound
for
was in
this way
that he came to San Francisco. He arrived there in tin* Agineourt just after tintime of Capt. Sutter’s memorable discovery, tin 1 when the whole Western
world was aglow with the. rage for gold.
The current passion of the hour took
possession of Hewer, and thenceforth
never left him.
The vacant place in hiheart was ever after filled hv an almost
insane; averiee. He began to lend money
lor usury on diamonds, watches, and other
valuables, and he hoarded up his treasures

.ship as surgeon
long passages. It

over

took

Bailey, her youngest daughter.

imug nesmes cirmK atone apto have charms for him; and that

was to

commander ol

came

nm»

peared

alter married.
or

ears

oltieer in the same regiment, and tile
husband was never thereafter the. saneman.
lie became a misanthrope and a
wanderer on the face ot the earth. Withdrawing from society, he lived for the
most part in gloomy seclusion, enlivened
at times by outbreaks of furious
revelry.
vniiy

Gone.

rather Captain Dicks, was
a merchantman, and fur
followed the sea for a living.
many
In hr. siraight-hreward character and uprightness he ever made friends, anil the
world’s goods came to him in a fair deAt last, having determined to regree.
main with his wife and the
family that had
come to him, he became a merchant, and
so was near lor some
years to those whom
lie loved and who loved him.
Capt. Dicks
was a Scotchman
by birth, an 1 a longing
a

an

in order to close the controversy started t»\
| Voorhees’s allusion to Mr. Greeley's signing
the Davis hail-bond as “impertinent interim*! cnee.” The Macon (Ga.) Telegraph prints the
i following communication, which it vouches foi
as from the most authentic source:
Mrs. Davis went to New York to eonsnh
! < 'has. < >'Oonor, Mr. Davis's counsel, as to the
best manner of effecting Irs release from pi ison
Mr. O'Conor told her that in his opinion then
! was hut one way that it could b done, and that
was to get the representative man of the Republican party to sign his bond. Mrs. Davi.*
; inquired who that man was.
Mr. O'Conor re
plied that it was Horace- Greeley. She then
asked mm n he would not see Mr. urecicy am
| get him to do it. He replied that he had no influence with Mr. Greeley, and that she wa>
the proper person to sec Idm.
She went to hi*
ollice, sent in her card, and was invited into hi*
private ofli.-e. She said to him: “Mr. Gieoley.
my husband is routined in a easement at Fortress Monroe.
He has been there for man\
long, weary months, lie is a techie old man
and he is g: aduallv sinking under his rigorous
imprisonment. Ife will die if lie remains then
I came here to consult Mr.
much longer.
(I’Conor as to the means ot getting him released.
He lias told me that there is but one way to do
it, and that is to get the representative man of
the Republican partv to sign his bond, and say*
He says that you have a klmi
you arc the man.
I heart, and that you will do it, if you believe ii
Mv husband is dying. Mr. Gi
to be right.
lev, may I hope that you will favorably consider my application?” Mr. Greeley aro-e, extended his hand to Mrs. Davis, and said.
“Madam, you may, for ! will sign his bond.”
Mr. Greeley was then a prominent candidate
before the Legislature for the Cnited State >
Senate. Some of his friends heard that he had
agreed to sign Mr. Davis's bond, and went p
linn and protested against it. They told him
that they had made a count, and that he would
be elected by six majority, but. it lie signed the
bond, it would defeat iiim. Jle replied: !
know it will.” They told him that he wa- one
of the owners of The Tribune, and if he signed
this bond he would lo-e thousands of subscribers. lie replied: “I know it.”
They -aid.
“Mr. Greeley, you have written a history of the
war; one volume you have out, and have -old
large numbers of it. Your second volume inearly out, and you have large orders for that.
If you sign this bond, these orders will i>«
countermanded and you will lose a large amoun t
of money.”
lie replied: “Gentlemen, I know
it: hut if is right, and I'll do it." lie did do if.
I
and
am informed tied In* lost
seal in lb*
m\
Fniied Stab's Senate, and over Sao.ono. i
mind, this does not look like **impertin> nt interference.” [New York Tribune, May "h !s,o.

was soon

Mr. Dicks,

to have been as
capricious its -dir was fair.
A lew years of happiness followed, and
then came hitter sorrow.
Mrs. Ilewer
went otf with a “IVieml” of her hu hand's,

SOME KliESir I’AUTKJUI. Alts.

Centenarian

On the 14th ot October, 1771, in Charlestown, in an old house still standing at the
corner ot Main and Mead streets, Nancy
Stimpson was born, anil under the solemn
heading of deaths came, yesterday, the
following announcement: “In this eity,
14th in st., Mrs. Nancy Dicks, widow ot
Capt. John Dicks, of Portland, Me., loo
years 7 mos.” l'he two lines convey a
wonderful import to those whose pleasure
to know well the lady, who alter a score
and a halt of years more than the alloted
time, to manhood, has passed away. Miss
Nancy Stimpson was the twelfth of thirteen
children, all ot whom lived to he over
eighty years of age and one or more beyond ninety years
Their home was so near Bunker Hill
(or rather Breed’s Hill, where the battle
actually occurred.) that the family had to
be removed to s de
quarters on the 17th
of June, 1771). On the day of the evacuation ot Boston by the British the lather
died, leaving the widow with her thirteen
children.
It was near the close of the last century
when Miss Nancy Stimpson, then a
young
lady, marked for her beautiful face and
presence, a delight to all who knew her lor
her lively and even jolly character,made a
journo to Portland, Maine, —at that time
no
ordinary undertaking; and in this visit
she met with Mr. John Dicks, to whom

painter.

I'he old man's body, clothed in quaim,

parti-colored

rags, was found bent backold chair -the dead eveopen and staring upward, the white hair
sweeping the ground. IF-, had been gloating over a box of trinkets, and there was
! a hurnt-out lamp hv his side. All around
was a strange
a- it did with her
medley of tilth and 'men
years, sin- leaves a circle
Broken spumous and rich l>ii- of eirpeis. ol relatives and friends who will treasure
dried herring- and diamonds, pieces oi
every thought ol her as dear and holy,
•
s
j Boston Travellei
; old b a. s and non. and -ilv* r-p! ite embla
I /.oie d wit 1 armorial bearings string- ot
! onions and >1 pearls, beer bottle- and
A Story About Daniel Drew.
They Will All Do So.
Ft ru-eau vase.-, pawn-tickets, commit
■ions, uniforms, and foul plaiters wer ai1
A young man, a son ot a well-0 -do
Tim "Editor's Drawer" in the June
in wild eonfu-ion.
liesides a!,
farmer, had the misfortune to become mingled
number oi Harper's Magazine has this
these, there was one oil picture Ilia? of
deeply enamored of a young lady, and
story
after a brief courtship proposed and was young and lovely woman -he. no doubt,
Apropos ot Mr. Daniel Drew's contract
who was iii" original cause "t all tin
his
evenBut.
what
one
with Duncan, Sherman vV E’<>. to deliver
surprise
accepted.
wreck
and
waste*
the
and
token
of
-igu
to them live millions of dollars of Erie
ing. when about entering the pallor with
all the unceremonious freedom of a lover, perverted nature a crushed heart and
-lock during the year 1>7/ at 7»/>t we have
broken
life
at discovering his inamorata upon a sofa,
this anecdote of that eminent speculator
her arms around the neck of a neighbor
Not long -in*- In* met a Methodist cleygynian in Nrw J« r-«“.. and
ing youth, and her neck in such a beau.iIndian Salmon Fishery in the Klamath.
having rather a
ful proximity to his as to convince, our
l.tney tor him. asked him it' he would’nt
hero that matters were fearfully in earnest.
like to make a little lm icv
flic minister
In rage and mortification he rushed homeIn catching salmon they mnpiny priuvi- j replied that ne ne\er speculated nor gamward, arriving home just in time to sur- pally nets, woven nf tine roofs or ^mss. bled in stock-, but believed it to he right;
j
prise his only sister, the pious wile ot the which are sfreteheil across imMics in tin- ; besides, he was on!\ worth some fifteen
village minister, squeezing to kill a young Klamath alwaV' with tin* mouth down | thousand dollars, and could not afford t
disciple of Blackstoue. Nearly frantic at | stream. Wheiv there i< not a natural eildv. peril it. Mr. Drew, alter some further
such disclosures among people whom lie S
they sometimes create one by throwing j chat, said In* could suggest something that
had believed to tie p ous, lie made a bold j «»ut a rude win*' darn. 'Fliev s»-l«u*t. eddies. | Would he perfectly legitimate, and prodash for the barn, running directly upon j betrause it is there that the snimon eon^reposed, it the parson would aet upon his
suggestion, to guarantee him against loss,
bisjmother kissing the old lamily physician, ; <;ate to rest tlunnselves. Vt the he ad
who had stolen a soft march upon her as the eddy
they erect lishing-booilis over tin* | while the prospect foi :i handsome protit
This I; water,
sin*was looking after the poultry.
by
planting slender poles in tin j was unite promising. The arrangement
the 1 bottom of the river, and
was too much, and with a groan
lashing others ! was :n r. >i dingly math*. Some weeks later
youfig mail turned, undiscovered away, over them, in a light and artistic frame- the divine came over to New York and
illed at Mr. Drew’s otli. e to ascertain the
resolved to pass the night with grief be- work, with a lloor a lew bet above tin
result.
neath the stars, fearful of further revela- water, and regular ratters overlnmd, <>i
tions should he venture beneath the shelter which brush wood is
"Well.” s:ij11 1 nrie Daniel,
tin* fact
placed for sereci
of another roof.
is, that thing 1 told yon about has busted
! against tin* -nn and moon,
in one <>
The morning encouraged him. however, i these really
pieture^ijm* booths an Indian hut 1 promised to guarantee \ou against
and dew-drenched and sorrowful, he re- sleeps at flight, with a string 1 eadimx up loss, and will keep my promise.”
turned home, when his mother with true from f!i“ net to |*K f 1!•
So, figuring up tin amount invested,
so tJ»:»t whci
maternal solicitude, questioned him as to a salmon begins to flounce in it lie is awak- with simple interest, Mr. Dr *vv handed
his sad looks ; whereupon he recited the ened. Sometimes the sting is attached 'o over a cheek, and tin* pastor congratulated
inconstancy of his fair betrothed, receiv- an ingenious rattle trap of sticks or hone.' himsel! upon the result.
“But.” said In* and here b where
ing in reply the gratifying intelligence (or a hell, nowadays), which will chink or
I nele Daniel’s joke nmi<‘s in
that she was a good-tor-nothing, miser- clatter, and answer the same purpose
hut. Mi.
able huzzy, and he. must not speak to or They also spear salmon from these booths Drew, I told one ot ms elders what vi ll
notice her again—one so utterly unworthy. with a lisli gig, furnished with moveable had agreed to do with me, and he went
“But mother, that is nothing at all,” he barbs, which al ter entering the lisli, spread 1 and b night a little stock
"Did he l’” said Elide Daniel. "W hy.
faltered.
open and prevent the withdrawal ot tin
how sorry I am! I’m aleered he has lost
What can there be more ?” instrument. Another mode they some
“Not all ?
was the next question.
times employ is to stand on a large bowl- some money.”
"Yes,” continue i tin* good man, “and
“Why, when 1 hastened home, what der in the main current, where the salshould I find but. my sister—iiy godly sis- mon and the little skeggers shoot in to rest he told another of the trustees, and he
went and bought some.”
ter—in the arms of a rascally young law- in the eddy when ascending the stream,
"You don’t tell me!”
yer.”
whereupon they scoop them up in dip nets.
"Yes, Mr Drew; and the brethren
“Your sister,” shrieked the outraged Again, they construct a weir of willow
mother.
“My child! The ungrateful stakes nearly across the stream at the shal- thought it was so good ot you to give me
wicked creature! Is it tor this that I have lows, leaving only a narrow chute, where- a p’int that they all went and bought.”
"Well, I'm so sorry!”
given her a home, and eared for her hus- in is set a tunnel shaped trap ot splints,
“So am I.”
band and children? I will do it no longer; with a tunnel shaped entrance at the large
She shall end.
"Well, they must have lost considersuch conduct is infamous.
The salmon easily shoots into tliis,
must have
leave to-day, and never enter my presence hut cannot return. By all these methods able money
pretty much
’em out. They ought'nt to’ve done
again.”
they capture an enormous quantity of lisli. cleaned
“When sick and discouraged with these William M’Carvey says he has often seen j it. Buyiif stocks you don’t know nothin’
exhibitions of sin. I left the house, deter- a ton of dried salmon hanging in the a bom is mighty risky business. You tell
’em that.
mined to pass the night in the barn, I found smoky attic of a cabin.
“Hut, Mr. Drew, the’re nearly ruined.”
mother kissing old Dr. F-.”
there
There are two runs of salmon in the
ward

over

an

>

<

—

j

|

my
“You did ?”
“I did.”

Klamath, one in the spring and one in the
autumn, of which the former is the better,
“Well, never mind my son ; they will the iish being then smaller and sweeter.
all do so.”
The whites along the river compel the Indians to open their weirs a certain number
The frustrated attempt to rob the Jersey j of days a week, during the spring run,
in the catch.
City National Bank, which had nearly j that they may participate
been a successful one, was due to the I [Overland Monthly for .Juno,
suspicions and vigilance of a Mrs. Boemer,

whooccuped,

as a

boarding-house,

a

por-

building whence the robbers
directed their operations. She confided
her suspicions to a neighbor,and he laoned
tier the services of a boy, who kept watch
over the room occupied by Procter, and
into which she had seen several other men
accompany him. When the parties left the
apartment, which adjoined the bank, they
shrouded the windows heavily and securely looked the doors, but a window which
the agile boy could reach by a little dextrous climbing, was unguardedly left unfastened, and through this he passed to
make his observations.
Nothing seemed
suspicious inside except the awkward position ot a wardrobe, which was found to
cover a nicely drilled hole through the
granite wall into the vaults of the bank.
Everything was left as found, and the authorities informed. Officers were placed
at night in front and rear, and upon the
roof of the building, and a grand march
made tor Procter’s quarters, lie met them
at the head ot the stairs with a loaded
and
pistol, but was quickly overpowered
who with
captured with his confederates,
fine saws and blow pipes were diligently
working their way toward SoOO.OOO. They
are thought to be noted English cracks-

tion of the

men.

Contkii’.utions I11 Boston. Millions of
dollars have been sent to Chicago since
the great tire. The generosity of the people has been noble and prompt, and lias
excited admiration in Europe as well as
in the United States.
But it may not be well known to many
that about a century ago similar contributions were flowing into Boston. In 1774,
the harbor of Boston was closed to all
commerce

by

the

English ministry,

be-

of the destruction of a cargo of tea.
The city suffered greatly, but. the whole
country sympathized, and gave help. Virginia sent ten thousand bushels of grain.
Charleston, S. C., sent three hundred and
seventy-eight tierces of rice. Philadelphia
sent two thousand pounds, chiefly in money. New Hampshire, Vermont, Connecticut, sent thousands of sheep, and many
From Maine, and from many
lat cattle.
parts of Massachusetts, came liberal supplies ot wood.
Compared with the ability ot the people,
the contributions were more generous
then than to Chicago, recently. Tint record
of the gifts, and of tlQ thanks returned by
tin? authorities ot Boston, is preserved in a
volume published by the Massachusetts
Historical Society.

"Should'nt wonder; and I'm truly

sor-

ry.”

The good parson returned to his tloek,
most of whom had already ascertained
tin* true condition of things.
Somebody
had “unloaded” to the country brethren.
it
not
Uncle
Daniel.
was
Probably
A sixtkkn ykau old Xiniroil thought he
would kill a Thomas eat that he saw
proudly tripping the “gumehtstie toe” on
the woodshed root, and to make doubly
sure discharged both barrels ot an old shotThose who were
gun at once at the cat.
attracted by the
a cat calmly
surveying a youth who was doubled up on
the ground below, with his shoulder out of
joint and the prettiest place tor a job ot
fancy stitching in bis check that a surgeon
ever saw. ’Tis but the old story ot a cat’s

noj^totmil

toughness and

a

gun’s mulishness.

cause

The Rev. Mr. 11—-had a

large family

unruly boys, and one of them did something very wrong but as none of them
would confess it, he declared he would
whip them all, and then he would he sure
to punish the real
culprit. Lisping Jimmy,
the youngest, retired to a corner and
“What is that you say
grumbled.
staked his father. “I timid” whimpered
Jimmy, “that that’ll jutlit the way old
of

Herod did. lie killed all the children that
he would be thurc to kill Jethuth.”

“Purchase your vaccine virus here,”
says an apothecary window in New York,
“our calf is a great deal sicker than that
ot any other establishment.”

Maine

Medical

Association.

A

REPUBLICAN JOURNAL.

The twentieth annual session of the
.Maine .Medical Association was opened in
Portland, Tuesday morning. Alter pre-

Little

From the

Mistake.

The
The Portland Press, in

THURSDAY, JUNE

liminary business, l)r
li usurer of the Society,

T. A. Foster,
made a import
which showed that the total receipts for
the past \ ear were !?tU;{.37, and the ex-

B.iugor Daily Commercial.

Key

to

upon us by this corrupt administration, and I
as the field looks at the
present posed
hope every delegate will sustain the Cincinnati nomhour.
inations. And 1 have no doubt in my own mind that
it
and Brown rre nominated with anything
The Republicans have nominated for like(ireeley
unanimity at Baltimore, that Horace (Jreeley will
next President of the United Slates. Applause.
Governor John F. llartranft. lie is bit- he
And 1 speak tor his administration when lie is electone of the wisest, most powerful and uncorritplterly opposed not only by tjie Liberal Re- ed
able administrations that has taken place i.i t he counbut
to
be
publicans,
try for a quarter of a century. And 1 believe he will
by many who profess
stand by the pi ople and the people will stand by him.
ardent friends of Gen. Grant. Gol. For- He closed
with a pledge lhat it the people should
his nomination In* would do his hot t<> sec to
ney declares that his election is an impos- ratify
it that they should have an honest administration <d
Slate government, and to see i! it i- in our powsibility. On the other hand the Demo- the
er to cut down this hea\
taxation which i- now ,-o
crats have nominated Charles R. Buckalew bearing upon the hicks oi tin* people id Maine.
lion. Bion Bradbury being ailed for, made
a
statesman of great ability, whose inremark calling upon the !>em <q aey to conqm-1
commands
almost
confiuniversal
tegrity
the it prejmlie.es, ami seize (lie present oppordence, and whose popularity is extraorditunity’ for iu-talling in pirn er an able and hoiie-l
His
election
is
claimed
nary.
by majori- administration. He withdrew bis name t- a
ties estimated at from 30,000 to bO.Ouo.
candidate for delegate at large, tor the sake ol
In view of these facts Col.
Forney asks harmony.
The following gentlemen were elected delethe question: “Can yon elect Grant in

paigu,

Position.

the

commenting on
The great Presidential campaign on
by Gree- which we have
entered, is rapidly shapley amt (leant, says
and the logs and mists that have
itself,
ing
stivin
voter
the
two
read
letters
Let nery
II will be like sitting enveloped it are fast lifting, and the end
,1—iiin In all means.
liiw11 in l.inculn'- l ist inaugural, and finishing
begins clearly to be seen. Two important
with a eliajiter ol' Macehiavelli!
facts are now demonstrated; first a deThe Press puts the wily Italian on the
letters el acceptance written

(In

2<>, 1872.

—

PUBLISHED

EVERY

THURSDAY MORNING
-B Yr—-

WILLIAM

penditures Si.Lag.
Paper.- wen- read by Dr. Sanger oi Bangor, on miscarriage followed l>\ death;

H.

EDITOR

AND

■

SIMPSON.

PROPRIETOR.

Macehiavelli fection exists in what has hitherto conwrong side of the ease.
l>r. Pendlelou ol Belfast, on l.ueto-Fhosstituted the solid and united Republican
became famous or infamous horn having
phate ot Lime. Di. French on l’odotorm,
formidable in talent and influences,
taught that Princes are not bound to keep party,
espe.sally iii inflammations and ulcerations
in numbers; and, second, that two
ol the uterus; and Dr. Nourse, on tlie
lailli with their people, and that for the if not
faults and delects in the cultivation of the
Republican tickets for President and Vice
establishment ami maintenance of order,
A DM 1NI ST { A T<»K8. E.X ECU TORS ftlld <i A K I H A N S
medical profession.
President
are now in the field, with as
all means may lie resorted to, being justiDr. Greene reported verbally a case of desiring their advertisements published in the j
little prospect of union between them, or
Journal will please so state t.» the Court.
fied
the
wickedness
of
the
by
governed.
'Iji'ht l/ifi'tii. and Dr. Severy reported a
ol the withdrawal ol cither in favor of the
To s.iy that Horace Greeley, whose simple
snuil.it ease in an infant
Dr. Corliss re
SUBSCRIBERS desiring to have tl>> addressol
ported a • a-e ot ov arian tumor which he papers changed, must state the Post Office to which faith in the people from whom he sprung, other, as there was in the case of the two
the paper has been sent as well as to which it O
November, it you lose Pennsylvania in
cured.
Democratic tickets in the field in 1800.
to go.
and jealous care for their rights, are
f'lte President. Dr. Fuller, delivered his
October?”
The question answers itself.
To-day, we do not anticipate the action
proverbial, is a disciple of the master of
inaugural address. He briefly reviewed
A Democratic victory in Pennsylvania in
M. Pettengill & Co., r> state St., Boston
l lie National Democratic Convention
of
But
the early historyol the Association, speak- ami 37 Park How, New York, are our authorized king-craft, is the greatest absurdity.
at Baltimore.
Our faith is full that its October, will, in all probability, carry
Agents for procuring subscriptions and lorwardmg
ing of the efforts in behalt oi medical ed- advertisements.
it Macehiavelli sat at the elbow of the
ucation. and various projects affecting the
will
be conducted with wis- with it in November all the States we have
deliberations
K. Niles, No. 1 Scollay’s Building, Court
of the White House, be
St., Boston, is authorized to receive advertisements present occupant
above classed as doubtful with their OS
public weltare. He urged the importance for
dom
and
prudence, and that its action will
this paper.
can well lie imagined as advising the ruler
ot advancing the interests of the Maine
electoral
votes.
*j**T. C. Evans, too Washington Street, is a n
Pennsylvani \ alone,
secure the hearty union of the great DemGeneral Hospital, which is the child of authorized agent for this paper.
to ignore his recorded convictions that the
added
to
however,
those States which
P.
Geo.
ocratic
and
will
command
its
Rowell
&
cordial
Park
New
this Association. Pile necessity ol a strictCo.,40
Row,
party,
South need nothing but peace, and to overYork, will receive advertisements for this
at
be regarded as certain tor the Demer enforcement of the rules with
may
and
from
to
enthusiastic
Maine
began! the lowest rates. Their orders will receivepaper,
support,
lie would
run the region with soldiery,
prompt
to the admission of new members was
ocratic nominees, will elect them. SHF
pre- attention.
Horace Dodd, 121 Washington St., Boston,
be likely to advise that the constitution be California and from Oregon to Florida.
sented
has been, and is tour, the kt n of tin
s an authorized Agent tor the Journal.
always
is
these
trom
what
premises
Reasoning
violated in order to surround the polls
lbs. F. M Eveleth of AValdoboroL K.
position.
the resultJ
A. Gray of Sicearappa, W in.
Subscribers are requested to take notice of the date
with the bayonets of those ready to do the
Bogers oi
the colored slips attached to the
paper, it is the
In our own judgment the States to-day
Hampden. Chas. WT. Gross of Acton, on
And lie would have all
only form of receipt now used. F01 instance, 15 will of the ruler.
Geo. W. Foster of Bangor,Chas S, Milli-' May 71. means that the
Democratic State Convention.
classed as follows with regard to
subscription is paid to that the ruler’s relatives
maybe
t en ot
When a new payment D made, the date w ill
put into otliee. CerCherry lield. and David D. Spear of date.
The
State Democratic Convention to
the
be immediately changed to correspond, and thu- a
Presidential election in November:
tainly' would he counsel that the whole
Keunebunk, were recommended for mem- receipt
in full is sent with every paper. Suh-critiers
nominate a candidate lor Governor, two
DEMOCRATIC.
HFT'l.
HI.K
A\.
and
were
in
elected.
arrears are requested to forward the sums du«
bership
candidates for Electors at large, tin- Presterritory of a small and weak power like Alabama,
10 Illinois,
21
At the evening session Dr. Brickett of
ident and Vice President, to choose four
San Domingo be seized and parcelled out Arkan-as,
0
II
Iowa,
Augusta ottered the following preamble
In -endingmoney, state THE POST OFFICE
0 Kansas,
ft
and it Delaware,
Delegates at large to the Baltimore Naand
the
courtiers
flatterers;
and resolution :
to which the paper is sent.^V
among
7
11 Maine,
Deorgia,
tional Democratic Convention, and to elect
W la reus, Tin- U-. of Into vacating
is doubtless true Macehiavellism to lake Keiituekv,
12 Massachusetts,
10
liquors has been
a State Committee for the
year lsT.'i, asor-,
afirniingh n ih, inter.hi tor the pa-t irw
*
7>
Michigan,
all the pre-ents that are offered, from a Maryland,
For Governor,
ami
sembled at Norombega Hall at II A. M.
0
1.7 Mississippi,
Missouri,
v\ herea*. It I- tic direct cause ci many di'easm*
on Tuesday, pursuant to the call id' the
farm in the West, or a house in Washing- Nevada,
0
0 Nebraska,
will ell a. lit- ctllcd upt-n to treat therelon
u Rhode Island,
1
New Jersey,
State Committee.
lb -oiced; l ii ii rhis \t"Ociatiou will discount!James II. Butler, Esq.,
ton. to a bull-pup with express charges
Dame 11i.
New York.
Jo South Carolina,
7 Chairman of the State
indiscriminatc medic tl use of alcoliolic
Committee, called
li' ip it's, mid wili f.iily prescribe tin- same when ahmiddlethe
Most
■*
North
Carolina.
assuredly
great
HfVerniont,
paid.
the Convention to order, and nominate 1
OF PORTLAND.
lieu no oilier remedy will
l Tennessee.
mutely mc<"m; and
10
12
Wisconsin.
age teacher of dissimulation and treachery
huhwas well.
Hon. James C.
of
Subscription 1 kkm»s, I n advance,$2.00 a year
within the year, $".'><»; at the
expiration of th<
year, $3.00.
Advertising Lerms,
For one square, (one
inch ol leng.h in
coiumn,) $1.25 tor tln>. wee,-,
and 25 cents lor each subsequent insertion. A tr.<>tiou ot a square charged as a lull out-.

<

CHARLES I*. KIMRALL,

Texas.

i hi

Hi-

;ted

Vo

prolonged discussion.
expressed as to the

a

opposition
the resolution.
"pint

but many members
fell that its pa—age would place tile As-ori i!ion in a laDe position aregards the

use

"I

alcohol, by implying that,

as

a

Dur spaee this week will allow of
extended comments upon the
ol the Democratic State Convention.

In
saying that it was large and enthusiastic
we but reflect the observations ot
every
one who was
present; hut we go further,

but before the committee could be
•
-onstituied,a motion to adjourn prevailed.
At llie session Wednesday afternoon,
Di A Ih Snow ol Winthrop was elected
lb. -blent h a- the ensuing year : Dr. W. B.
Svva-ey ot f'ornish. Secretary, and Dr. S.
A 1 '-ter ol Portland. Treasurer. Resolutions were adopted deprecating the use of
alcohol except for strictly medicinal pur-

shorn ot theirold

Convention.

lb.
The Republican Slate ( .•iivetiti.»n met in
this city today. and was,,, Hrd to order-at 11 A. M
by 11. u. Frederick Roby. of the State
Committee
Hon J
W Porter, of Burbngt ii. wa> ’appointed temporary President and IP S ()>good. ot Augusta, and
H
P
Miteheil, of Bangor. temporary
Secretaries.
The, ( ommittees on Credentials and Permanent (Organization were
appointed, after whieh Hon. W P. Five.
M
<\ from this 1>(strict, addressed ihe
1 ’onvention.
I n.- temporary organization
was then made
The followpermanent

the hour of their

;

party, sufficient

cendancy

foreenieiu, and

our

w.

.•moil

view with
!a\or of

in

Tin; <l<-;ith ol «’:i]>t. Colvucoressis, at.
Bridgeport, continues to lie a great, mystery, no liglil having been thrown upon
it by all the research.
A New Haven
paper gives the following bistort it the de-

ceased
At the time ol the terrible massacre of
Greeks, by the Turks, on the island ot Srio,
in 1
1. the I nited States
frigate Constitution lay at anchor near the
place. A
boat wit'll two buys, paddling with their
bands, was seen ruining towards the
(ligate, pursued by a Turkish boat, and m
ot

being captured. Midshipman
Hunter—(our intormant thinks it. was

danger

meet

the

to

of the

want-

a

pendence.
Said a gentleman the other day to an old
farmer who i- known as a champion “growler,”
“Well, you probably in’t find fault this year
about not being wet enough for hay. There
must be a good crop.” "Yes, but what does it
amount to to have such a cron as tins looks
like!' You can’t sell it tor five dollars a ton if it
keeps on this way.”
The Argus says: A young, pretty and elegantly dressed woman entered the office of the
Railroad Co., yesterday, lighted a good strong
Havana cigar, and pulled away at it
leisurely
until the car came which she wanted to take.
“Jack” said he had seen many cool
but that w as “too many” for them all.

operations)

Striped

snakes

potato bug.

are

the natural enemies of the

Kim-ri.

I'.sq.,

of Mar.

whom his second term

iis nnvii
1

Iding support of democratic principles, lint it has puzzled them to tind a
•iilnerahle point in hi- character 01 opinlie has

ons

come

out of all trials like

gold, and it astonishes those who
read only the denunciations ol his

mre
lave

ncmic'

10

in him

med

one

of the most

and ioii-ci ,,imn- of

vote

it

Id- tonic

r

run

gentlemen
-poke the seti-

viai know him liest.

iment ol iho-e

promises support
is

the

gathering

of office-holders and office
expectants, to
boast a little of the past, and promis,.

great deal for the future. They ‘'point
with pride to their past record in war and
in

peace.’1 But lias the country really had
any peace under their reign? II it has,

why are measures ol war continually devised and urged in ( 'ongress ,J
j he wavs
ot peace call lor no extraordinary measures ol force, with
provisions for unlimited military occupation, directed
against a
section of the country, such as
comprise
the main features of
Congressional enactments for

the past

statute-book is

one

long

years.
array of

pains,

penalties, forfeitures and disabilities;

and

the measures of peace have no more recognition there than have the views n|
true

statesmanship.

I be resolution of

lation

j

to

self-gratnlation

the drawback

in

re-

tie allowed on
shipbuilding material, by its very terms
confesses that but little has
really been
done. It says—
to

I hat tho thanks of the*
kt,'-olVfMi.
ponnlc «»i'
Shi* state are due to ('nnirre*., ami ..y ,|,.|,-

galion in

that body, through whose al.le and
•arm**! advivaey the measure v.aseeured, i,,r
the recent legislation to iiromole the inli-ri-*i* ,,t
ship-building and revive eommeree; and w.
aeoept vvliat has heen accomplished as an assitranee that their elldrls in this direetion
will on
ti 11 ne* until th.it great interest is
placed upon m
basis.
etjuitable
What miserable
we

consider

the

vaporing is this, when
magnificent merchant

marine of the country at the time when
this party came into
eleven
power,

only

It now
years ago.
actually stands up lmfore the world and boasts ot its measures
to revive
when the

shipbuilding,

industry

has heen done to death at its hands. Anil
it has an assurance that the interest is to
lie placed on an
eipiitable basis! Well,
who destroyed its
eipiitable basis
Certainly the Democrats left it the most prosperous industry of the country.
The confession is plain that radicalism
de-

Then

the much abused virtue of
temperance, which has been made the
football of politics, kicked hither and
thither in party strife, and made to
prop
up the fortunes of the hitherto dominant
party, until it is warped and batterer! out
of recognizable
shape. The resolution
upon this subject re-affirms and justifies
comes

the extreme

legislation

now on

the statute-

book, by which the vender of such innocent beverage as cider, is
subject to fine
and imprisonment. It
says to the farmers
and orchardists ot Maine, who
pursue an
important industry of the State, “you can
laise apples and make cider, but
you shall

have

no

market tor it.

You must constitute yourselves peddlers of
cider, or have
your market destroyed, for no one who
buys it shall sell again.” Those who
have

expended their capital in creating
orchards, are now told to cut them down”

for they will not
repay the labor of
for them.
0

I
;

file I>it11■ r contest (or the I.T, S. Senator-

caring

trinn New

■hip
urn

Hampshire,

ami Hollins.look

mi

■

the

at

Legislative

Iropped and
iVadleigli, ol

a

a

between i’at-

most

caucus.

new

Milford,

man,

unexpected
Moth

were

Bainbridge

put ill nnmiI lie 1 lemoerats nominated Hon.
iat iiin.
furry Bingham, of Littleton. Wadleigh
,vas elected <.n Tuesday.
was

The Boston Traveller hints a prediction ot'ttie
"i elect ion in Sliak-peare—“A tanner will last
cm eight .Years."
| Bangor Whig.
We

against any garbling ol
help out the desperate

protest,

■shakspearo

to

•bailees of radicalism.

Here is the text

from the grave digging scene in Hamlet—
Hiim/et. How long will n man lie in the earth
‘Vr In rot
f h'lrn.
Faith, it he Ik* not rotten before he
Id- will last you some eight year or nine year; a
ner will last at ii nine year.

n

22
J
20

Pennsylvania.

17
s

cinnati Convention and
Finally, gentlemen, we, of

The total number of electoral votes will
be thill, and a majority, 184. In the estimate we have above given, the division

That having read this letter of acceptance we are
anxious to read more of “what 1 know about farming, and of him whom friends and'loes call “Honest
Horace Gieeley.”
He has said, That if elected, standing upon these
principles which cast behind them the wreck and
rubbish of worn out and by gone feuds, and embody
the needs and aspirations of today,” he will, it
elected, he the President not of a party, but of the
whole people.
Now, then, if the assembled Democracy of the
Country, in Convention at Baltimore, sacrificing no
principle ot honor, but trampling under loot feelings
of personal objection, think it wise to say to the
Liberal Republicans of this Country, let us stand
together, shoulder t«> shoulder as Cue and devoted
allies -.iuring tin- coming days of the Country’s peril,
then will go up from the Aroostook to the Rio
Grande one overwhelming shout ot jov and exultation, and win n the enemy at the gate shall hear tlut
shout, their foundations “shait be shaken with

Democratic,.Vis
110
Republican.
Doubtful,.‘.is
From the present outlook, we think
nearly all Republicans who are in the
habit of making close estimates, will ad-------

placed

in the Democratic,

only those States which will lie

column

likely to vote for the llaltimore nominees
On the other hand they
in November.
will admit that the nine States in the
doubtful column

arc

with safety in the
In our

too close to be

Republican

placed

column.

judgment, Pennsylvania,

she

as

This view

election in November.

to make clear

we

will

by reference

to

die,
tan-

pivotal State it lias
saying for two generations: "As
goes Pennsylvania, so goes the Union.’’
This saying has for its foundation something more than accident- -something more
if this remarkable

been

than

a

mere

coincidences.

The nature ot

her population and geographical position
make her pre-eminently an average and
an index
State
It is a fact, that ever
since, the Government was formed, no
President has been elected by the people
without the vote ot Pennsylvania. She has
voted every time for Ihe successful candidate, except t««r .John Quincy Adams who
was chosen by the House ot Representatives.
Not only lias she voted uniformly
lor the successful candidate, but the result
ot her October vote has uniformly had a

influence

powerful controlling

on

all

doubtful States.
1844, the contest between Polk and
most remarkable.
It was in
'lay
Pennsylvania that "the heart of the bat’’
tle burned
Kvery voter in the State was
in

•

was

rigidly canvassed.
dragged to the polls.

most

Kvery

voter was

our couutry have read
some know ot .sun Do-

and heard no much of what
mingo water lots, Nepotism, Military and Seneca
Sand Stone, and of the idea
That whilst to swindle for shillings seems awful.
To swindle for millions seems lawful,
If onlv successfully done.

of the votes is as follows—

mit that we have

In conclusion he said

nominee.

—

os

its distinguished

j

|

Arthur Sew all. Sagadah o<
John N. Adams, Portland.
has. A. Spotford, llaueoek.
Hastings Strickland. Bangor.
Win. H. Clifford, of the < ’ommittee
lutious reported the following:

•

In motion ot Mr.

MeCrillis,

the report

ot the Committee on Credentials

was ac-

cepted.

On motion it was voted that the several
county delegations be directed to confer
and nominate to the t Vmvention a VicePresident, a member ol the Committee
on Resolutions, am! a member of t lie State
Committee.
tin motion of the Hon. Elien F. 1‘illsbury the temporary organization wasinade

permanent.

unrulier after the

one

election.

It will

on

If

o-

lie afforded

tile low

at

letter
"First.
—

All the political right and franchises
which liavt bia-n acquired tliia.ugli our late
bloody convulsion, mii-t and ball be iru-n'antteed, maintained and enjoyed ami respected

of the situation here in Mas-aelm
Witness liis decapitation ot Palfrey
Ili- defeat I i-t
the Salem postmaster.
master
setts.

Fifty Cents

for the

Campaign.

year, was in reality a victory. The'‘Bird
club” slaughtered hint then; now, he is in
a
position to return the compliment, and
never tear but he'll do it
Dawes, too, will
teel his heavy hand, and thus a
long
score be
wiped out. f rank Bird’s evv

We ask our friends to do a little labor

in

cause

procuring

the l.est of its

large circu-

a

The paper will,
SI S TAIN

ability

NOMINEES

Of

NATIONAL

CONVENTION.

proposes

THE

i

to

the liveliest

campaign sheets

campaign paper

'The edi-

the public

to

sue

THE

DEMOCRATIC

one

pver

is

The Journal will advocate

people shall unite ami fraternize upon the broad
basis of universal amnesty with impartial suffrage.
Third, That subject t«> our solemn constitutional obligations, to maintain th equal rights
of all citizens, our policy -hould aim at l-.i al
self-gov eminent, and not at cent alizal ion. That
the civil authority be supreme over the mi.itarv; that the writ of lial.- ius c..rpus -hould
he i« al« mi -1 v upheld a- the -aleguar I of per-onal
freedom: that the individual cit /m -Inmld njov the largest I inert v •on-i-tent with tin* public
order, and that there should be m> Federal suitversion of the Internal polity of several staleaild muniripaliuc- ; blit that, a. h -hall be left
free to enforce the rights and promote the wml
being of its inhabitants by -aieli means a-, the
judgment of it- ovvn people shad prescribe.
Fourth. There shall be a real and not imq lv
a stimulated reform ill the civ il service of imrepublic to which end it i- indispensable; that
the chief dispenser of its vast otlie^- patronage
shall be shielded from the main temptation to

for

occupation

and

aequi-ition by

—

lightning-rod

A

put his
receive

at Lewiston. mi i'
rod' on every house in the eiiy. ami
no pay if (iraut is imi elected.
man

t

»

r

»

Hr int himself needs those protectors amuch as any one, if there is au v
meaning
pi the

political

skie

Let his Lewiston

friend tix him tij>. for there
over

a

big cloud

his house.
The

take

Hangor < ’ommenial continue to
lively interest in the manufactures
lien* C its latest notice

ii will be

so

seen

that tlie Traveller’s

11 rant fails for two reasons

application
the opening proviso, and the ^losing
nine year
Here is a quotation from
Shakspeare’s Trn'diis and Cressifla that
tits the ease a good deal better
to

I In policy ol those* crafty swearing rascals, that
't.tle old uiouse-ealen dry cheese, Ne.-tor, Fish] and
tlc.it emu* dog-fox
lysses, is not proved worth a

blackberry.

Democratic Convention tor the
Second Maine District, at Auburn, on
riiursday, elected as de,legates to BaltiFlic

more,

and

Andrews, ot Buckfield,
Torrey, of Bath, with Hon.

Hon. S.

F.

B.

<

’.

Alonzo (iareelon, of I.ewiston, and Israel

Bray, of Freeman, as alternates.
following resolutions were adopted
It.

The

Resolv'd. Thai ii is the duty of true patriots
a*
logcthiT upon all fjiiestions pertaining to
the public welfare.
Resolved. That this convention accepts the
Cincinnati platform us broad, liberal ami just to
all portions, classes and citizens of the Republic.

to

in

Disinter Convkntiov. The delegates to
the Third District Convention met in Norombega Hall, on Tuesday. L. Ii. Brown of AuThe following
gusta, was chosen chairman.
delegates i<> the Baltimore ( onvention were
elected: Albert Moore, N. Anson; S. R. Tibbels. I hi Mon.
"Tin* Fifth District (’onvention assembled in
Tuesday', lion. ('has. A.
Norombega Hall,
Sportbrd of Deer Isle, piesided. Cassius (J.
Robert-. I-js«|..of* Stockton and donathau White
on

Kno\, wer«* elected delegates to the BaltiConvention. Monroe Young and S. D.
Leavitt, were chosen alternates.
The Fourth District held its Convention at
Bangor, on the isili. Marcellos Finery was
nominated for < ‘ongress by acclamation. A. M.
Robinson of Dover, was nominated for District
Klcctor. dames <’. Madigan and W. T, Pearson
were elected delegates to Baltimore, with (Jhas.
o|

more

\Yr. Roberts and Charles M. Herrin

as

alter-

It will be

by an aecount of tbe
Davis, published on Lbe
outside of this paper, that one of tbe
signers of lbe bond was that prominent
abolitionist, «Jerrit Smith. Smith was
present at tbe Philadelphia Convention,
and made a (laming speech for Grant.
It
bailing

:t was
man
ot

Pennsylvania
inlluence, and

come

to the

extraordinary
she again vindithe Key -stone of

contest of

so

on

seen

of .lelf.

wrong for Greeley

to

be

a

bonds-

tbe occasion, what is to be said

Smith, who is

now

Grant’s next friend ?

The Brunswick Telegraph announces
that its press in now run by (lie power ol
condensed air. We hope it is not perplexed by Hamlet’s doubts whether it is
‘airs from heaven or blasts from hell.”
—

-Is it Irom fear of another Harrison
campaign that the radicals have put cider
inder the ban? Things look very much
Ike a repetition of 1840.

I'OMMI ITKK ON

18d(i, where
cated her character as
the Federal arch.
All persons over the
age of thirty must remember that most
exciting campaign. The Democratic candidate was James Buchanan, and the Republican, John ('. Fremont. In October,
the Democratic majority in Pennsylvania
was less than :>,ooo.
Small though it was,

considering the great
yet entirely decisive

thrown, it was
the great Presi-

ot

dential contest. Three weeks later she
gave Mr. Buchanan a majority over both
Fremont and Fillmore, and her vote elected him President.
The election of 1860 wc pass over as the
to the Republican
party was
divided into three factions; as also that
of 1804, in which only the Northern States
voted.
In both instances Pennsylvania
voted for the successful candidate.
In the October election of 1808, the Republican majority was only 9,077 in a
total vote of over 600,000. Vet this small
majority was decisive of the campaign.
It carried with it close and doubtful States

enough

to have elected

York,

for a period of

Ichabod Cole.
STATIC

COMM

1 ITKK.

Androscoggin, Alonzo llarcelon.
Aroostook, James (’. Madigan.
Cumberland, Albert W. Bradbury.
Franklin, («. W. Clark.
Hancock, Monroe Young.
Kennebec, K. F. Parrott.
Knox, K. K. O’Brien.
Lincoln, Richard T. Rundlett.
Oxford, Samuel R. Carter.
Penobscot, Gen. C. VV. Roberts,
Piscataquis, D. T. Saunders.
•Sagadahoc, F. B. Torrey.
Somerset, W. D. Hayden.
Waldo, C. C. Roberts.
Washington, Samuel D. Leavitt.
York, Henry K. Bradbury.
die presence of Hon. Charles P. Kimball was then announced.
As the well
known form of the popular candidate was
seen at the front of the
platform, a tremendous applause of greeting went up
from the audience, and cheer after cheer
given. We regret that the late hour
at which the proceedings are received will
was

Seymour.

The lesson, then, that the election his-

tory of Pennsylvania

KKSOI.UTIONS.

Androscoggin, Solon Chase.
Aroostook, ( lias. M. Herrin.
Cumberland, Wm. II. Clifford.
Kranklin, S. <J. ltelcber.
Hancock, John D. Richards.
Kennebec, F.mery O. Kean.
Knox, Henry C. Leveusaler.
Lincoln, Hon. Samuel F,. Smith.
Oxford, Sullivan Fuller.
Penobscot-, N..Wilson.
Piscataquis, II. Hudson.
Sagadahoc, G. W. Larrabee.
Somerset, Albert Moore
Waldo, R. R. Treat.
Washington, A. McVicker.

vote

opposition

nates.

Piscataquis, Col. Win. Oakes.
D. A. Iioody.
Somerset, L. L. Lucas.
Waldo, R. Klliot.
Washington, Hiram Hunt.
York, Samuel C. Ilradbury.

Sagadahoc,
the election of 1Shg where
had the same controlling

over

seventy

years, teaches, is this: Whichever way
she goes in October, be the majority never
so small, that way she goes by a largely
increased majority in November, and the
influence of her vote is to carry with her
all close and doubtful States in the Presidential election.
We apply this lesson to the present

cam

not admit of

a full
report of his speech.
He commented in his usual clear and
forcible manner upon the contrasted records ot the Democratic and republican

parties, and said
He had

in conclusion—

sort of objection to voting for Horace
Greeley. If he should meet him on the tariff question, he should oppose him. He regarded it as a very
important occurrence, when we get him upon neutrafl
grounds, to say that he would sign any bill that the
people may pass. I believe that Horace Greeley is
the man to lead us out of the troubles which arc imno

convention,
lie bad been appealed to by
those to whose appeal he could not be deal.
II** was influent-ed in hi-* hesitation to ac-

was ren-

dered more tban usually important by the
encroachments ot eenlrnl p.nv.n- If .1.»
(**!, vvbih* lie would endeavor to maintain
always tin* most Iricudly relations with the
central power, lie would most strenuously
labor to maintain tin; rights ol tin* Slate
to its own fireside government. lie asked
if tic people of tin* South, heggard and
oppressed, should appeal to us in vain lor
political support? ((Vies of “no.”) lie
referred to tin* necessity for civil service
reform, and trusted that the parly now
seeking co-operation with lb*1 Democratic
party would be able to achieve it.
Referring to the coming convention ai
Baltimore, In* said that lie I bought I Ins convention foreshadowed the result of Mini,
to the result of which he pledged his sup-

ex-

tiis ill health,

am.

nothing namby-pamby about

i-

Frank

augurate reform, ami tolerate

the contrary, he joins with them heartily
ami is proud to lie counted one anion

OlEI

NO

ENTERPRISES

AT

and

THE

RELATIVES

IN

M W-I'A 1'I Ks

HOUSES.

Flic rivalry among the

No El! AI HI LEN T

PURCHASE OE

is

NEURO ISLANDS.

fair. open, honest administration

government, alter the ideas of its
founders.

adhere

of the

’ash

t

the

i

'ampaign Journal,

and all

be taken from the list

W. II.

less its old

will

are

is

name

legion.

SIMPSON,

but

thrown

is

it

around

in fart, for it

so.

memorate

DAY,

fur Boston

only

not

servos

to com-

Hill,

which it is the anniversary, but also

the response

ahcady more than cistiti, it
the Herald, sharp, coneis, and crisp, i-

ol
to

inaugurate the great musical peace jubilee, which on the score of magnitude at
least, anil the number ot musical celebrities brought together is without a parallel in the world's
Boston is out for

history,

til course

at

larly

have

last

the visit

bv I tude

summer

his wife

that

Id

is -iek,

or

out

bags

last

or

limited

an

milk.

So to

cleat

disgust

however,

and

sweetest
town
ot

finding

they

brilliant

neat

uniform

are

and

not

of the

sour

but

of them,
men.
Their

most

are,

looking
fine-looking,

unlimited
krout.

expected to
week
They

our

lire in Portland, ta
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quantities
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arrive before the hist

x
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u
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•jegrapfi
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m.

up.m th-

li.niois reeentls
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man
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elaimiug

The President iwelcomes j
Pong Branch.
Saturday

will have an ovation
Irish fellow citizens second to
none, when they do come
Tin* British
subjects here also contemplate giving the
11 re n a die r f Liard s band a
grand welcome.
from

a

ot new

ly fellow, with his breast covered with
orders and decorations. If is said that
consume

a

and moved I.) I It
den road.

old Moneybags, who.
himselt caught, puts on

very small, inferior
leader, however, is a

they
lager

Al
trom

ten.

un-

a

fti.

a

metal.

a

It is reported that I lie fill, nal i..i
line- from Bo-ton to Bang.a li e
llie Western I'ui<m
have come, to (lie j
M
pi
Boston, ha
lx

freshest

a

so

toyvn

worth <>f watehe-

or so

Hon. Maurice « Blake, hid
I
alifomia eourts. ionnerlv .•••lleeim
ha- reeentls visited hi- old home u

of prospective butter and
apply Moneybags and family

the

fillK.

«

amount

cheese to
with

and sacrificed

H AS

Funk lias arrived in

pavement Below

go

summer

m

keepers.

already

is

a

Borneo, the hirirt -t elephant in \m. n
m
attached to l,,ore[»aiigirs men igrrie. died
hieago recently if the advanced
"t In
||,* has in hi- lifetime killed ii..
years.
.1 i,,

full
but such
down with Jonathan,
much less with Huldah. who remembers
how she gave up her best room to Moneyhouse

d m’t

excuses

until

one

Generalities.

lie

ol town

sickly

a

million dollars

Ifcncy

may have written them that it was not
convenient to have visitors at this time,
th a

continue

momi

It- I

lie
liankrupl stnek-'’ i- tlm dodge
gudgeons” bit trc.pieiit Iv and Pet,a
lining bis pockets with greenback- tmt
Ids victims are carrying away
rati
line ipialitv of '‘pinchbaek'' otlierw,-,-

made them

Moneybags

a

must

a

Busting intent upon
and- returning with

to

come

is

of what “might have been.'

FK n.K

many wearing the unmistakable
appearance of the genuine "country
cousin.”
Yes, Jonathan and llulduh have
leit the (arm lor a season in other hands,

seeing tin1 Jubilee
compound interest

with

departments

The 'limes

ment

A Peter

-i

and

tad.

all

so many
strangers in town
time betore, and more particu-

one

in all it-

stimulate

a

have seen

any

managed

hand takes the helm.

holiday, along with a
goodly- portion ot tin* rest of New lingland, attracted thither by the lame of the
coliseum and especially intent upon seeing
the big drum,
indeed, 1 never remember
to

I

indeed, of some four thousand weekly
This movement was a shrewd one. tm\

lo nbiy

battle of Bunker

the

nio-e,

on

■.

lbisTox, June 17, 1S7

(lay

depart

tivated at the expcn-eol reliability.
I
Journal, which inaugurated tie redu
price sy stem, is reaping the benetit in
rapidly increasing circulation, at the r

nrrtoponilt'nr,' of the journal.

I! 1.1»

/-

The Traveller has increased
circulation since ;t- price was redu c,
• here is a
good leal of rilitv n the I t i.

Letter From Boston.

t

c

ment.

am! tin* tendem-v to sensatioi.

ITiis is a field

!■,

It excels

now, as of yore, in its editorial

renewed

eller.

A

Tin

in the alleetion- ol

place

patrons, whose

Editor and Publisher.

<

en-

already

cumbrous loids.
Host will continue it- old pric, amt

the end of the

at

time, unless subscriptions

Address,

names

in,

its present terms, but wilt

to

its

large

accompany all orders for

must

tp--

file GI

patronage warranting tin- unusual mi; tv
fhe Transcript keeps up its practice
issuing a double sheet twice per wcel
the reduced price.
The Vdvcrti-ei vy I

THE POLES.

NO HE1XDINH TAXATION.
a

daily nevv-p

each day

getting sharper

wlik li adheres to it- pm-- bubble- ...
weekly into a tr iple sheet, its advertiser/

DISHONEST SALES OF ARMS.

NO RAYOXEi’S AT

Rut

■

movement is

didate since Andrew Jackson'- tiun

SW IM LEES IN THE CUSTOM

NO

I'lie

oil

Greeley
gamine
strengtli daily. 11 mmiimite. 1 at Baltiimu
he will command a larger vote lien
in
Massachusetts, than any Deiliocrati

OFFICE.
NO

in

••

SWARMS OK

NO

so

them

WHITE HOUSE.

reception as the French
band. Sunday their quarters at the Hotel
ih* spoke Lancaster were besieged all day by their
State and admiring
countrymen. They wear a verv

cept only by personal reasons,
<*l lie* growing interests o| (he
said that the olUee ol (ioveruor

ot

bis oppo item to (it tut he
not etleet to deride the Democracy:

eheerfn. countenance and
The Hon. Win. MeCrillis then addressed
them to hi- stately mansion.
the Convention in ail able and lengthy
election the Democratic candidate was
ot bring into* lie d
speech, strongly endorsing Horace Gree- lastWe had tin-to pleasure
they might have been seen (oceans of
the wrv youngest vming lady
elected Governor by 4..197 majority, tip
ley. He tiieii nominated Chaui.es l‘ in theevening
Her
name
them ) promenading up \\ ashington street
ha
not yet been decided
city.
to this hour New Vork had inclined to Kimbau. ot Portland, as the candidate ot upon.
hand in hand, reading the signs over the
tiie Convention for Governor,
j TremenClay, but this small Democratic majority dous
The Portland Advertiser ays that the stores and
occasionally investing sparingapplause.]
in the Key-stone State turned the scale
Mr. Wm. H. Clifford ot Portland, in a chairman and secretary of the republican
ly in peanuts, ginger beer and ice cream.
the other way, and, three weeks later, the neat and enthusiastic little
speech, second- caucus were detected in putting vot*
I iiibtless they will have a
good time, get
Umpire State gave Polk 5,000 majority ed the motion. Mr. Kimball was then fraudulently into the ballot box. What ! their till ol music, ec all the
nominated
sights, and
tlm
acclamation*
by
delegates is it
and elected him President. Had Pennpossible? Can such things he
return to their homes, satisfied with havrising and giving three hearty cheers.
sylvania that year voted in October by a
tin motion the following gentlemen
—An Illinois paper Speaks tor Colfax
ing varied the monotony of their live.
majority, never so small for the Whig were appointed to wait on Mr. Kimball place in < rant's eabim t. ; Cortland Adv
! with one red letter week
and
ask
!iis
of
tiie nomination
frrant’s cabinet won’t exist alter next
candidate for Governor, both that State
acceptance
file ('oliseimi building was completed
E. S. Nickerson Waldo; E. F Pillslniry,
and New Vork would inevitably havegone
March, but Schuyler might take a place m on
Gorham I. Boynton, Bangor'
Saturday night, although a lew touches
Augusta;
for Clay in November.
The Convention then adjourned till 2 :!0 tin* tannery
to the decorations was added this morn
fn 1848, there was a third ticket in the P. M.
Tin* Bangor W higmont ion*: the proper iug.
Outwardly it resembles a monstrous
field which made thecontest between Cass,
A !•’ IT.KNUON S ESSK IN
treatment lor Tainting persons I»v lying barn, with a lew extra ventilators on the
the Democratic Candidate, and Taylor,
I he Convention re-assembled at half them flat on their hacks.
Won't li\
roof and an attempt at ornamentation at
the Whig candidate, exceedingly close past two o’clock, President
Madigan in be taint by November
the gables.
Inwardly, the vast -pace,
The several county delegaand doubtful. Again Pennsylvania be- the Chair.
with
ils
Imid-unnc
Flic
1
Maehias
columns, its profuse
nion
eomes
out
tions made their nominations lor Vic»*bright
came the battle ground,
livery inch ot Presidents, Committee on resolutions
and handsome in a dress of new type on decorations, its vistas, its banners, its
and
her territory was fought over. In October,
State Committee, which were ratified by its twentieth
galleries, and its uncpie arrangement of
birthday.
the Whig candidate for Governor was the Convention as follows:
seats, presents ail effect grand and imposVICK PRKSII'IKNTS.
chosen by about 3,000. Up to that hour
Indiana Democratic State Convention.
ing to a superlative degree. The whole
New York had been critically close. This
Androscoggin, A. C, Howard.
has
indeed a marvellously line effect ; but
June
I:
AID*rtlie.mDaniel
VV.
Orcutt.
Indianapolis,
Aroostook,
result in the Key-stone State, however, deCumberland, Alien Haines.
nou Mermen I <»l the ehoiee of W. (’. Depeu
the greatesi wonder i< how so much could
F.nodi
Scales.
Franklin,
cided the day. In November, New Vork
as
Leiul. (rovcnior, Mr. Hendricks apHancock, Chas. A. Spoll'ord.
have been accomplished in so short a
Kennebec, Miller (Mark.
peared on the stage e<e*>rled by the Comgave Taylor 4,000 plurality and Pennsyltime.
I ue 1 russiau hand arrivKnox, Henry Spalding.
pare
the
wildest
mittee, amid
enthusiasm ot
vania 13,500, and he was elected.
Lincoln, Thomas N. Ayer.
Had
ed Sat in day evening, somewhat unexthe convention.
II* said In* had no ex(Klord, Win. Frost.
either State gone for Cass, he would have
Penobscot, F. W. Hill.
pectation of being I lie nominee, of the pectedly, and so were not awarded quite
We pass

ot

none

strength

or

my word tor it, lie will make the campaign
a hot one tor tin* administration.
Thm

use

ly preserveil

I lie tir-t numbtu

Frank lias lost

vigor ot thought
pression, by reason ot

■

his power seltishlv by a nil
inexorably
forbidding and precluding his re-, lection.
Fiftlr. That the raising of the n venue,
whether by tariff, or otherwise, -bail b<* recognized and treated a- the people's business to lashaped and directed bv th-an. through their representatives in < ongress, wlio-e action thereon
the President must neither overrule by hi- veio,
attempt to dictate, nor presume to punish by
bestowing oiti a1 oniv on those who agree with
him, or wit hdrawing ii from tlio-e who d > not.
Sixth. That tin* public lands mint lie sacred-

i-nut

one.

his

of

pub-

change

a

able

an

the executive head of the government,
and the election of a man who will in-

evermore.

Second. All the political rights and franchises
which have been lo-t through that conviil-ion,
'hould and mu-i be promptly re-lore I and «*<•
tabli-hed, -o that there -hall be lieneelorlIi no
pre-i:ribed class uul no distram*hised elas- within the limits of our Union, wlio-e long e-lraved

>•

As matters have turned, Butler is to-day

lished any where.

.i.rnoxs.

Resolved. Thai the principles of the late
< ineiunati Conv ention taken in eonneetion with
the letter ol Horace Hive ley accepting the
nomination of the convention con-I ii lit e a platform in which all the element-* in opposition to
the present corrupt administration of the Federal (lovernment can stand, ami vve hereby adopt
as the platlorm of the democracy of .Maine the
following propositions of Horace i.i.ch-v'-

of that locality,
ot the kind

At the October

must surrender or take the eonseipiem

November

of

price

tor

cultivators, and not n ckl* --ly -qiiandered on
tin* projection of railroads for which our people
have no pre-cut m-rd. ami Hr premature
:itrembling.”
struetion of which is -mnuallv plunging u- deepTll<* C li iiniiAii tlim announced that tin; j er and
deeper in aby-ses of foreign imlebi. dnext business in order was the selection nes>.
ol Secretaries, ami tlm
N' V. llH).
I lial
tin* aril,eV**111' II'
1 I ese
o|
following gentleu( imive.-.,i!
11• !ie,* 11.
C
\men were appointed: B. Morton. Augusta
; grand purposes
and
the
at
of
hand"
all
who
sought
apGeo. O. (rosso, Port lam!; Goo. A. \ iohols. peeted
H'-'Vi' them im^peeii.r <*t paM alliiei ions.
Soarspoit. J. Hopkins, Now Bortlaml.
l'ighth. That the republic must ;u all hazards
It was then seconded that the State he maintained, and the national credit lx; preCommittee servo as the Committee on served.
Ninth. That the patriotic devntedmand
Credentials—carried. And the Commitinestimable serviee< of our fellow i-itizen-. who,
tee through
Mr. Morrill, reported the as
soldiers, upheld the llag and maintained the
whole number of delegates to be seven unity of the Republic, shall ever he gratefully
hundred and fifteen, a~ follows ,
••euirmberrd and honorably r< -put d."
Resolved, That we hem-ve the gi e it reforms
:;:i
Androscoggin,
tor which patriotic men ot ill pari-.
are m»w
to
Aroostook,
laboring, ean be best obtained l»\ supporting a<)7
Cumberland,
the candidate lor our next I’re-d lent. Horace
21
Franklin,
Creelev. and we reeomm-md to our del»vaie>
to vote for the Cincinnati andi late-.
t:>
Hancock,
Resolved. That we pledge to the nominee of
its
Kennebec,
this Convention our united eildrls. and hall
Knox,
74
hail his flection as the < ommenrrment of a
27
I.mcoln,
purer polilieal era.
Oxtord.
Hi
On motion of Mr Wilson id' Thomaston
ss
the convention voted t<> refer the .selection
Penobscot,
4
of tic* two electors t.» the State < 'oiumittee.
Piscataquis,
On motion of Mr. Herrin ot Aroostook,
I
Sagadahoc,
the thanks ot t.he Con vent ion were lender
Somerset,
p.
edits ctiieers for their faithful and judino
Waldo,
cious guidance of its ddiberations
1
Washington,
1 lie Convention ihen ad journed
Cno
York,
717

until

to

<

of the

way by supporting him for the
place he (Butler) now occupies and loi
I'lie Journal lor the Presidential Camwhich Boring is known to have a hanker
paign will commence its issue with the ing. This done, he will go tor scalp
number dated duly is, the lirst, week after generally, ami all those who opposed him
the Baltimore Convention, and continue last year in the Gubernatorial stru-rgle

for the

■

j

of 1872.

Campaign

and to have a
It Butler really goft

place,

tor it. as many assume, his chances arc
good, lie will doubtless get Boring out

THE

lation for the Journal.

\ I I URN A 11

hks(

FOIt

for the

respectable backing.

i.

eollatre

a.

h.-

at

Hi

in

nothin:- m this w.i d that svJI
and *ie .eii I lie general r< a.ha a- to |.
after wading through tin- parlieular- .»f .11
1 111 evident, that there ipmBabilitd ol tie
:im*' re> <»\e»\
I>unhurs Ness

v

u-t.

on
1

o' hi;
ri»
that
i\
M
Haywai
W cslev. 1 houbht to 11 hi lu« 1 :it 1!,,
hear catching ; so w it ii 1. at I ih.n er. r I
deadfall m W hi. h to entrap on*
1 he Him
hill 111 1. ad ..I a K u he an In
proved a -nee.
..,,

ol

1

Phe

seven

Indiana,
l.ouisiana,

Congress by the endeavoi
places the past.

lor

igain hclorc the people one ot the ablest
rentlenicn of the state, whose election
vould In a credit to the district.
Mr.
aneiT lias made many hitter enemies by

itfahte

second term—or those

New Hampshire,
lijOhin,
J Oregon,
G

Vmocrats c.I the Fourth District,

What

country.

him)—alterwards called “Alvarado Hunwholly
ter,’’ called away a boat’s crew of the
trig- stroyed the business, and lias thus finato. and went to the assistance of the lads
to it only the promise of
rescued them, and took them on board given
equity, it
is as though the thieves of the
the Constitution -and as all their
had
parable
family
friends, men. women and children, had tluug to the robbed and wounded traveller
been murdered by the Turks, they chose his
plundered breeches, and promised his
to remain with the trigale, and so were
shirt, “upon an equitable basis," at a
brought to this country.
were
They
future day.
George M. Colvoeoressis and George

Sirian—the latter now the oldest gunner
in our naval service.
The horrible brutality of the Turks in their persecution of
"the Greeks, aroused the indignation of the
civilized world, and when, in 1H-J7, a
large
Turkish-Egyptian licet appeared in the
ot
bay Navarinii,^] an attack on the town,
the combined English, French and Russian
war vessels, opened their
batteries, and
destroyed the Turkish armament—which
greatly assisted the Greeks to their inde-

•cllus

be asked ?

Ir
—got together at Lewiston.
same old story over again
the

en-

satisfaction the
popular
temperance rei'lrm recently inaugurated in this State.
*n motion ol Mr. X\e, of Augusta, the
minority resolution was substituted by a
'urge majority for tin* fourth in the ma'rit \ report, and the whole series
adopt*‘‘L
At
the (’onvention
adjourned
with ehei
for C * rant and Wilson.
inov

his

the President for

faith in the
ial

that

California.
Connecticut,
Florida,

market for

no

t he iiii.inimous renomination

events

publish to-day an abstract of the
proceedings, when the men who support

the futon

impar

rapidly tending,

which result

We

lb "1. e.I. That tic presentation of the name
Hou. >idn»*y Perliam for (loternor of the
bite to- the third time ijustly due to him for
m- fidelity to tin* interests of the Stab* and
for
'he pen let.ee and .*arc with winch he has
performed all his | nidi' duties.
Mr Hingley -aid flint the
minority ol
Hie Committee recommend the substitution ol the following resolution—
it-

are

to

i 11 g t Inti t lie talm-

art

have

—

t

reatlirm

spring

country

The Maine Radicals in Council.

«

we

at

r ell

shall

DOBHTHT. STATES.

products! Is there not need always has heretofore, will this year,
d extending the proposed “equitable again prove the key of the. whole position.
in-is" of the stopping to larin products As she goes in the Gubernatorial election
next October, so will the doubtful States
llso ?
so will the I nion, go in the Presidential

I I,.

■

That

Baltimore,

nee

more can

Re-oped, | bat the thanks of t he people of this
s'tate arc dm* to
'utmiV" and to our own delegation in that body, through whose able and
cariie-t ad\oe;iey the measure was seenred for
th* n eut legislation to promote shipbuilding
and te\i\e (nil '•oinineree; and we accept what
hay been areomplidn d :i< an assurance that their
effort- n till-line, tion will continue until that
gr* at interest ■- ;>.«•. d upon an equitable basis.
R'-« ved. 1 bat we \ sew with sal isfaction the
_rr< it | rogre-- that tin*
iu-** o|
temperam c has
'n i.le during the year, and
especially extend
our cordial sv nip ithv to the
icmperanee reform
movement wlm
i- spreading throughout the

prohibition and

1

it is lit and proper
declaration of principles he
adopted in Maine They are sound. and

]:sf»S.

of

110

11
7>

heir orchard

■

<

Resolved.

our

Maine

o!

as

large to the National *'onvention are
character and ability, who will well represent the sentiment of the Slate.
And it Mr. Greeley is to lie the nnmi-

That llic Republicans of Maim
most cordially and unitedly ndor-e the nomination *‘i (bn. (■rant a- President and the Hon.
Hi in \ W n-oii
\ i• e-Pr- -id. iii and
pledge to
the great
.her ami patriot, and tin-eminent
Senator ami
triend
.1 tin* workingman, the
electoral vote o| Maine, bv a majority even
greater than was gi\en tin- Republican ticket in

..nneiple

rienrcx liy til ft he

as-

With Charles I’. Kimball in the
gubernatorial chair. Maine will sutler in
campa risen with no other static in that
respect.
The gentlemen selected a- delegate :.i

—

•date.

agency clause, which contains till
he evil that has been charged against
iquor dealing, easing their troubled enn-

in the state.

the free institutions of

Irom

—

m

it

give

authors of this

the

imagine

own

and knew

the embodiment ol the results that

Re .eivo.i
rh-,r Mi.. Republican* of Maine,
(*1111>i• i by -I. Pirates in S!:it*■ < Onvention, rrallinn The 1 la, a,<.n ot principles made bv the
Xali.iiial Ii.■ j• 11b; <ain Fouvention at Philadelphia, and point with pride to then pa-t record
is w ar and in peace, a* the best and
only politi•al organization, b. *aii-<* of it- ability and .li
silion to x iscly m sue.. ssfnlly deal w th
that may arise

in numbers to

just

whose

into

they

AA'e can

marking

clear-headed, straightforward, physically sound and menially strong, he is

Hon. Sidney Perham was then renominated hv aeei.miai ion lor G »v<*rnor, and Hon
Samuel J. Spring, ol Portland, ami Hon.
Alex. Campbell, of Cherrytield. lor Klectors at l ire,* .,r President and Vice-President. Gen Mersey, <«t Bangor, declined
a
innninuti «n.
At the alternoon session
Hon Xelson Hingley. Jr., of Lewiston,
liom the ( ommittee on Resolutions, rc
ported the lollow big—

i|Ue-lions

that

man.

A ru.)-!(*rtk. *v T. Pullen. < nmberland;
p. rkmK’ lnklin. .1 dm I >. Hwpkin*.
H-ilie•" k ; dames I
Blame, J\. imchcc ; F. H.
> I
Kll-e\
*.
S.
\1 ill.ii. Lineelll, F. P.
Ciaw. (»x|i*i.l: .T.dit, It. LyndPenobscot;
1A. Tli"Uip-un. 1 ’i-e.atnjte-: > P Present!.
s*»nn*i-•*! : F !*. >.*w ill. S i.-adahei ; Fled Aiwnuil. Wallin: .\e-i-on >. Mien. Washington
Leonard Andrew-. York.

Resolvcii.

men made perfect
hands this fearful
Ilnw do they sell
igent of evil is put?
t ?
What use is made of it ?

nominee lor Governor needs no
commendation at our hands. An honest

Mirv.
F. <

whatever

political death,

not carry with
and death ?

degradation,crime

And if none, what

ire

ftur

i’beti Wood-

••

bravado,and.testiiied

delirium,

t

were

on

they found which does

lave

that behind them stalked the headsman.
A new element has been infused into the

cuosen

was

AndroToggin

v,-.

who looked

too saw the hand on the dial

they

Li;wi'Ti>\. .lum*

I’l

Houlton,
Madigan,
temporary Chairman.
Mr. Madigan accepted the position in
an extended speech,
reviewing the condition of the country and the probable course
of political parties, in which he alluded in
strong terms ot approbation to the Cin-

s

Virginia,
West Virginia,

of a

ountain head of all evil, and the rniitworst of criminals, it makes
(revisions tor maintaining both at the
What brand of liquor
inblie expense.

ing event was well defined and unmistakable. The attitude and manner of the low
leading republicans

oppression

s-ller the

affirm that the gathering was animated by a spirit, a determination and a
promise ol success which Demoerafb
councils have not of late exhibited.
Il
meant victory.
The shadow of that comand

poses.

im >.

no

proceedings

ject

A\'i 1 li

This course adds tu the

positive wrong, the tolly of the rankest in•inisistenoy. For the State itself sets it])
vast depository, not only of eider, hut
>f spirituous liquors at Portland, and auhoi'i/es a ruin-sho|) in every town within
is limit-.
Setting out that rnm is the,

body

and a motion was made to
appoint a committee to prepare a resolution on the sub-

ing State Committee

cofempo-

rary.

The State Convention.

agent, an imputation which they could
not admit.
The resolution w;i- then withdrawn,

Republican

our

las

tin- physicians
ih,. state had been careless in ip- administration as a remedial

Maine

put iii the wrong place by

is

For Members of < 'ongress.
Fourth District— MARC FELLS EMERY.

was

the Baltimore Convention
Fben F. I’illsbtiry, Augusta.
Wm. H. Mef'rillis, Bangor.
T. H. Hubbard. Biddeford.
Edward l\. O'Brien, Thomaston.

gates to

aspirants
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s

In-

neighbor's

two

\« ar

out steer.

A “di Sailed
little Wile 01 Ne\V York. -e.
her im-hand hioss nig; m tin inn
le ,d
a
while holding ha- k the liamm. 1 with hi- I
di.svu
t»»
the
million*to
a-k ab.m
lripped
'os 1 ol
full mourning

11
im

..a

S«uileho.lv 1 ui'se.I with that
rn-li. 1 of .1
thusiasin and -<-iitiiiicni a m.-m i\. -,y- 11,
svhal is liosv railed 1 hea.ililul Bln. Ir \\..ui I
less seal- ago, has e hr.-u -Is
d an in-1 * id 1 ,\

1

head.

!

|
i

A hrute name.I B -ane.»n of I. i-alles die. ii.
'liana, oideie.i ol a di nk-nnlli
i.ss das- a.
an iimi eoliai aiul ham, evvtlh ss hu ll to iv>li
the liberty oi a -iv-n ear-old Bos.

...

Miss Stevens.

1

beautiful blonde preacher

ereating
profound religion- -.• 11 -»1 i,m n,
j io orgia. She 1- -aid lo make all lie uia-eiilm.
trel like embraemg her—I". 1 rim -.
A mt. which exists in chri-P- t'hureh. \York, hut « annot he f..imd, till- >li emigre
svith anguish h\ pouring I'.rth milialn»s>
melody at unseasonahle hour-.
Hon

A man was killed on tin- Pennsylvania II,
road, la-1 week, who had ju-t Been di-<dial
d
Irom >1 ate Prison, alter a eontiueiiient ot *
h
teen

sears.

Ill the State library,
papers that
A mile, ami

w.-i

«•

wliidi

Vil»aiiv.

ar

An Indiana lady U-»-plord in her junket, and w In*
-In- lakes out the document

the

\.t\

nr

<11\ >>r• «■ lr<>in n>
\ e r lie don't in n
t I,
u

and-bake*

Memphis dentist and
jo \ s and sorrow ha

\

his

»re

loin,,I ,» tin- l*oot ,.|
M
led to In- ronvntioo as a -|

lie gcnlie ;■ .r'm
i*.-»-n In-Id to :,
I ill h- girl n* ai l> to di at i.
••

$15000. for (lagging

1‘ v I a I. An lin-M
A little dan-hi. ot Frank
Miller. I Ml teh V-ek. A a lii-t.mt |\ kilo*- n I In
till iustaiit, hy falling 11(10:1
i--oi
j. m «»|

Hall lln* depositors in tin- Massuchll-ctts
anti s_Mi.0uo.ooo is the
deposited h> them

mgs hanks are women,
-uni total ol the amount

A Her dolm Kagan had been
hanged, in 1\
tm ky, last week, it Wa- discovered that In vs
miioeent of

tin-

»

rime

eliarged

i.
■,

again*! Inin.

Settle, who was made I’rcsident of 1 In- 1,1 .1,1
Convention at I’lliludi Iplll.i. at < il.ml'-dictation
Was a captain in the Cmifcdt 1 ale amiv.

Indeed, the matter of receiving these forMiss Annie l.oiiise <’ary ha- been engaged t.eign bands ol mii'ie partakes somewhat sing at tin annual i-onv, ntion ot the |*« nob-. .1
Musical
Association. N-|t 1.
.old I tip.
port.
; of a spirit of national rivalry.
I'he IrishThe Convention endorsed the Cincins
The
of I v ui-ville Indiana, ahiure -idgir
men
is
sure the Irish band is the best; ami
I
nati platform and candidates.
saddle-, and ride man fashion. They are t o
the Frenchmen equally so that the French womens’
rights to the hack-inrne.
band is unequalled; the German thinks
Cli 'eland papers are
'l'lie Boston Clobe in an article on tin* j
veiy exultant over lln
The p,M,
Peace .tubilee has the following reference the Prussian band incomparably ahead of extraordinary growth of their oily
illation is estimated at
of 117,000.
upwards
to the (-oliseum :
anything even bolore seem or heard in
do\. Warmoth of Louisiana decline* to takr
“The gigantic structure itself is a sight
this country; while John Bull is equally
• nomination
.mm the I’melihaek-tiiant lie
worth seeing. Rising in graceful but massure there never was anything to compare
publicans.
sive proportions to a height of over a hundred teet, and covering an area ol some with the Grenadiers. It is to be hoped
f’oinpositeslnps with an iron frame and wood
eight acres of ground, with its towers and tliat all will be content, with the assertion en planking are coming into lavor on the laketurrets, it presents a grand and beautiful
'I'lie expression “grass" widow is from Hi.
of their various opinions without engenexterior.
The lofty and airy proportions
French grace,and signifies a widow by courtesy
bad blood, as otherwise there is
within, the excellent arrangements of tin- dering
In White County, Illinois, the reign of kiw
of compromising the character of
vast auditorium, and the
is enforced by a sheriff named Hale Storms.
elegant decora- danger
tions ol iestoons, drapery,and harmonious
the Jubilee as a grand peace ottering.
Tornadoes are gyrating around Hi western
coloring, are the subject ot enthusiastic adPOLITICAL \T VTTKRS.
states, knocking down houses, barns. A.-.
miration, and command the warmest comThe nomination of Senator Wilson to
“(Mil White Hal” is the name of a new dree
mendation. Besides the numerous millitaley weekly started in New York.
ry bands, the immense choir, choruses, the Vice Presidency on the ticket with
The wife of a North field (Yt.) man left a hot
and other vocal and instrumental perform- Grant, has started
speculation as to his
m his favorite chair.
That’s all.
ers that the occasion will call
together, probable successor in the Senate in the pie
A factory in Minnesota turns into
it is estimated that there will be accoinmocheese, the
event ol his election.
Butler, BoutwelI, milk ot ‘2000 cows.
dationsfor nearly a hundred thousand
within the structure, including invited Dawes, Loring, Hoar, ex-Gov. Bullock
South West Harbor, Mt. Desert, has a teleand Gen. Banks are understood to be graph office.
guests and patrons.”

round a gimldet and a suction pump to assist
them in their work.People are ordering
small cakes of ice, hut s'ill keep their buffalo

Items, &c.

Local
News of the

County

and

City.

The Organ Concert by Mrs. Sleeper at the
o i.m
Church, on Monday evening, \vai«ol as \\ ll a!Imdcd as it ele*se: ved, although :
ti; oid appro iativo audience wore present ant
w r. tullv repaid by some of the finest instrumental music of this class,ever ottered our public.
Mr-. Sieepcr^is an Organist will rank among j
'in host in New I.n Jand. and the perl ot 1011- !
!■
and command of this instrument and her >
in selections arc rarely excelled |
\
a pi:u»i"t she m
fu st jcla"", brilliant, am! I
pleasing in her style; executing the most dilli
client taste

\«

passage" with a skill and
noted professionals.

ult

ease,

rarely

im

in more

lor the evening was selected
and the pcie.es Well adapted to tin
lull display of her musical talents and perform
ed a manner that carried delight to every lis1 lie pr«•_■

amine

taste,

in tine

Mi ". S. was ably assmted by Mr. Joseph
Wheeler, and Mi"" Mary K. Faunee, llit
latter, one ot her pupils, who bids tail under
ln-i instiuotion to occupy a high position a" an
onatcur: tln ir accompaniments upon the Piano
tend

U

*

liucly

Mi.

\N

ot/.

hi

ulcd, ami in good taste.
tuVured the amiieijcc with

vi

•

lict

n-l

composition,

own

duly 4th.

ti

NOR I

nt

■

I*

id

II

a

di-ipj

••me

"lid meiit

felt at' her m»n-ap-

Was

m an* v.

I

idfitce ot He

«

al gellill"

milsn

Fast Sabbath Rev. Mr. Thomas of Belfast administered the ordinance of baptism by immersion! to eight candidates lor the Baptist church
making eleven in all since the revival last win-

and well worth a repetition, which is tar
than ran be "aid of many of what are
termed iir"t class concert", from mimical artists

i:i

isited

\

k

ter.

u>.

1.1..m inim;.

apt. McFImtock,
>
Mi.- --Ii. Huthc, ot tlii" port, at Providence
Horn "a\ aim all. reports that oil
Hatteras eu"Uiitcretl a tcrnlic thunder storm, in which
Me

«

isv

<

lightning struck the \esscl. Both tin lore
main masts, with the top mast,were sjjverand pieces ol the main mast were thrown to

nd
:

top-gallant-loreeastle. One man who was
Mulcting by the inaiu mast was badly injured.
11 i> thought that both masts will have to be

•hr

Cooper Brothers of North Searsmont have at
their work-shops a complete stock of carriages
of their own manufacture including lop buggies
riding w agons, grocery and express wagons.
Their work continues to be for quality and
*4 vie second to none in the state. They sell at
prices tixed and uniform to all.
Crass is looking well in this vicinity, but
farmeis are behind with their planting, owing
to the rainy weather.

taken out.
1

k.*<

Lunched from < aider's
is owned by M. W
Id
Ivsonville. F. 1*.. Hazcltine, N. F.
n. I-led» nek Bros, and others of Belfast,

ii. ut \'ss

tons,

was

"day.

I’m

1

She

apt. A.-1 Mr Keen, who will command
> intended for I lie
southern coasting

«

i.

Id

took place at b o’clock in
forded Hie spectators the
laiin. Ii by moonlight.

tin!'

and

•■mug.

-ight t#f

a

at

f hr s|hm tartory may be called completed, so
the i.uilding itself is concerned. 'The

whirl) i* to be bo feet high, is not yet
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Fanner-* Hub, of Waldo, will hold a
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\. M.
Siii»irrt" for «li"cussion : in the
icon, tic 1k*m methods of
cutting an«l curAfternoon the best classes of farm
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Half tare rates will be taken
n *:»• i.
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wni be

antiquarian supper at the
-d:,y evening he 27 th.
\ n ai old fashioned spread of baked beans and
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touglmuts may be expected, and a good time
-■encralM
Twenty-live cents will be charged,
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for the benefit ot the church fund.
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hr" wen made by Francis Murphy, ol
rtiand. and Mrs. Fitzgerald.
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t inners with the assistance of boats slicu
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getting part of their crop in last week

ed in
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he xveuiie,
of
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they

rainy spell we frequently
prophets speaking ot the

We would like to enchange it tor? Is il
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le ap a luminary as can be had?
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i this ined.ein. produce much healI * l ly of one of oilr druggists the
’2 Machine is quite sportive
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> one 'o old.
We xvatelied her playing in the
have not room to
i, n a re "uturday night..We
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ihe names of the applicants for the Station
\g* nfs position at the depot.... .Pat (liluiore's
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B.mgor this week—saving the
People can »»<*xv enjoy a Peas Jubilee
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«v»

rents

peek.
little lauih," that followed her

ti e!

x

a

around—
**!

!

one
a

tine .lay she
pound

.Id her lamb for ‘20 cents

—

French root jockey hat
IVniiX'Oif' Knorli Arden,
VlsiUd Burkett's PrV <»oi*ds Stole,
And purchased a Hollv Varden.
.We saw a line basket of brook trout caught
Castle
in t* e xiiinitv of Burnham by Mr. Will
«.t < .exeland O., who is visiting friends in out
And
Aim!
Vlad

bouglit

a

Oommandery of Knight Templars.
:»*
i•mging at Springfield Mass., passed bv here
<>ii their return home from
St.John last week
Tbex were a<companied by the Springfield Ar
it\

...

A

Band which discoursed a little music al
during the stay of the boat.Nexl
week the days will commence to shorten—i

uiorv

tie wharf

days are as the grass’’ they ought to lengthen during
this wet weather.Mosquitoes al
the “Camps’* are many and miuh; they carrj

"•

our

Dutton. Ellsworth,

Not. Pub.

yet

Failure.

a

J. P. (J.
Fish Warden.
J. P. (j.

PISCATAQUIS.
Lewis C. Flint. Monson,

,'Special to the New T ork World. |
15.
Before the meeting
of the arbitrators at Geneva, to-day, the
Americans received important despatches

J. P. <t>.

boat

Trial Ju<.
J. 1*. <tl.

ION.

Trial Jus.
J. P. (}.
Fish Warden Si.
Croix River.

>lv.

State

from that

Convention

certainly old enough

city

to

s7 years old
know better.

—The reason of the President’- departure
from Washington has leaked out.
[Bangor

Wing.

a

warning

to

him to put

the cork in tighter in future.
Malm. Pmi.iih

Under the head ot

A Dubious

Prospect,” Toby Candor, the
correspondent of the Boston

Augusta
I> lily Journal, says-

While in national politics Maine is sure
for Grant and Wilson, in Stale politics
there is a reasonable prospect of a considerable reduction in the republican vote,
unless a change is made in public sentiment. The truth may at once be disclosed.
From such testimony as we have received
there is every indication that the temperance legislation ot last winter, as we have
previously intimated, in putting eider under the ban, is having a bad effect, and as
a result
it is almost, safe to predict that
tin* cities of Portland,Bangor and Augusta
will go against the republicans, unless
they go to work with their jackets off and
mean husine-’-v
We cannot see that the
temperance reform movement will help
the republicans any more than it will the
1 >cmi»<*rats, as both parties art* about
equally represented in it, and besides it

yesterday

The

Washing-

ton Chronicle contains an account of what

proposed

to be done under the lead ot

who left on the steamer, for
The plan of operations is stated
to be as follows:
On disembarking Gen. Ryan will first
Ccn.

Ryan,

Cuba.

rally the coast guard
despatch Meet couriers

and immediately
to the interior of
the Island to announce to trusted Cubans,
who are already aware of the approaching army of liberation, his arrival, and
with all expedition get together the largest force he can for the purpose of protecting the landing of two expeditions which
will follow him without delay. Three
steamers put to sea the same day, each
one
having the same destination, but the
Fanny will reach the rende/.voussotne time
in the advance of the others.
1'lie entire
force amounts to billy 1200 men and all
areeompletly armed and equipped. Ryan
will remain on the coast and expects to
have within forty-eight hours of his landing at least bbOO true Cubans rallied to his
standard and ready armed to make a fight
if necessary for the protection of the disembarkation of men front the two steamers.

More

expeditions

are to follow, one aland strong hopes are entertained that the great object will he accomplished between now and the Presidential

ready started
election.
The

Fanny had on hoard 2000 titles,
Winchester carbines, 2000 Colts navy
revolvers, two million rounds of ammunition, a battery of six field pieces and three
tons ot
powder, together with a great
quantity of saddles, bridles, medicinal
stores and clothing.

boo

James W. Wall, formerly United Stales

senator from New Jersey, died at his residence in Elizabeth, N. J., on Sunday, in
He was the first
the b.'ld year of his age.
mayor ot the city of Burlington, and from
the beginingof his political career was a
leading spirit among the democracy of
New Jersey. Upon the breaking out of the
troubles between the North and South, he
took strong grounds against coercion.

September 11, 1801,

tesled on a

he was

suddenly

ar-

order from Secretary Simon Cameron, and hurried off to
Fort Lafayette, where he was incarcerated
in one of the cells lor some time.
The
government refused to give him a copy
of tlie charges
against him, and until the
day of his death lie was unable to discover
the actual

telegraphic

grounds

MISS

«

\

Fstatksof

J*ain,

with will annexed.
Guardians Appointed -Haskell W. Hardy over
minor heir ol Jonathan Hardy, late of
Winterport ;
David Hasty, Jr. over William dwell a nou comnon

pos; Philip Dinsmore over minor In irs ol William
U. Morse, late ot 1 homuston; Allen Davis over
Horatio Twitchell, a non compos; Finery A. C.alderwood

sex.

children:

Noah

W. Sanborn

over

Inventories

Filed

on

day.

Wiswell

a

minor;

Jos.o and Fred

T.

ALkin.on.

minors.
Accounts Am.owed

on

Estmes

-George
Bletheu, late ot Frankfort Aion/.o I-.. Fletcher,
Northport; Stephen J. Barker, late ot lro\
Benjamin F. Conner, late of Unity: Geo. Holnn -.
late of Belmont, Wellington Chadwick, i.iu ol
Palermo; Alvano V. Lowell, late of Unity Thomas
Shute, late ot Stockton; John Tufts, late ol Belfast
ok

W.

late ot

Mark

P.

Wentworth,

late of Knox; Clias. S.

Bur

leigh miuor heir ot Ruins B. Burleigh, late of
deceased; Etta C. Boardman minor heir of-late
of Northport, deceased, Fbenezer Reynold', a non
compos, ol Burnham.
Li*
nse to Seed Real F

iate--Minor heirs ol

James N.

Pendleton, late of Prospect; minor heir
Levenseller, late of Searsiuont; minor
heir ol I homas F. iviliman, late of Prospect; minor
heirs ol
Spring, late of Montviile. minor heirs
of John Vickery, late ot Unity; minor heir.- of
minor heir ol
Lewis Ordway, late ol Belmont
Gilmore W is well, late of Frankfort; estate of Mahal a
ot Jane

H.

Wentworth late ol Searsmont.
Allowance
Charles

made to

Patter-on, late

Allowance

.made

Widow

ol
ro

on

Km

a

k

oi

Thorndike.
Widower

on

F.ntatks

Represented

Insolvent- Gabrit 1

Dennis, late ol Liberty; Willard Mathews, late

o

of the arrest.

Upon

his release and return to his home he received a magnificent ovation, and upon
the death of Senator Thompson, he was
elected to fill the unexpired term.

In London no mau thinks of blacking bis
boots 1” said a haughty Briton to the late
Mr. Lincoln, whom he found polishing hi* calf“Whose boots does lie black?”
skin gaiters.
quietly responded Uncle Abe.
own

A Whole People’s Opinion. AVIien a nation of Ibrly millions accept* and endorses a* a
Standard Restorative an article that it ha* had
the fullest opporlunities ot testing during a
period of twelve years, who can be so absurdly
incredulous as to doubt the excellence of tin*
preparation? Plantation Bitters has passed
through his ordeal and is now the most popular proprietary medicine on this continent. Ii
would be difficult te find an adult of either sex
between the Atlantic and the Pacific, or bet ween
the northeast corner of Maine and the Gulf of
Mexico, who does not know, either from personal experience or observation, that Ibis renowned vegetable remedy i* the purest tonic
and stomachic and the finest alterative and regulating medicine at present before the world. As
a preventive of, and cure tor, diseases generated by malaria, and as a specific for dyspepsia,
rheumatism, and all nervous and bilious auc
tions, it is admitted to be (airly pronounced tin1
Favorite Household Tonic and Alterative of the
Western Hemisphere.

Let a lady take the degree of A. B.—that is,
bride—and she may hope in due time to be
entitled to tout of A. M.—a mother.
a

Palpitation ok the Heart.
Freeport,
Digny County, N. S., 12th February, lsoth
James I. Fellows, Esq.—Dear Sir: 1 haye during several years been troubled with a Nervous
Complaint and Palpitation of the Heart, so
much so that at times I became unconscious <>i
everything around me; in fact, mv pulse stopped altogether. Hearing of the good it afforded to ot hers, I was induced to try your Compound Syrup of Hypophosphites, and have derived great benefit from its use, and whenever
1 am troubled again with the old complaint 1
shall always have recourse to your Syrup, feeling sure «>f obtaining relief from its use.
You are at liberty to publish this for the
benefit of other sufferers.
T am, sir, respectfully yours,
FANNY HAINES.
The euphemistic way of putting it now, when
a fellow gets kicked, is to say that somebody’s
boot toe casually walked oyer the basement of
his pantaloons.
Constitutional debility in either sex, no matter from what cause, is speedily removed by administering Smolijnder’s Bucliu. It will positively remove or counteract kidney, bladder and
glandular diseases, mental and physical debility,
diabetes, gravel, and all and every complaint of
the urino-genital organs, in males or females.
The following strong certificate as to the
curative of Miss Sawyer’s Salve, we clip from
the Patten Voice:
Reward ok Merit. We are happy to lav
before our readers the following cure, effected
by the use of Miss Sawyer’s Salve.
Mr. Silas Bryant, of Sherman, has been afflicted for years with what the doctors pronounced a scrofulous cancer. He consulted the
most skillful physicians in vain, and was finally
induced to try Miss Sawyer's Saloe and now
after using the fourth box, he i* entirely cured,
tfoO
and enjoys perfect health.
A western editor speaks of his rival as “mean
enough to steal the swill from a blind hog!”
The rival retorts by saying: “He knows he
lies; i never stole his swilll”
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To meet the wants of

BLACK AND WHITE
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our rooms

Mrs.
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md wDhe< to inform her

the latest

W> Cent*

to

Our
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and
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large

(rold and

protits.
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Rond"

G.

-mall

pur* -based

V III Miliil St,,

good :»n assortment of WimH.KN (itM'OSof
grades, usually found u a

Also friiniuings to rorrespond, e.’birb ,re
lnanuiaetured :o order by tir-t •« lass wouwnieu
low pliers a- tin* times will alfur i.
( C l I I N(. attend'd to m ali i!s braucbb
-el!, t have a bo a line assortin' nt oi

Specialty-"Vice Quality—Every
Warranted.
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DRESS-MAKING
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Out patrons will

secure the latest
assortment of

a
ourt >1 Probate, held at Hellast, within and
for the County of Waldo, on the second Tuesday
of June, A. D. Is.'-,’.
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Tackle! June

MRS. E. K. ELLIS

.1 u

petitioner give
can

A

whose services have been secured to conduct the Dress and Cloak Making
Department of this Establish
ment. All desirous of stylish
work and prompt attention would do well
to
leave their
orders.

Kirst.

1

j.

r* .■«

FOL LETT'S,

No. 80

Main Street.

:

j

ami Box

lu-t reeeiv* d

Shawls!

Wear.

BUT'I Kl! -We quota* tine New York and Vermont
butter at. 2t»a27c per lb; medium do 23a25c; choice
Western 25a26, and medium at 20a22c.
CHEESE- We quote line New York and Vermont
14a 15c; Ohio do at 1.3a 14c; common at Salic; skim
4a6c.
EGGS We quote Northern and Eastern at 10c.
PL AN *
We quote choice hand-picked pea bea ns
at $4 00.i t 25; choice hand-picked mediums $3 25;
common pea *3 50a3 75; common mediums $2 5oa
2 75 per bush.
HAY —vVe quote at $36a38 tor choice Northern
and Easti rn, and $30u34 tor common. Straw at $7,2
per ton.

f

NOTTINGHAM LACES.

IxItM

Ii ill

ft|»lendid

Amortiiavnl
low

on

ftiauil

at

Price*.

We invite

you address

Curious Articles,

and with them Wholesale Price List,—easy to sell
to old or young, with large profits,
M. SALOM Proprietor, The Grand Toy and
Fancy Bazaar, 365 & 351 Washington St., Boston
Established 17 Years.
Mass.
4w50sj

to

aixtomeis attention

<-nr

j

extensive stock amt beautiful

styles,
Low

POUND

|

ul.

I*

4*1

the NOR. HI WALDO AGRICULTURAL SOCIKTY will meet at Unity, on
Saturday, June W, at lt» o’clock, A. M., to make
arrangements for the Show and Fair next October,
JOHN ROYAL, Secretary.
Unity, .lime 17, lfCL
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to
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Pricos !

II. H. JOHNSON & CO. i
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To Stock Raisers.

From S

Farmer-ami Mtu-k Kai-.-r- in Bella-t
:i init \wtio u i-h to
t In :.
nip,
with good biood. are intonm-d
—AA.-Z.-Il. that 1 turn a Short-Horn doll and «
ars old, which will he kept
Jersev Bull, each two
at in) farm tor service during the -e.non. lake vour
HAN1F.I. I.. PIM’iIF.K,
choice ol breeds.
Belfast, I tun*, 1>: \ i»w IT

PRINTS!

REMNANT
to

iml
/|rTff -ttu-k
>

IO Ceiiti.

o
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F’or Sale.
A HOOD 1 1-:* STORY HOUSE
on Union St.
Terms easy.
Apply to W M. II. FOfiUKR Belfast.

tfH4

Summer

LINEN

Opening

to

The Lightest, Strongest ami cm ait-i Monkk
invented.
with
Having mowed fields of one ton to the acre
the
less than loo lbs., draft ; which proves it to
easiest running Mower in the world.
w inch
it
yourself,
Don’t mind what others say, try
won't cost you anything. Sold by
K. A. CA LDKIi WOOD, Waldo.
A. STRUCT, Belfast.
If. H. INI K A II A M Rockland.
.1. B. INIi KA 11 AM, Ingraham’s Corner.
It. K. M A I'llKWS, Lincolnville.
II
I’. TABER, Belmont.
OLIVER K. BUTLER. Appleton.
.). M. S N OW, VVinterport,
(i, NOR I ON, Palermo.
S AML EI. KEN DELL, Stockton.
,1. C. L. CARLTON. Winterport.
AMOS WHITNEY, E. Dixmont.
Headquarters, PIERCE’S BLOCK, BELLAS T.
Parts furnished bv all the above Agents.—tf4t»

TOWELS !
cttiiln

ever

Kuril.

%T

Mrs. K. U.

JOHNSON'S

m l l n ■; it 1

EMPORIUM!
Ilat fonl Block, rtiincli N|.
MRS. ,rs wide awake Milliner, MISS FANNIE
RICF, has just, returiud from Boston, where she
not only seen Jor herselt

has

tyAll

are

cordially invited

and examine our stock and

to

call

LATEST STYLES!
hut has selected such a variety of Choice Summer
THE

as was never

AIII

NEE!

DBESS-IAKING
further introduction.—tI49

kuowu

to

I

before offered in Belfast.

(OBK

require

GEO. W. BURKETT & CO.,

-AWB-

CLO T H

Clmrcli Street,

have

on

hand the

of Carriages ever exhibited in ‘his State, embracing
use and
almost every kind of a Carriage now in
tor
several new styles (sold by no other concern),
urstthau
less
sale at greatly reduced prices—much
at. any other
class Carriages c»n be purchased tor
place in New England.
•'l-owll.T..
Vail and examine before pifrehasinK
tre. to pi rsims
Books of cuts, with prices, sent
desiring to purchase.

THE-

FREEDOM WOOLEN MILL!
h e i, r * ** t
Wool left at the store of F. A. FOLLKTT, No. 80
Main St., will be taken, carded and returned free of
expense for transportation.
Mur facilities and skill tor doing first-class work
are unequaled bv any Mill in the State.—4w49
J. DORMAN & SON, Proprietors.

now

Largest and Best Assortment

Hayford Block,

C. P. KIMBALL
PORTLAND,

3m49

The New Knglami I.
I..

horatory, Boston Highland-.
MAslF.N, Pyrotechnist, is prepared to fur-

nish to

i'innnm;i;s hf rimv towns, hi: hi bs.
Firework Kxhihitions ot wne-|iia!hd description.
These good- have received the up i* rence over all
others by the Government ot tin
ityot Boston, tor
Tiu-.iu r:\* M-'.kn<ts «.i aii
the past ten years.
ANTKK.I'.

The trade and the public supplied with a lull line
ot Fire Work-, Flags, I. intern-. Fir Balloons, Fire
of superior -juality, whole
Knickers, lorpedoe-,
sale and retail.

Our Boxes of Assorted Fireworks
price $::.t»(j up

to

$5n 4»ach,

are

a

speeiality. Our
improve

New Patent Portable Pocket, i- a great
incut. Send tor our New Price List, to

WELLS, Agent,

B. T.

.‘4 ll.m'LKl'
Othce and Salesroom,
:nd door from Milk Street, BOSTON, MASS.

Campaign

Fireworks, &c.

A full line of goods are being prepared for the
suing PKKSIDFN I I NI. CAMPAIGN.—dwin

en

ol
pleasure in announcing to the people

I Maine that I

I)R K S S T N G

-AT

CARRIAGES!
CARRIAGES!
TAKE

cUSTOM

WOOL CARDING

si

prices.

This

Be Industrious (fc Make Money

to K

1.

«►

!

SPECIAL NOTICES.

superb Hair Dye is the best in the world—
perfectly harmless, reliable and instantaneous; no
disappointment ; no ridiculous tints or disagreeable
odor. The genuine Win. A. Batchelor’s Hair Dye
produces Immediately a splendid Black or natural
Brown, leaves the hair clean, soft, beautiful; does
not contain a particle of lead or any injurious compound. Sold by all Druggists. Factory, 16 BOND
STREET, N.Y.
lyrHsp

dozen l.adi*

11 () s i i: r y !

[•

floods

B 4 TCI HE LOR'ft 114 IR DYE.

••

lllfli lllllt«MI«

A

h

-I

From
«

t

Klow.-r",

Shawls!

To dose the diairs d the late tirin of Mudgett,
Libby .v iiriiliu, tlie to lowing property is otferi d for
sale:
Steam Mill, situated at tun head of Cape
Jelleson Harbor, in Stockton, a very desirable localfor
general lunibc mg business, easy to ship from
ity
either by land or water, good homage tor logs where
can
always lav alloat. Tin* mill is thoroughly
they
built, has an engine ol about Go horse power, built
by Mu/xy Iron Works, Bangor, aud tile following
machinery—Sash <>i up and down Saw, Ldger, Stave
Machine, shingle Machine. Daniels’ Planer, and one
of “Kuovvllon's lie el Saw-" lor sawing ship-timber
to tlm moulds and levels. ’There is a ship yard on
the premises and ii connection with tin* mill, is the
best locality for slop-building in the State.
Logs consisting >1 Spruce Hackmetack, Pine &c.,
sulllcient to run t ie mill for tinee months. Some
choice oak suitable for Stems and Stern-Posts fur
vessels. Store House at Fort Point Cove and one
quarter of the wharf, one-eighth bark American
Lloyd’s, one-six I cent h bark Masonic, one-sixteenth
bark Henry Flitner, om -sixteenth brig Her non,
three-eights soli Fmma, one-quarter sell Miuettu,
one-sixteenth brig Moroposa. For further particulars enquire ol ilie undersigned.
L. \V ii. sox Jinn e.oKN,
Ai KX.\Nin:ii Siam.is,
.’Uv.it)
Assignees,
»
K\ KuF.i r Stam.ks,

^OTICE
The Trustees

i 111*

» ..

ticn*

lor

the larj. <i •imlh. -t i^ortim-ut over oti;-r« >i in tin!I i -ia»*t ion aiveil in tin
\.
IVrlrri
trimming
NKl k II KS< AMHKU KlxiKS
.lop.irtnioiit. AI
HAMiK'l S. of ovory description
ami IKW i.i l\
*1 ■
4. WHIM
wl.
and prior.

["he only place in lie city where y«.u can get g>".d
assortments of Pishing linds, Braided •'-ilk, I.aiei
otton Line', Basket', Keels, Bait Box* -, and
and
all sizes <>!Carlisle, hinny, Pimerick and hirl'
Hooks.
Also Smith a id Wesson s Kevolvers an• 1 single
Pistols, Metalic Partridges, Best Sporting Powder,
P
vdei 1- tasks,
and Shot ,♦ lame Bags, Shot Pouch.
&c,, kv.

For Sale.

!

I'hf

Kil<1 >ons ;ui.l

W O O L E X S
For

!• ction in U 'ton,
«*ry la:- -t -tyU of

our own

«-it

l ie

sl.-eriber e Ils the attention of
tlie I arm.!- ot Hu vicinity to his lull
blood three-year obi Dutch Hull HF.R
I I.I S.
Hi- -in was imported by
Cln-ney, ol Massachusetts, and the stock, for the
ot
all desirable qualities cannot be excombination
celled. owner- d cattle are aware that everything
depends upon th>'blood ot their stock, and should
pare no pains to get tlie first.
Hercules will I- at my taim in Waldo during the
A. W
BL RR11,1.,
pre-ont season.
Uv "P
Waldo, J u lie, Is.

ivni lrom
.him1 tr:ul«-.

»t

H;i!s, I > o n

I

A.

F.

Your Stock

Improve

Monday, June 17, 1872.

Samples of

A it

ling.

m medial el
Mil
P LI*. AS AN i' Hi HIM
box,'
Isaac Alh.rd Store. Apph at this oltic*
the other

pon the

foregoing Petition, Ordered, That the
notice (., alt persons interested by
ing a copy ot said petition, with this ordi r
thereon, to I.. publi- ied three weeks successively in
the Republican Join mil. a paper printed at Hellast,
that tin v urn appear at a Probate Comt, to tie held
at tie
Prob.te Otli
in Belfast aforesaid, on the
•••ecoud I u.-divot July next, at ten o’clock in'the
forenoon, and -hew eausc, it any they have, why the
same should not be granted.
ASA 1 11 l KI.Ol i.II. Judge.
A true copy, Atle t
B. P. Fii-a.i>, Register,
waU
I

PRODUCE MARKET.

to

I

coll.

to

s

»

25 cents and I will forward
a Package ol

given
promptly pain.

atrentiou

monies collected

WOOL!

Fishing

Dress and Cloak
Patterns from

<

I. I r n; 10

s.

Special

m

CASH PAID FOR WOOL AT
S. II ERSE Y\s.
7-;

UH

Counsellor at. Law !
Iim’lll;l> HUIfk.
BtldAST. M.

i-eing

SW

largest

Hi"'.01) Belfast,

Fair.

County

and

at Law!

ill

FURNISHING GoO'DS
us,

JOHNSON,

Attorney

-tf4:»

of all kind-. C A 1‘hli <’• > ; \
or \ boxes tor *-*'» cent-, in all
till
better grades ot collars.

E.

as

as

KII) GLOVES!

a x* !

F. L

U IMK

to

n

A T

Call and See

S II A W L S!

^

17inog

ox*

style.

mot"o

usual.

Variety, from li.OO

t

u-

call, that she will cut, lit and make ladies’
Dresses and Sacks at short notice, md in

STRIPED POPLINS.

.4

t

PURE CIDER!

has t:i.kcn

Ilu«ey

tomers and all who will favor her wit

From AS

tit

Ar

Wednesday, June 12, 1872.
At market this week—3251 Cattle; 5228 Sheep ami
Last week- 2354
12i>uo
Swine; 70u Veals.
Lambs;
Cattle; 6Uul Sheep amt Lambs; 11650 Swine; 006
Wats.
From Maine No (kittle or Sheep.
Prices of Beet
attle per hundred lbs. live weight
Extra quality,#* i* 37 1-2; First quality,$7 25a7 5:
Si eoiid quality, #0 25a#7 no: Third qualify, #5OOat'i tin;
poorest grades ol coarse oxen, Bulls, &c., #4 00u4 75.
Hides -Hides o i0 1 -2e; Taltow 5a6 1-2; Call Skins
Itiaioc per lb; Sheared Sheep Skins 75c, Lamb Skins
,5c: l> lirv skins #1 oo.il 25 per skin.
Working Oxen But tew pairs in market, and not
much call lor t Item.
Store Cattle—Nearly all the small cattle are sold
lor beet.
Milch Cows Prices range troin $20 to $00 per
head.
Sheep and Lambs -Western Sheep cost 6 l-2a7 3-4
cents per pound.
Swine—store Pigs, wholesale, (iasc; Retail 7aOe;
Fat Hogs 1 3-4n5e per lb.
Poultry—I5a20 cents per lb.

Seven

General

-—-

this

s

BRIGHTON CATTLE MARKET.

me

FRED A1W00D, Winterport.
Agent tor Main* New Brunswick aud

l»lti:SN-HAI\l V'.

•.

>

Send

.-cities

Only 40 Onl, P(r Yard.

WOOL!

\BBIF

v

BOSTON

no

JAPAN POPLINS!

,.4

Cl M MlX'.x, Administratrix ot
the
estate ot John S. Cummings, late of Freedom,
*u
aid County, d.seas.d, respectfully represents
that the goods, eli.ittel and credit- ..t -aid deceased
arc in it.-u Undent t
an wrr Ids ju
I debt and charges
-•1 Aduu ii
11 at inn, b
thi
(ini id
is
hundred and
till v dollars.
\N In ietnr.f .our pd it i-o'ier pray- your honor to
-rant hei
lieu
to sell an.I convey so much
>»! file real estate ot
u t di cea-ed,
including the
rev.r-ion d «... Widow
dower thereon, as will
low
debt
and
i:
idental barge*,and charges
disfy
d \ .iminist rat ion, d publi« and ion or
provate sale.
ABBIK UU.M MINOS.

14 Hound Hog,
7 to
too Clear S't Pork, $10 t<*
In
»'• to
n
1.1 Mutton per lb..
1* to 17
l.oo l.ainb per II*.,
Jb to
sn to
"0 Turkey per lb.,
J5
on
'JO to l.Oo Chicken per lb., JO to
JO to
oo
2 •j.<to
a
Duck per lb.,
Jo to
00
M arioivlat Peas, 00 to 1.00 (lei so per lb.,
oo Hay per ton,
7" to
$Jf>to JS
Oats,
1to
2.i
to
0.00
$
Lime,
'to,
Potatoes,
tiu to
lo to
12 Washed Wool,
oo
I tried Apples,
45 to 00
00 Unwashed
ootn
Cooking, do,
00 to
20 to
2a Pulled
TO
Blitter,
Sto
lx to 20 Hides,
Cl tense,
jo to
I
to
oo (Tall Skins,
oo
F.ggM,
12 to
It sheep Skins,
1.50toJ.5o
Card,
II Wood, hard, $5.50 to 0.00
to
Beel,
Baldwin, A pi s, ".0" t<>0 oo Wood, Mitt, $.400 toO.no
1 to
to
0 Dry Pollock,
5
Veal,
x Straw,
7 to
I try (’od,
$15 to 00
1J
to
15
4.2a to 7*.00 Clover Seed,
11. Crass,
J
to bo
Salmon,
'orn

Bye Meal,
Kve,
Corn,
Barley,
Beans,

and

styles

of the season to all.

M
ROBBINS, Wholesale
Drugirist, Rockland Mr,

To tin Honoruhi.
ot Waldo.

*10 to

Flour,

(

to show the

pleased

—-

PROBATE NOTICES.

(IjRIIKWT.

Wednesday, June 10, is;

The Pitman cannot be cramped uuder any circutn
stance-, miming dually well in any position, from
hoi i/outal t > p* rpemliculur.
.a. el
This
iie
tion. upon I'll IS MACHINE
(!.»• only tl-x.Me linger bar y« t in
<»M.Y, mak.
vented.
Tile adjustable wheel at each end ot t !i<‘ < Utter
Bar. together with tin flexibility ot th« Lur.pnable
it to cuiilorm pei tect iv to uneven ground.
I he knife has a pock motion ami short stroke
enabling lln- machine to do good work when it moves
as -iowly as liors.a or oxen u.-ually waik.
We cordially invite farm* rs to give this machine
an examination.
For a description ol it- “peculiar” merits and
-ee our
teat tires, also rec* limn in lit ion
descriptive
eircular tor Is?1-, to be bad ol our local agent-, or
lorward In •<* on application.

MISS GAHDXKR lias just returned
with the Spring Fashions, and will lie

50 rents each

-evenly
‘S'
nt»
M KOBBI.NV. lioeklaml Me
i ills \' A 1.1 '.\ i: i i-i -u.YE is
-OLD BY
At.I DI.AI.El:
IN \| LI .j. INEs.

Weekly for the Journal.

orrectnl

Trimniing'.

■Mimicry, Ac.. Ac.

till" l»t,x M'lile.etlte.i
SAW l KIJ ami

is

M |ss

A /.\ (r lust Season.
construction, light
ease ol management,

/'In Flayer Ear is u;ithout Hinyes ur Join's.
/' hu'tu Jn'iilected ft -on tifmtrn et i n
n<'/ liimtor
7h\ a-tife
alira ifi in line /rith the
Pitman.

ollarn

(

IItpm

n,

line

I.

I

‘-ill I"

'ape, Robbins, Baugu.

KIlLl'irr

i»r«*et«,

€

Have just returned from the Western
Markets with the largest assortment of Dry and Fancy
(foods they have
ever received.

AFFLICTED.

T.nnr.- Box

in

"I1

j"irf iex who used the MEADO W

<

Pruuuist is out ,.f tl,, .Salve, anil neglects
I’ eupplie.l, s,.|,,| sevenl v-live cents as directed
ami receive a I,..x l.y return mail.

1

Kii/abetb. West. do.
it. Seb- Moses Fdd\
Cottrell, Bangor; Sarah
Bui k. While, do.
1..
S. hs I). I\, A rev Ryan, Boston ; Banner, Curtis, Bangor ; Ad.dine, Darby do.
>eh.- Challenge, McFarland. Fishing, North
IS.

Flowpri,

ll

latPi. ItililMin*

nr

k"
l.ei.,u

Sell- l-'iupiiv, Fei :■ .1 -on, J*ili.-wortll
Fdith, Ryder, do ;(,en. Meade. I’attei sou

mi

to

For strength, simplicity oi
ness of draught, durability and
it cannot bt surpassed,

fl* til hloi t*«,

e

THE

refer

la rile it lint*.

BonnetM.

GEO. W. BURKETT & CO.,

Of Evert

SAII.F.l).

I'liis Mower having been in use six seasons—suftieiently long to enable us to correct all imprerlec
lion- incident to the construction ot a new machine,
we
otter to formers the MEADOW KING as the
mo-1 simple and practical mower in use.
The representations and voluntary letters ot re
commendation lmm ail sections where used, speaf
ol ibis mowei in the highest terms

JAPAN ESE.

s

TO

BKLI' tNT.

n

-«*

--

Mrs. ELIZABETH COOMBS, Brunswick.
lirunswitk. April 4,1867.

O

•**.

Fsiai

Wentworth, iate ol Searsmom.
Wills Prorated of- Christopher C. 1-uller, late
ot f reedom, Prince H. Sparrow, late ot Winter
port ; James Dodge, lute ot Isleboro.
Mahala

oi

CO..

A

lurk.

IVrcalen,
I*«»|»lin*«. I ace

on

V

N K WS.

Rio*'in* m.*u n, June 11. Thursday morning a
vessel was discovered ashore on tin- backside ol the
•
tp.-, Opposite the dike, which proved t.» be sell lieu
Marion. of
Rockland, loaded with lime tor New
A uric.
flu* captain, and In* wile, and crew were in
tin rigging, where they had t e.-u six hours,
holding
on tor 1
eir live*, the sen making u clean breach over
tlie \.-sel. She came on at '* o’clock, I’M. It was
morning before tin- sutferers were rescued. The lady
w a*
«-ry mm li exhausted, and w lien taken from the
vessel, uncouscious, She was conveyed to Air. Henry
Atkin s house, win re medical assistance was sum
moiled, and every hospitality shown her and the
crew.
The hands and l.-.-t ..t the captain's wife were
intensely swollen and lull imed trom standing on and
i In- sell
many hours.
holding lay the rigging for
is a total wreck.
Most ol the effects ot tin' officers
amt crew were saved, very much damaged by the
contact with lime and salt water.
The agent ol the
vi s-el arrived the last
part ofthe week. I he sale by
J. I.. Rowley, Fs.j,. auetimieer, ol this vessel and
rigging, look plan- Saturday, fin- hull and *par
were sold to Mr l'hompsou, ot Truro, tor $105. I lie
cargo ol lime 1- worth nothing.

(h

.lew

Inlhs Ac., Ac.

<

A Rill V F.D.

Bangor

(. II K
rx

st \,.)v

Mifss rsAwyr.it:
received your letter last eventrig, and was very glad
you concluded to let me
lake y our >alvc. J think I can do well with
it, and
it will be quite an accommodation to mv husband
a, h,
caned g, t .Rang without it.
1L lias tried
everything else and ha- never found anything that
healed 111- leg as that Salve of \ours. and we
have
both found it to he ad. and n n more, than
you
recon,on nd a tube.
W
have had it in the
family
bosix years, and have used it f. r
everything,
a ,d can
truly say ir, hare never Jaund its equal.
! n-e a for a Weak back, and ii acts like a charm.
,,,nit,s has had a
Freer Sore oil his leg /or
/'"c
and Would
a
•■rij,jdc to-day. if he
not found a
remedy in yon, Salve, ft keeps
o
healed, at,drakes ..nt the imhumnation,
proud
ile-b and swelling. :ti,, i does for him all
that lie ran
o-k.
can reconitnen 1 it for a
good manv tilings
that Voii have Hot, for I use it for
everything 'I
yotisid-- it invaluable in a family. If you ran put
tin* testimony together, unlit can In-‘of
any service to y 1, Volt al Welcome
V. urs. Si-.. ELIZABETH (JOOMBS.

Solis F irl. Cunningham Boston; I •. U
A r.-v, li \ an, do
)i ion < • -bon., Salem ; ( ai-i.-o, M«
Fartv. <lo Sarah Buck. While, do, lannie .Sc l.dith,
K-d.r, N.-wburypur! A.htliu. Darby, Marl.l.-hea.i,
Hi/ boil) We-t.Saco; F.clip e, Bobbin- Portland
Wm. < arroll. Mctiee, Salem Moses liddy, < ottrpll,
Boston.
'If Winslow. Kent, Salem; <
17.
H. Dyer Br
Faley, AVind-a.r, N. S,
lv.
S. U North (.’ape, Robbins, Carver's Harbor.

I
Ik

l»y
ii«Imi

I'laimeU,

s.A'vvr:«{ S.via
^l"jban
Luhhed

• a iip I",

Bine
Fannie

ma

pared

-t among

From

I'"'

of—Philip

Glikey, late of Searsport; John Sanborn, Iate ot
Waldo; William P. Burrill, late of Bellas! ; Nathan,
iel Patterson, iate ol Belfast, Arnold P. Dodge, lab
of Burnham, Kate L. Killnian a minor John i.

MOWING MACHINE !
Manufactured

own

invaluable properties
r.- its beneficial etfects
th
scalp, ii, live or six
d tie rent parts, it promotes ibe growth ot’ihe
hair,
] i'’, eiits it turning gray, and m bald spots it produ. es a new’ growth f hair.
Xo lady should be
without this invaluable article a- an
indispensable
,-iuet
tor the i. *ilet.
It eradicates dan,h uff and
in-ease troin
the head, ami blotches and
pimples
from the lace.

paid for.)

IMIIT «l

.v. ev <•)-

pi.

1 o'e

1

minor heirs of

Estates,

MEADOW KING

attractive stock
of

<11 rtaiaa, Hilkn, Him

which flesh is heir.

—

In Rockland, dune ".Ald< n C. Thorndike, aged us
years. Also, dune 11, dames Hidden aged of, years.
Also, dune 10, Henry A. Smart, aged •>; years.
In < amden, dune s, Mrs. Mary 1). Gregory, aged
id years.
In Monroe, May Ul,('apt. John Clenients, aged 81
years.
In Rockport, d inst., Mrs. Mary Thorndike, aged
87 v eais.

*

MADDOCK.

T7 Irl IT!

large anil

a

White* hooiln.

many other remedies,
t. but always relieving

<

(Obituary not ires, beyond the Date, Xante and Aye.

SI l I I

bnii-es

Erysijtelas,

1 )I ED.

minor In irs of Samuel H. Calderwood
late oi Waldo
Milton F. Carter over hh minor

SHAWLS.

nearly

f

over

Tor
to

a

an.I

J//.ss Sawyer, who has used it
e\t«-n-ive treatment of the sick, for
twenty y os \, un great Hticcess.
1 be principal di-,cases tot wbicii this salve i- recommended are
1. 'hilh: lint.
Rfu umahsm, Riles i
Scrofula, Old /7e,
Salt Rheum. Sprains, Burns, j
/aver ,s
Run
Sore
pies,
or/e.y
/yes. Barber's R h. /Ji-ufiun. Rail. Ring-worms,
< o)o, ■, RHi v of hc-eifs.
Cancers, Toothache. Earache, So re \\pj,fcs. Bo{<ln, ss. Swollen Breasts,
Itch. Sea/,/ Head, T,. thing
happi d //and* [
Scalds, ruts. Bruises, Croup, Cracked Tips, and
Sores on Child), u
It never fail- I., eiii' Kliemnatism if
properly
applied. Hub It on well with the band three times
a day.
In several eases it has cured palsied limbs.
I*or Piles it has been disc, vered t.< be a stir*; remI’ersons that have been afllicted for
edy
years
have b.cn relieved by a lew applications. For
Frydipelu* it w orks wotid- rs, allaying the inflammation
and quieting the pati -nt. For Chapped Hands it
Let :bosc with Salt
prod tie* 'S a rure immeduitep,
Rheum obtain tins Salve, and apply it
freely, and
they will tin 1 it invaluable. It is good in cases of
Scrofula and Tumors
i’u„,.ers have been cured
w ith it
T he be-t Salve \,
mvetite1 for Swollen
Baud and >>-/v .\iupf
Noway injurious, but
pure to afford relief.
\
HVn/v Eyes
Rub it
on the lids
t\ \,-p a day
(hires deafgently*, one
ness by putting in the
irs on a piece of cotton.
For Felons this is sup, nto anything known.
1-or Pimp v this a t- lik, a charm. For Burns
and s ab/s, apply the S.d
at once and it gives
immediate relief
For Old. Sores. apply once u

Colton late of

bonis

I.

It is
in liei

quite sufii dent.

IllUfd fie

opening

KI'HRAIM
1S7'L—<<w I

Belfast, May.

H. H. JOHNSON A CO.

PLACE!

THE

REMEMBER

DonaeMtict,

a

applied than
b id eii,
prodming

ll"v,‘l

In this city, lath inst., by Rev. W. (». Ihomas.Mr.
Albert Stephenson ot Rockland ami Miss Susie
<\.rter ol Freedom,
In Penobscot, May an, Charles T. Snowman and
Cora A. Saunders, both of I*.
In Unity, dune 4, Pearl Harmon and Abbie U.
Uroekett. both of I roy.
in Islesboro, May do, C'a]>t. .1. S. Warren and Miss
A. A. Parker, both of i.
In Rockland. Mav
Amos L. Halley and Nancy
Hray. Also, dune il. George b. Hall and Fdleu R.
Also. .June 14. dames Adams
Sleeper ot Rockland.
ol East Boston and Lizzie S. Lawlei ol R.
In Nort
Haven, dune ‘J, Reuben L. Whitmore
and Mary 1
1 ho mas, both ot N. II.
hi Rockport, It 11 inst., Joseph Millay and Mrs.
R
'binson.
(ieorge
la Sear-port, Pith inst., by Rev. d. L. Adams, assisted by Ib v. H. Hows of Sandy Point, Capt. Ira
Slept.■> at Stockton .nd Sarah P. Pendleton of S.
In Thom..-ton, dime ti, ('apt. Peter Ludwig ol
Waldoboro ami Rachel Butler of T.
In .North Haven. Jinn* u, at the residence ot the
bride's mother by Lleuzer Crabtree, L-.j,, Franklin
'V. Kitiredge ol Vinailiaveu and Lida A. l’liomas
of N. II

-Mary A.

Stockton, das. F. Frye, AdministraSargent, late ot Searsport, Mary 1’.
S argent, Administratrix ; I.ewis K.
LiltJc-tield, late
ol Winterport, Alice
Littlefield, Administratrix;
Charles It Clough, late of Montviile, Louise L.
Clough, Administratrix; William Clewley, late ol
Stockton, Robert 1’. Clewley, Administrator, de

\

atlies, wminds
I< Oh re a-ily

MARRIED.

transacted at tin .June

was

>u

no

Parties purchasing “Wiiitk's
Specivliy ion Dyspepsia" expecting to tin*!
n
a
beverage containing alcohal. like the vile
“Bitters” adv ert i-ed. which only aggravate the
disease, and bring on others) will he disappointed. Ii i> a Medicine carefully compounded on
scientific principles, taken in tea-poonful doses,
and has proved b» he the milv Cuke lor the disease ever brought forward. For sale
by all druggists.—;hnT>

Field, Register.

have

sa!\. combining soothing and
1“ aling properties, with
nl'.ldy
dangerous ingredNEW
band
the many pains and
!’nie.iy

Faction.

Court.

ms iartion on THE

i

Spare,

Drf»* humri. Nlianli. Keiiiiuini I*rinf*,

An old toper b ing asked one day
why lie
persisted in drinking, replied: “Dry make- me
di nk, drink makes me drunk, and drunk makes
me dry again."
The expl matiun was consider-

railroad.

P.

SALVE.

Tm

sauce.

I.'plies suffering from ills peculiar to the
will Iind benefit in Duponco’s Golden Pill.

Bangor i* importing cattle from Illinois by

Probate

SAWYER’S

consisting

How to cook tin* Grunt Goose—With Sage iof

'happaquu), stinting, and Brown

HADDOCK'S
No. 28 Ctmrcti St., Custom House

(l nder Progressive Age Office.)

Are

de-ire ro-v cheeks and a complexion
lair add five from Pimples, Blob lies and Eruptions, pm itv your blood bv taking Dr. Pierce's
Golden Medii al Di-eoverv. Ii has no equal lor
tins purpose.
oMii.
<

A fresh stock ot Moots, Shoes and Slippers of
every style and .juality for Spring and Summer trade
just received at

Which will be sold at LOW PRICKS.
Sp* ial attention given to custom work by the best
workmen. Mens' French Calf Sewed Boots made a
Specialty. CALL AND SKK.

egg

Helms, to kiss again; omnibus; to kiss them
ill; blunderbii', to kiss anothei man'- wile;
syllaiyjhiH, one lady kissing another.

the

Thurlouoh, Judge—B.

OPENING!

GOODS

'■

McGregor

them oil and dears the hoti-s1 speedily— fry it
Sold by dealers everywhere.—4wf>0.

Legislature.

is

an

PRICES MARKED DOWN!

Mobility,
Manhood, etc,, supplying
THE MEANS OF SELF-CURE.
Written by one who cured himself, after undergoing
considerable 'piackery, anil sent free on receiving a
postpaid directed envelope.
Address, NATHAN ILL MAYFAIR, Brooklyn,
N. "i
t.mlltsp

Eagle.

and

afternoon,

Tin* cam- Belfast.
ignores politics altogether.
paign, unless all signs fail, will be the
closest fought one since the organization
Pills, Potions and Pungencies.
of the republican parly, and mainly on
There is an Apostolic saloon in Windsor kept
account of incorporating the cider clause
into the prohibitory law, a piece of legis- by Matthew A Mark, and the two bur-tenders
are named Luke and John.
lation which will Be likely to diminish the
IM
cm Pit's Lion r\iN<; Fi.v-i' iij.ki: sweeps
republican strength ol next winter in the

(Yuan Fii.j.ihustkks.

as a

mi n

produced last month like a
Because it is a May-lay.''
The first premium was awarded Wood’s New
Iron .Mowvr, :it the Mousafouit Agricultural
So* iety Fair, held at Great
Barrington. Mass.,
Sept. *7. 1S71, in competition with Granite
state, Sprague, Clipper, Young Warrior ami

be made out from the stories o! Those
saved, there must have been between l'H
and 55 or board. Five persons are known
to he dead and many others are missing.
The, names ol nine of the wounded have
already been ascertained. There were no
passengers. The second engineer, who
was on duly at the time of the
explosion,
and who is badly scalded, says that he
was attending to duty and had tried tilewater not more than three minutes before
the explosion and found water in the top
gauges, lie seems to think the boiler
very inferior but cannot account lor the

one

the radi-

is

to

is into

warning and for the benefit ot
and others who sutler from Nervous
]>UBLISHFL>
young
Loss of

of Malacca?

George W. Blctiien, late ot' Frankfort.

The Bangor Whig mentions that
cal

Why is

native

can

dm

the jam

New Dress

THE CONFESSIONS OF AN ;INVALID.

Thousands speak. Vegetine is acknowledged and recommended by physicians and
apothecaries to he tin* best purifier and cleanser
of the blood yet discovered, and thousand speak
'in its praise who have been restored to health.

captain and owner of tinremained in St. Louis, but. as near as
as

Bangor, May lo, KS7^,—6nH4

A new hired girl, asked if she had ever had
any experience as a wet nurse, said she hadn't
but could soon learn.

sudefers and picked tip eight of the crew,
live of whom were seriously7 wounded,
two ol them having since died.
It is not
definitely known how many wen7 on

board,

wrong, mi;

A. K. Pote & Co's., Saloon
where he will rewishing to consult him

over

Kenduskoag Bridge, Bangor,

main until Xov. 1st. Those
can ilo so tree ot ciiarge.

tor; Thomas L.

orsytli, Bueksport.

delegates

o'clock

arc

The Venerable Archdeaeon Scott,of Dunham,
Canada Ivisi, says, that, he suttered from Dypepsia more than twenty-live years, but that
three weeks use of the Peruvian Syrup (an
Iron 'Ionic), has benefited him so wonderfully
that lie can hardly persuade himself of the
reality, and people who know him are astonished at: the change.

when nearly opposite North
her boiler exploded ami blew all above
the boiler deck into fragments.
The hull
immediately sunk in lilteen feet of water.
The Alamaker, a transfer boat, between
l’rairie du Cliicn and McGregor, fortunately was at the landing at North McGregor, and went to the assistance of Ilio

A

Hiram Stevens, Fort Fairfield,
J. P. (,».
Nelson Turney, Presque Die,
J. C. M.tdigan. Houlton,
Ded Jus.
Chav. w. C. Withee, Houlton,
J. P. g>.
Appoiu’eil to volemni/.e marriages—George

of tin1

the pet, “you
me.”

Fxplosion.

•). P. Q. i
Not. Unb.
i'he following business
J. P. Q. Term of said Court

Wm. H. Fogler, Belfast.
Nathan French, Montville,
Geo. F. Brackett. Belfast.
Stephen Stroiit, Freedom,
Philo Hersey, Belfast,
Edward liurge.-s, Searsmont.
John P. Sylvester. Lineolnville,

t

“Charley,” said a fond mother to her son.
“you are into that jam again.” “No,” replied

McGkeoou, Iowa, June 15. The rail
boat 1). A. McDonald passed here about
four

Has taken office
on

ii you

Boder

W ALDO.

AROnSTl. K

Uenne is in luck, lie has struck lie withoul
Uenne’s Pain-Killing Magit
Oil is his “Oil Bank and oil City without tin
smell of Oil.” Kenne's Magic Oil is an institution, a necessity. .Y certain cure for al. Kinds
of pain. S. A. Howes A Co, wholesale agents.

X>a-. A.W. Pollard

boring—anybody.

from Washington. They will absolutely
refuse to request the adjournment of arbitration. It is believed that England’s ditliculties in regard to the arbitrations are insurmountable.
The Americans are confident that the Tribunal will not accede to
the English declaration of Abeyance.

Asa

Lyman L. Walton. Mercer,
Maivns Wright, SKowhcgan,
Wni. J. Kuowlion,

Jos. Wilder, Jr.. Pembroke,
Bela A. Wilder,
Benj. W. French, Calais,

>:.y» -lie understands 1 lie
was got into, hut she won It
like to know what that neutrality was thai
Victoria was trying to prevent.

London, June

Coroner.

somerset.

WASHING

Mrs. Partington
pickle the Emperor

15.

explosion.

PF.NOBNCOT.

Hiram C. Judkins, Alton,
George Fabin, Bangor,
M. V. B. Piper,

at

>t the rate of

fioiie

I’.

Then it will be

in-.

mkIv

following are
appointments by the (Gov-

recent

ri« molar".

«

The

Appointments.

three-masted. cent e-hoard sch. Annie I

I be

lew

a

SKAKSMONT.

‘.'air.

have

1’ORT.

Dexter Farrar.
probably.
Fast Norlhport, June 11, In?:!.
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eeond egg wra> another the size of a sparrow's egg and upon opening this, another the
size of a small pea, and so on intinitesimally,

she inherits,
mi
1 u 1 training umier good mstriudion.
\l
11 young, she "how" aline voice which
:n
will improve.
nc
om en as a whole was a very enjoyable
K-

har-

the

Alice Atkinson was substituted in her
and in the n-mlcriiig ot a solo and song,

di

our

ii rk. In collecting my hen's
days since. I noticed one among them
of very large size, with a band of nearly an
inch w ide neir ling its centre, like one of the
bells of the Planet Jupiter. I pon breaking the
shell, instead of a yolk, another egg was floating
in the albumen of nearly the size of a common
lien’s egg, but minus the shell. I pon opening

did not appear, for good ami sullioil" we prestiuie.
Having the remitaplca-mg and accomplished VocalM,

.i

in

Freak ofNa

A

eggs

Miss line

I

was

whien gave evi-

ihail organ.

iaiio

V

This is the onlyindieation we have
the fourth wras going to stop here.

The Portland lb venue Cutter
bor oil Monday ....Amen.

musical genius m composing,
and illlntiirli iini•!t■ ill style, wa" ijuile brilliant
.onl | i*‘:i'iiu'. t•» our la lt‘ better adopted to the
i

that

seen

much

:•

Not

The American Consul ami Agent were closeted yesterday
coat \vheiv it is handy.V capable girl who
with Mr. Adams discussing their course,
understands house work can learn of a good (ienevais
gaily decorated with flags. Absituation by addressing P. O. Box tiffs.We solute failure ot
arbitration is not appreare beginning to experience a
little pleasant hended
by either side.
weather.By the looks of the grass the indiLondon, June 1li. Special despatches
cations are that hay will not be
per ton from Geneva to the London Journals say
that the sitting of the Board yesterday
next hill.Our street commissioner should
Lord Tentcrden
improve the pleasant ikiys and smooth oil" our lasted only one. hour.
streets a little, as they arc very rough.We
presented the lormal demand of Great
learn that an inebriated individual was struck Britian for adjournment, until the question
of Indirect claims was settled with the
by the ears one evening and bruised a little. He
United States. The American agent rewas taken home by a friend and the next mornplied that lie had received no instructions
ing wanted to know uwrho hit him last night?” from his
government. The board will dis.Any one with a reliable nose can get con- cuss
on Monday the proposal for
probably
siderable comfort and consolation bv walking an
adjournment. Some report that the
our streets and smiling the fragrant air laden
Americans will concede the point, and
with the perfume of flowers.The summer England will make no further concessions.
to
in
an
are
visitors
The American Commissioner, Agent and
beginning
put
appearance.(’apt. A. I>. Bean's*new residence on Council have engaged apartments in Geneva for the season.
< Vdar street begins to present quite a homeThe representatives
like appearance.......The annual horse trot and of England dined together yesterday and
made an excursion to the lakes to-day.
foot race will come off at the race course,

I int

«

The Treaty.
London, June

ME.

Carriage Making.
CHARLES

■

TREADWELL

formerly of the firm of Treadwell A Mansfield, can
be found at his old stand on Beaver St., rear of the
American klousi. lie has on hand new carriages of
his own manufacture.
Also, secoifd-hand carriages
of various descriptions, Top Buggies and open ditto
-one Doub'e Phaeton, nearly new. Purchasers will
find it advantageous to call before purchasing else
where, as goo bargains will be given.
Repairing faithfully and promptly done by as good
Wheels of every
a workman as the state affords.
C. TRKADWELL,
description made to order.
1872.-*Sm48
Belfast, June 1,
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Naturally wearying of this employment
alter she had got up among the millions,
she concluded to measure it. and for that
purpose she ran across the street to her
sister-in-law's, Mrs. Cassim and borrowed
her hall-bushel measure, pretending that
she wanted to measure some potatoes.
Vs it was so unusual a thing for Ali llahu’s
lamily to have half a bushel of potatoes
at‘one time. Mr. Cassini’s euri isity wiexeited, so she put some Spaulding’s glue
on tin* bottom of the measure to see what
o itatoes they
kind
were, which was
might' small potatoes oil the part ot Airs.
( a-sim.
When the measure was returned Airs.
(
found a five cent inekle adhering to the
bottom.
This was a very suspicious circumstance indeed.
When.” said she to
Cassini, in relating the circumstance and
showing the niekle, ‘when did your
brother ever have live cents in the house
all at once ? Of a sudden he seems to
have bushels of money.”
Cassim walked
>ver to his brother's house and
questioned
him oil the subject, when Ali. being a
generous-hearted fellow, told him all

'ied, in lii> youth,

o

his kin.
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Next day Cassim went
to get some of it himself, but
after loading himself down with wealth,
he forgot the magic word which opened
the door, and so couldn’t get out. He
tried various words, cried “Open S, e-
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ever been
quartered there before except
themselves—anil hung him up inside tile
door as a warning to any other rash intrader who might seek to enter without a
suitable recommendation from Ids last
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useful

opvrighted.1

&c.

HALL'S
"

by all dealers. Jobbers’ orders filled at the
.Munuiuctorv, or i>t James Baii.ky At Co., Portland.

VEGETABLE SICILIAN

ii Ain

....—..

Sold

i

RENEWER.

Me.

Kvt ry year increases the popularity ol this valuable Hair Preparation: which is tine to merit alone.
We can assure our old patrons t hat it is kept tullv
up to its high standard ; and it i- the only reliable
and perfected preparation tor
''toring Gi: u «*k
Fai'Kd IIaik to its youthtul e. lor, making it ->lt,
lustrous and silken.
riie*euip.by its u-m, become*
white and clean. It removes all erupt ions and dandruff, and, h\ it' tonic prop«-r»ies, prevents the hair
from tailing out., as it -timu1.ates and nourishes the
hair glands. I tv its ust the hair grow- thicket and
stronger. 1 n baldness, it restores the capillary glands
to their uortnul vigor, and will create a new growth,
except in extreme old age. It is the most economical II aik Dkkssina; over used, as it requires haver
applications, and gives the hair a splendid, giossy
appourauce. A. A. Hayes, M. 1).. State Assaycr of
Massachusetts, says, “The const ituents are pure, and
carefully select«*d for excellent quality ; ami I consider it the Bkst PliKKAKA 11UN tor its iutemled

uunixi\u

■

I

Munson'' C-. .per Tubular Lightning Hod, with
Sjiirtl !■ i.-uiic'. is the most complete protection
against lightnmg ever invented. Endorsed by the
scientific word, and by Wholesale Dealers trom

;>

qCLEBRATEDJ

«i
n
Maine
ia. .vnd tor Circular to E« »CK 11 A K I
& CO., '•! Penn. St., Pittsburgh, Pa. or N. Y,
COPPER U'.llTMMi ROD CO., tJ ITuon Sq.
Nui'tli
New Vark,
■

j

"QUAKERi

DITTMAR’S DUALIN

0ITTEp
^GREAT

BlastingPowder

Equal in strength
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ei*vi

ul to

Nit

t*»

1' iidle

as

ro-Hlycerine:

safe and
M M. H.

as

Powder.

common

S40. $50. S75 and SI00.

Kxtracts ot Boots and Herbs which almost iuvariablv cure the following complaint-

GOOD, DURABLE & CHEAP!
for Use !
Miiimlai-turuU by
.1. W. Cl IA I’M AM A-CO., Madison, Ind

boss ol

Free

Ftomes!

ties
on

12.000,000 Acres

I'f'i

«,

the blood, bur-ting through the skin or
cur» il readily by following the directions

ol

Fannin? am! Mineral Lands in America.
Nebraska,

Koix liiti*. ( atarrh, Cor.v
cured or much relieved.

e

Stitch,
Horn.
roil,
Tuck.
Corl.
Brail,
Quilt.
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I welted enough already, said, “just go
ahead and sew him up.” The cobbler
performed a very neat job, though he left

stitch in his side that Cassini never got
over,
lie offered to halt-sole him. too,
and set np his heels, but furl her services
were declined.
Cassim was buried the next with becoming honors, and the various societies
to which he belonged attended the funeral,
a
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meiuhi-r iliat I love you more,
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The

Forty Thieves.

I

:I lie vc- lived a great
many
when thieves were scarce,
ih \ wi re embalmed in
story. Had
d i'i .mi- day. when fliievcs are
ii. r.>u~.
they would have been toft sj< garded on account of the in...‘ii1
I their number.
lb. story isim|de. Cassini and Ali
I

■

•1

■

!■

brothers. Cassini is rich and
While the former leads a life
!">"r.
luxury and ease, the latter hauls wood
i1
md often bemoans his fate,
'fell tii'aut mice followed that
J ito
are

\

—

b

'rude
Wood-haulers
ileeupa'ion
...ni l II.If di-pair. lor they
may become
■!. ut m.- what they know or what
I.

don't know
w-:i-d:ivs.

In

hr

it i- hard to tell which

;

Ali Italia went to tiie
wood, lie saw horse1
approaching.
Fearing evil, he
"■d into a tree and eoneealed himself.
1 ;
liailed
under that identical tree,
'"'op
11-mmtntr.f and look from their horses
In avilv loaded
carpet-bags, which
to int* r tlint
no
tliey were carpet’-'1
returned from the South,
gorged
w .ih the
spoils ol ofliee. Ib* found, how> r. that
they were
professional
ii i’M
and then he had more
respect for
<

"••'1

day

to

when

get

-mite

regular

them.

Tl.r captain <d the hand—there were
i-t torn of them
approached a rock
i.ard by and uttered the words,

S’—a no’

oressi-d

when,
to

his

as

Ali

“Open

afterwards

ex-

wire, “you’d orter see
Sammy open.” Instantly on the word a
lour concealed in the rock
opened as if by
magic, and the captain entered followed
Ids
who
bend,
marched in open order
b>
by tin* left flank double rattail file, cante^
mg on the left wing, the extreme riglrr
resting on the door-sill, a! a shoulder
arms muskets reversed.
[Military readers
ina\ understand this.
1 don’t.]
When they had all got in, the leader
houted, “Shut Sesame!” when Sammy
immediately shut, that being apparently
wh.vt Sammy was for.
Shortly after, the
robbers (having stored away their plun■

they

II.
V

casks contained non-explosive oil, while
the others were filled with something almost

as

deadly, though

not

quite—murshrewdly con-

robbers. It was
the robber chief that it the oil
did not blow tip the whole family, which
was probable, his men would
dispatch
them during the night.
I he plot fill led. however.
A servant
girl, wiio had been sitting up pretty late
in the kitchen with her young man, went
to one ot the casks to replenish her
lamp
which was getting low, and discovered
the robbers.
She finished them all by
boiling some oil and pouring it through
derous

jectured by

the

bung-hole—not

the

only

instance

by

any means where men have been ruined
“in oil." This narrow
escape of the Baba
family should be a warning to people not
to allow strangers to roll casks ol
petro-
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-cripfive Circulars and Samples,
AGENTS WANTED
in every town in New England.
I.IP.EKAK INDUCEMENTS OFEEKED.
J. Br LI. AM Y &. CO., General
Acjents,
» »

I) aslii ug-(<»■■. *t., Itowton.

Rare Chance for
will pay you
\ou will «• ngage with a
at
ished, and expenses paid.
& CO., Charlotte, Mich.
we

Agents.
k

in cash if
once.
Everything furnAddress E. A. ELI.IS
per

we*

E.YU'S Vi
Agents maKemoremonj
ev at work tor u- than at
anything else. Busin* --light ami
permanent. Particular* tree. (J Stinson & Co., Eiue Art
Publishers, Portland, Maine,
—

it

r

no cio.,
v.
.Yo IgentH. ( irciilar>i

Conn

CUNDURANGO.
fciippl.v of Hark

.I sNuml. I*ric«* Ho«lu< «>d

BLISS. ki:i;\K A CD'S FLUID EXTRACT
c;»res <['ancer,.Scrofula, Syphilis, Catarrh, Rheumai-iii. Neuralgia, Pulmonary < omplaiuts, Ulcers, .Salt
I. lieu in, Ski i. I >isea~es, all Blood Diseases, Is
purely
vegetable. I'he best known Blood Purifier. Sold by
ill Druggists. Price,*:? per bottle. Observe the

trade mark.
New York.

Send

tor

Circular.

Office, ft*

Cedar St

or

GOING
T

!

DETROIT,

any

UNCK, Brest

them

of

Pin.ll'orniN.

suffer, linger and die because
only known remedy for

The

,t

v

“Why is dat hat like the United Stales5-’
said Pompey to Squash, holding up his
dilapidated heaver.
Cos—cos—dunno, nigger."
“Well, cos It’s not subject to a crown.”

Billings

says, “When you strike ile,
a man has bored clear
thru and let all the ile run out ill the bot-

stop boring ; nienriy

tom.”

SOLD BY AUK

DRUGGISTS.
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FRAY ELLERS.
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>>n all diseases requiring skill and

correspondence
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MKDlt'A L INSfl IT l'h
INVIOLAULE SECRECY

Bost

M^ss-

ii,

1

II K I V 1)l KS. —The celebrated 1>R. I.. 1 > 1 \
1
particularly invites all l.adie- who need a M,ii
ir.il or Surtjinil adviser to call at hi- Rooms, gl
Kiuhcott St., Ho-',on. Mas-., which they will t.iul
arranged fur their special accommodation.
DR 1U\ having il* voted over twenty war.- to
this particular branch ot the tieatment ot all disease- peculiar to
females, is now conceded bv all,
'both in thi- country and Kurope
that he excels
all other known practicioners in the sate, -pc. d\
ami etl’ect ual t rent incut ot all temale complaints.
il is medici m s are prepared w ith the
\j r*
j nr
po-e ot removing ail di-ease.-, such a- ihbliiiv.
weak lies,-, unnatural snpj res-ion-. enlargem. lit i>t
the womh, also discharges which llmv irom a mor
bid state of the blood.
I be Ib.efor i- now full)
prej ar d to treat in his peculiar st v le. b, f h m. di
call\ ami .-urgicallv, all di-. a-.
,.f the female -ex,
and t hey arc respectfully invited to call at
£i l iMlin.u Hi. ..in.

rpo

]y(L

:k-

i

s

A 11 let t rlar to insur

Huston,.)

j

r. -iniriiig adv ice
an answer,
m. 1 1 sJ
ly .’o.

mu-t coni

tin

dol-

one

CAUTION.— An/.v.;t.v-i
Sviirp,” (not lYrti
\
;*:i11m.11
p:i
Proprietor, "a- !».•>■ s-

ever

! CAN SAVE 5 DOLLARS ON EACH TICKE1
By purchasing via the

Railway,

Do not bo deceived by unjust reports. The Grunt
Trunk is now in excellent running condition.
Ha?
the Pullman Pars over the entire route. The dis
Lance is shorter and time less than by anv othei
route from Maine.
Steamboat and hotel expenses
also hacking across crowded cities are avoided b>
thi« route. Baggage checked through is not subject
to Custom House examination.
Berths in Pullman
Cars, Portland to Chicago, cun be secured. Applv
to \VM. FLOW EPS, Eastern Agent, G. I'.
Railway
Company, 2.’ West Market Square, Bangor.
Tickets for sale at Belfast at the Bookstore of .1.
C. CALDWELL and at the Depot, by W..I. COLBURN.
f.m.'U

Special Notice!

Maine Central
K A I L ROAD.
May 30, lsl2, and until further notice,

For the

transportation of Meat between Boston,
Banook, Skmwhi;«;an, Fakiminoton, and intermediate points, will be run as follows, viz : Leave
Bangor lor Boston, via Lewiston, at 4.30 A. M.;
Leave SkuWhegan for Boston, via Augusta, at (5.00
A. M.; Leave Farmington for Boston,via Brunswick,
at 0.30 A. M.; every Monday and Thursday morning,
arriving in Boston at .‘>.30 A. M., tin* following
morning. Returning, Leave Boston lor the points
mentioned »bove, at 4.o0 P. M.
These Refrigerator Cars ar fitted up in a firstclass maimer, ami will be fully appreciated by the

it

a

confidence in its virtues, never equalled by any
other medicine. It still makes the most ellectual
cures ot Coughs, ('olds, Consumption, that can he
made by medical skill. Indeed the (’m iaa Pi
tokai. has really robbed these dangerous diseases
ot their terrors, to a great extent, ami given a feel
ing of immunity from their fatal eil'ects. which iwell founded, if the remedy he taken in season.
Every family should have it in their closet tor the
ready and prompt relief of its members.
Sickness,
suffering, ami even life is saved by this timely protection. The prudent should not neglect it, and the
wise will not.
Keep it by you for the protection it
affords in sudden attacks, ami by its tlineiv use.
PREPARED ItV

; i-:s

11

<

>11.1

■Dr. J, t

AND

DKAt.KBS

i

■

nd sold b y

Druggists

CORN, MEAL, OATS

AND

RYE !

|

.Just

published,

a

new

edition of

(without

‘*1®**®*^ cine) of
Spermatorrlm i, or Seminal
Seminal Losses, hnpotency,
Mental and Physical Incapacity, Impediments to
Marriage, etc.: also, Consumption, Fpilepsy, or Fits,
induced by self-indulgence or sexual extravagance.
AST Price, in a sealed envelope, only 6 cents,
I be celebrated author, in this admirable
essay,
clearly demonstrates, from a thirty years’ successful
practice, that the alarming consequences of sellabuse may be radically cured without the
dangerous
use
of internal medicine or the application of the
knife; pointing out a mode of cure at once simple,
certain aud effectual, by means of which
every sufferer, no matter what his condition may be, maycure himself cheaply,
privately, and radically.
♦irThe Lecture should be in the hands of every
youth and every man in the land.
Seut, under seal, in a plaiu envelope, to any address, postpaid, on receipt of six cents, or two post

Weakness, Involuntary

Lottery,

ranged,
insured at a low rate. The above
may
property is otlered at a moderate price if sold witbiu
a limited time.
For further information address L.
J, GRIM IN, Fast Northport, Me.
Feb. 13, 1872.
tfl5

l^OTIC’E
All

T

persons are hereby forbidden to harbor or
trust my wife Fllen
Thompson, on my account as I
shall pay no debts of her contracting after this date.
HFNRY THOMPSON.
So. St. George, June lo, 1872.—3wt*.»*
0

O i> i>

n<14*l>«-ii(I«-it

couloriliaIde

rules

abov e.
Ki i. i.. \N I. i. I.S

<AITIO\

To Females in Delicate Health.

-()Dlt. DOW, Physician and Surgeon, No.? Undistreet, Bostou, is consulted daily loraMdiseases
incident to the teinale system. Proinpus Uteri or
hailing of the Womb, Fluor Albus, Suppression,
and other Menstrual Derangements, are all treated
on new pathological principles, and
speedy relief
guaranteed in a few days. So invariably certain is
the new mode of treatment, that most obstinate
complaints yield under it, and the atllicted person
soon rejoices in perteet health.
Dr. Dow has no doubt had greater experience in
the cure of diseases ot women than
any other physician in Boston.
Boarding accommodations for patients who tuny
wish to stay in Boston a tew days under his treatment.
Dr. Dow, since IS45, having confined his whole attention to an otliee practice tor the cure of Private
1 diseases and Female Complaints,
acknowledges no
superior in the United States.
N. B. All letters must contain one
dollar, or
they will no; be answered.
Otliee hours from K A. M. to9 I*. M.
Boston, July 25, 1871.
Iyr3

«
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Road.

House
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BURNHAM STATION.
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m

The above House
•jV
jMaccoiumodi.tion of the

is now

opened tor the
travelling public.
The subscriber hopes by strict attention

iB

to the wants of his guests to receive

a

•T. ■*.
Nov.

<

d«*-s« u.l
• •iiiosa

lor

f>,

For CORNETS, AI.TOS. HASSES, anil all used In
HANUM. For VIOLINS. VIOLONCELLOS,and
ill UHi'd ill OHdllKNTIt.AM.
For GUITARS,
FLUT1 NAS, ACCORD EONS. Kor FLUTES,El FES
FLAGEOLETS. For PIANOS and MEI.ODEONS.
For STRINGS lor Violins and Guitars, and all
things needed in the use and repair of Musical
Instruments. For Hand Music, Must Music and
Music Hooks,—cull at, or send to the store ol
JTOHIV U. HAVNEN ft <1«.,
lyM
33 Court St., (opposite Court House), Boston.
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THREE TRIES EER WEEK

Co-partnership Notice.
I'M IF.

LIN DFKsION MI) have this day formed a
JL co-partnership, under the tirm mime of II.
II
Johnson & Co., and will continue the u hob sab
and retail dry goods busiucss at tin old stand.
II. II. JOHNSON,
e. i: JOHNSON.
4-tC Take Notice. All that are indebted to II. II.
Johnson are requested to in ike payment at once.
Belfast, April 17, ls.'J tt-tJ

in ft

s

I ft

A

Mi. K

1,1
K iilr.. i,l
XVliar!, l'orll.in.l,, v.t.
}'XX .■■Im
s.iiiy ami Kriiki I-
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CITY OF RICHMOND!

Assignees' Notice.
faktiis who iiavi: CNSKTri.Ki*
accounts with the late tirm <d Mudyvt t, I.ibbv
< rlllin, are re pie-ted to call at tin* count
top omii
said tirm and settle before.lulv 1st
WILSON lilt HUMis',
ALL X.VNDKl; S I AFI.KS, Assignees
>
1.VKUKT1 SIACI.KS.
IwTS*

XI. „.t

v
m
.,;1.
nin^
l,,i ||,iii,„, i„u. In„i; „i
unl.iv, .",1
Uoeklaiul, (’am.h-n, l.iueolm illo, li. if:i-i.
S:11m 1 y Point, Kuek'.port, Win!*
:
p<• rt an
j Kiiurniiiif will leave Manner n rv Motutll.iri)
i\
\\
|,>, k,
ne.niay am] Fri.lay morning at
f. ,,_
at the almve naiiUMl lamlinv', arriving in port)

lurnaiiK XI

1

■

ftor further part n-iilar*
o’clock. P. M
of If o
.St Muni ix ni> I. • < mu in. re a;
•,,
[ ,,,
CYKl'S s I t lil'l\ \ \ |
u
\n,
CYIU S PA ! I'FU.MIN \iV lit t..r ];. |fa-!
Poithuiii, April l.

at

o

A

D.

>

Farmers are invited to call and examine the
Mi \l><i w K IN...
HAKKlSON HAYFOUD A. DAVID LANVAS
I KK are Agents for Belfast, and have received their

Mowers.
Atteuticu is called to the

i*u«»tkcti«>n

t<>

1 KT S X X> "ITS

tin-

.lo Troiil»l«»
I' KLD

to

KHam

A A

o
SUMMER

The

by

Bleaeliery!

BLACKSMITH

COAL tor
4w4?

William B. Swan & Co.

s.

^

Favorite Steamer

(’apt. I>F.KKIN(>.
Will leave Railroad Wharf, Portland, every Tuesday
md Friday K\ enings. at 10 o’clock, or on arrival ,>i
Kxpress Train from Boston, lor Rockland, fast in*
Deer Isle, Sedgwick, S. W. Ilarhor Mi.
Millhridgc^loucsport and Maehiusport.
Returning -Will leave Machiasport every Momltv
imi Thursday mornings, at .» o'clock, touching u
he above named landings, arriving in Portland in
ituple time lor passengers to take the early morning
rain arriving in Boston at lu.45.
The l.ewlston will touch at Bar Harbor
Ml
insert), each trip from June Jitli to September BMb.
ii addition to her usual
landiugutSo. We>t Harbor,
luring which time she will leave Machiasport at 4.an
nstead ot 5.oo A. M.
For further pirticulars
nquire o| Ross & Sturdivant, or
CYRUS STURDIVANT, (ien. Agent,
107 Commercial Street, Portlaud, Me.
Portland, June 5, 187'-*.

Desert),’

i

Blacksmith Coal! i
-8®*First quality

i

LEWIS T O N !

b 1; B f a s T

sale

l»

h

ARRANGEMENTS

AT'WOOD, tieneral Agent.

Bonnet and Hat

Xj X 1SJ E

PORTLAND 10 Ml, DESERL

Them !

It.-movcl to till- Hast aldo of tlio river at tin- aittn ol
the Straw Works.
N. B. \\ ork left at any c-f the
Millinery Shops in
town, will be promptly attended to.
-“■M
S. A. BLACK.

■,

Hum

Fit man.
I lie Foie is not attached to the frame in Mich a
manner as to inter lore with the Stroke of the Knit*'.
No matter how uneven the surface may be, or tinposition ol the Cutter Bar. the stroke is ahvavalike.
The parts most liable to breakage, are so arranged
as to be rt placed at trilling expense in cam ol neci
dents.
Flense call and examine.

is

-OF—-

son
r. i.:

STEAMBOAT NOTICE.

Till. Si HSKRl It KR hi- taken the Faint Shop
attached to fr> idvvell ,k Mansli. ld’-1 arriage Kst-d.
lishment, where he will be happy to ,-ce custom, r\ lirst class KARRI Vli K
FAIN I F.R will be on
hand whose w irk cannot be surpassed
All my old
friends and customers of course will o ill, and I can
attend to a limited number ot m-w one-.
Kvery d.
script ion of Fainting, < ila/.ing, and Paper Hanging
done with dispatch. Rooms and Walls Fainted hv
the Stipple Froccss with variou- t ml mu el. superior
to paper in cheapness and durability.
Winds Fainted and < la/, i tig done cheaper than <1 -ew here m this
citv.aiid with the l.est ot Stock, s. It. 1,11.1.1 M.
Hellast .dan. 1 bx.~J.
Om'J?

BROW1V, Proprietor.

FOR A SUPERIOR CLASS

hy

.1

Price l.i-:.

P A I N T ING!

Jw3S

1871.

V

t.

a-

Belfast, Jan. 15,

full share of

{heir patronage.

II

i*:. nooi'Ki: a

w M.

cott

Rail

\ K »:
-,

«

persons-hipping Freight by this Line, an r.
| II .-11 .1 to have Steamer’- receipts m dupbc.lt.
nano ot
on- gn. e it, lull on the margin.
Shipper- that are u-ing old Ho\. -, Harrel- and
Hag-. are re.pie.-tcd to ra.-e all old marks. \m
I i.i X .* -, Harrels -r Hag- that have more thill on.
mark tln-rcon, uni not be re. eived or -hipped
All Freight must be prop, r'v m uk. d onlv
the
Koiisigm
'ositivel) no freight received mile-t.

Iv

TWINES & NETTING,

r«‘iglii l*» Xanbml
■ ■■■«- Hum hi«• m.

t

11

u,
»1

>

AND i:\ KKV rilINti !•’Ls |.;,

A Standard Preparation, endorsed by the most re
liable Physicians, ami its astonishing eurativ e pow
attested by thousands who have used it.
It is a sure, quick reined) tor all diseases of t lie
Urinary Organs existing in male or teinale. Irritation or I n flam mat ion ol K id tie vs or Bladder,! i rave I,
Diabetes, Keddish Sediment in Urine, Thick, loud)
Urine, Mucous and Involuntary Discharges from
Urethra, Ketention or Incoutineme of Urine,
Chronic Catarrh ot Bladder, and all Chronic Maladies of t he Uriuo-Ceuital Organs.
For sale by all Diuggists and Dealers in Medicine
everywhere.
ivi"
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all round the world.

('elehrafeil K*»^■/^MC'ulverHell'N
medi
«ay on the radical cure

i■

■

M 1 A L at Boston Market I’riees, ami ileliv ered
to Shippers at the wharves, without ■•1%'I’ICl
< H I lt(. K.
Ail orders promptly atteuded to.
ueu. n n o. i gen I.
yrd
ROCK I,AN 1), M !-..
July IS, lh?l.

A

Mauliaod: How Lost, How Restored.

|

■

I\

CO., Lunfll. Hum..
Practical and Analytical Clt< mist,
II 111!

PILE SUPPOSITORY!

act’upon

■

■

l

:*»m

JM.-.

h> tiii Urii^i.si.-t

K K M <

‘-S
dd w il know and favorite II.u
has been lea- .toy he undersigned, and been .in
I and furnished. i- now
vated, reinod.
en.-i |
b emir!
!f y% ■
!..
permanent and Iran-1 >
,u.p'\
supplied with all that i n.re-nn tor the ■•..uiiort
ami conveiiienci ..f it- patrons.
Also conn, t. d w 11
:h. II
ar.
H.ini|il«‘
llooiH*. -it a’ ".I ill .. Flock
li imbei
11v
M
>k
ill-tore, e mu in <»l ion
and .•mill, i, m
<
till
a. CO ill III. ..la t loll of
\| M I
\
\
Ms.
I lie undersign* !’-•
-I ae.pi ontane.
and ;rn nils at
the I.v iidi Hou-«•, when* he has otliciaied a- Ki k
-inee it- Opening, v\ ill plea-, tak. in.tie. olhi-N. \\
Habitation, lie will |»« I: ippy to uie.-t t h. in.
o
take
4'ii'1 "in I,.
a--. Mg. r- to and
e
the
ear.-.
A good Livery Stable connected with the
House.
W M k HIKli Fi>Kl>.
I liomaston, Nov. 1,1s ].
it,.
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Certain1

Road
that the annual meeting will be held
at the Court House, in Belfast, on
Wednesday, July
at
10
o’clock
in the forenoon, to
3d, 1872,
the following matters, viz :—
To
hear
the
of
First.
the Treasurer and
Reports
Directors of said corporation.
Swooni). To elect nine (9) Directors for the ensuing year.
third. To transact any other business that may
properly come before said meeting.
Per order of Directors.
JOHN II. QIJIMBY. Clerk.
June
Belfast,
f>, 1872,—4\v38

>

STEAM-MILL CO.,

se

cured so wide a reputation
or maintained it so long
as A V Ktc’s < u kicky
Ph.
r«»KA I.. It lias been known
to the public about forty
rears, bv a long continued

1

r.

**

or

tin* strictest secrecy ami con ml. in-. whatever may
be the disease, condition or situation ot anyone,
married e»r single.
Me dicines sent by Mail and K.xpross to all parts ol
tin* United States.
All letters requiring advice must contain out dollar lei insure an answer.
Address Du. L. L)t\, No, "1 Kndicott Street, Boston, Mass.
Boston, Jan. I, is?”- ly .d

v.*

..

! •:
llheuiuatistij. Parn’v
Sj
ib
}>••} in. Liver C
,j iaint f
V
F
Stomach, !
\
!
Salt Bheum, Canker. Beufu, *. K.,L.
eases. Seminal Weakne--*. \
Br Gre-ne‘
Me i:*
Pamphlet, i
tive of diseases an 1 their propel* trcatim
bo sent free to nvalni*.
Address. U GKKKNF M B.,
ill Temple Place, Boston )!ne

.f
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o

e
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N-’tiralg.a.

1-r
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QUACK DOCT'URS AND

VNCKACrCKKKS

I

might
poisonous drugs.

I-

charges are* very moderate. Communicat ions -a !
credly confidential, auel a.l may re ly on Imu with

M

I'

'mm3

profession,
parallel.
Among
pecial
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twenty-five
large expevh
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ot for- igu and nain Boston th in m other

imposition
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that it is contained in t lour uo*t nuns, *o t h «t the
II v curing
usual lee” may he e>! t ime el for pi
tract ion of it,” may be* o!>t ai uthe elollar,” or
*l
lor the nostrum. It
thus that many are deceived, also, ami spend large- amounts tor experiments with quackery.

The lew compositions,
which have wort the couth
of mankind and be
Jcoim; household words
w?among not only one but
Kftinauy nations, must have
virtues,

I

■

or

For
llistnisci
tin* I liroal
ami
liiiiij;*). Miit-h as t oimlis, Colil*.
11 hooping Coug-li, llronrltitiw. 1 si Inna anti
< OIIMIIII.Illio...

i'a-t

preparation, practice

QUACKS ARM NUT Hi N ORAN 1\
Notwiihstaudingthe foregoing tacts are known to
some quack doctors ami nostrum-makers, yet, regardless ol the life and health of either.**, there* are
those among them who nvn perjure- t tlelll.*elves,
contradicting giving mercury to their patie nts or

of
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it cannot be contradicted, xby quacks, who will say or do anything, even
perjure themselves, to impose upon patient.-.1 that
tiKAI»i
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A Idool. for B’verv Vt onian,
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series ot marvellous cures, which have won tor

Company,

A (Viitnrr of TriumiiliM over
dyspepsia,
liver disease, bowel complaints and various
feorile
and nervous disorders, has immortalized the Seltzer
Spa, and these victories are now repeated throughout this hemisphere
by Takkant’s Kffkkvkrcknt
Ski.tzkk AI’Kkiknt; containing all the elements
and producing all the happy results of the Great
GermiiU Spring.

MED1CAU OFFICE,
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other. Ree.dhat, the null/ -utrance to his office is
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so
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Easy!

Merc ilia! Affections; Eruptions and all diseases of
the Skin; l lcers ot tin N.se, fluent and Body;
Pimples on tiie Lace; Swelling ot t le Joints; Nervousness ; Constitutional amt ot her Wenkiie--e> in
youtii and the more advanced, at all ages, id
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(Opposite llevere Kouh*-.)
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these most troublesome and dangerous of all worms
leum into their front parlors.
The robber chief, being thus left alone in children or adults, is Hr. koiild'v l*iii-worni
^yrup. Purely vegetable; sure death to all worms;
advertised in the papers for forty more a vain iblc cathartic,
and beneficial to health. Warranted. Price reduced to 50 cents per bottle.
thieves, determined to begin business Cl.o.
stamp.
C. GOODWIN & CO., Boston.
Also, Dr. Culverwell’s “Marriage Guide,” price 25
anew, and hoping by industry and close
cents.
attention to business to merit a lair share
Address the publishers,
shippers after trial. TRV THEM!
of public patronage.
HARTSHORN’Sk—
<11 A*. J.
J. M. LUN 1‘, Gen’l Sup’t.
KU.VE
CO..
But he was so overrun by ex CongressA. IIERSEY, (ien’l Freight Ag't.
Post-Office Box 4,586.
127 Bowery, New York.
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forty thousand of them, and being
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disgusted he concluded to go out of the
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UPHAM, y Weybosset St., Providence, K. I.—:tiu44
thieving business altogether; it was getting too low.
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A certain Cure for the Piles, prepared
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N. .1. None genuine without our Written
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entirely
Ali. The servant girl who performed so
well known Griffin farm, so called,
| U |J IJ II is prepared expressly to in its composition and method of application and
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cure flu* Piles, and
nothing one that has thus far cu«ed every case to which it in Northport. Said farm contains 100 acres of land,
neat a job for his followers
recognized else. Sold by all Druggists. Price, $1.00.
located on the stage road between Belfast aud Cam
has been applied.
It has just been introduced with
him and finished him with a
great success in this vicinity. Physicians are pre- den. Extending from Belfast Bay, westwardly, and
carving-knife.
is divided into highly cultivated Helds,
The story is
scribing it.
pasture and
supposed fo be a lie, but it is
Sold by S. A. HOWES & CO., and at no other thickly wooded lands. It is two ami a half miles from
no more A-li than Cassini.
Belfast P. O., and one mile north of the
place in this vicinity.—6in44
Northport
The career of the Forty Thieves, instead
Camp Ground. It is abundantly supplied with water
from two wells and numerous
of proving a salutary warning, seems to
The house
springs.
is two stories high with an L.,
situated
have inspired emulation, for the number
B. & M. H. L. R. R. Co. commanding a beautiful view ispleasantly
of the Bay, and is
of thieves is certainly
well adapted for a Summer Residence or a Bay
multiplying every
SinK Hotel. Together with two barns,
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Mill:
1 rain- will

Single Ladies.

QUACK nos f ru m-mak ers,
through false certificates and references,and recoin
menihitions of ‘heir medicines by the diad, who
cannot expose or contradict them ; or who. tie-ides,
to further their impo-it ions, copy from medical
books, much that is written of the qualities and t
lects ot ditlereiit herbs and plants, and ascribe all
the same to their Pill*, Extracts, Specifies, ffce,,
most ot which, if not all, contain Mercury, because
of the ancient belief ot its “curing everything.”
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On and after

Married and
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t- v*.

CHICAGO,
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who know but little ot the nature and character'd
Special Diseases, and le-s to their cure. Some xliibit torged Diploma* ot Institutions or College*,
which never existed in any part ot the world, others exhibit
Diplomas of the Dead, how obtained,
unknown; not only assuming ami advertising in
names ot those inserted in the diplomas, hut to iurtlier their imposition assume names ot the celebrated physicians long since dead. N either be deceived by
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(Jomitiue more imp irtant and essential element
than any other Machine in the world.

PRICE FIFTY DOLLARS

before the 1st of

on

t>ooM

Street, Boston.
♦arWRiNtiiiiis <»K AM, KINDS KEPAIKED.

Shultie

made

AND rOWKU for a light mechanical
V business, in a central locution. Bailroad,.Steamboat and Packets at all seasons of the year.
Address or call on IIOWABD MAM’FACTL’B1NG CO., Belfast, Maine.—tl4J

Agent,

WILSON UNDER-FEED
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Earned."

Steam-Power to Rent,

Water
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Saved is a

to IJ A. M.
•JOHN II.QLlMBV/freaa. ASA FA
Belfast, .July i:t, 1870.

1 lie 1 mpi
d l mver.-al i*< recommended as
-uper''i all others
by the American Agriculturist,
W itdiman ami I.*. -I, et.»r.<
ongregationalist, and the
iv!igi"ii- ami ag: icultural papers all o\ er tin* country.
The I M \ KKSA I. is warranted the best."
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sired to store with him for a few davs.
“Certainly,” said Ali, who was the soul
ol hospitality, “roll it right into mv
parlor," which was done. Now some of these,
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WINTER ARRANGKMKNT

HABITS,

UNFORTUNATE,
be not robbed and add to your sufferings in being
deceived by the lying I">u-t -, misiepr< -••ut.itions,
false promises, and preteution- of
FOREIGN AND NAfi \ E QUACKS,

made.

BY
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1 heir effects and consequences ;
SPECIAL All,MEN f’s AND SI I CATIONS,
Incident

DEPOT.

C. R. R.

W. J. COLBURN
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month, will In placed upon interest every
mouth, ^except May and November! and interest
computed upon Do-same in .June and December.
Deposits received daily at the Banking Boom,
from n to LJ A. M., and J to t P. M Saturdays lrom
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and passing resolutions of respect, which
were published the next day in all the
papers,
lhigrossed copies of these resolutions were presented to the alllicttd
widow, but alter kicking around lor a
lew days they were sold for old rags, the
widow marrying again. It is impossible
with the space I have to minutely follow
the various stratagems employed by the
robbers to learn who it was that possessed
the secret of the cave.
Suffice it to say.
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for his destruction.
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house (hehad moved into (’a>sim’s brownio\e you, andean now
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WEST UNO SOUTH-WEST,
Nervous Diseases,
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SALE

cians many ot whom consult him in critical eases,
because of hi- acknowledged -kill and reputation,
attained through so long xperieuoe, pract ice, and
observat ion.

it is the nmst simh k and i»rKxpi rii'ihT lias taught that ti e
am. itt* v mv i:nks have all the good points, and do
away v. irh man-, objections, for instance
>.•
use a s'rnuj'it needle. a neic an t
improved sl.uti!<■ vor oilino the thread
iShut::.* ! as a rocking motion, instead of thr
shdmg. as mi old st le machines. hom e. does not wear
The Tension js more easily adm sled. s imply b\ turntt read nins’wbiel
ing a screw, t'. rough winch tl
gives it an even tension, v bile in other machines you
put the thread, through more ••!' less holes m tin- shut
lie. The Mu. hin-' has less wanking parts ttian any
:-:t*r.
It turns back on hinges. so you can easily oil
ami clean it.
'Hie J-'ooc Tiece tpresser foot.) turns back, so tlie
c'oth is more easily taken from the machine aft.-r tin*
work is done. I f accidentally turned backwards. tiio
’.bread w-.i m>t break, or the needle get bent, us in
other machines.
The \mkiucan Hi tt<»n Hulk ami complete wMachine, or ..miiin a ;• n Machine
pri.
with over), has no rival.
11 is tin chnipf .-r us w ei I a
he UK st —since t is really rwo MAcniNr
eoiubuied m
ink
by a simple mechanical arrangement. never
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tore accomplished.) making either the
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Sewing-Machine,
as recently improved at a reduced
price, $00 with cover, is one of the
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The Plain American

ulsions.and Hysteric-

Tin* 4g'«»il find in the iju tker Bitters just the
article they stand in need of in their declining years.
It quickens the blood and cheers the mind, and
paves the passage down the idane inclined.

'T VKR1VALED. 11

for (UiiuJoyuc u'ith Musi rat ions.
R. HOE A CO. 31 Cold St. N.Y.

aSV n<I

I KST I n OX I A 1,*.
‘‘1 regard Mr. Eddy as one of tin* nm.-t capable and
successful practitioners with whom I have had official intercourse.
CHARLES MASON, Commissioner of Patents,“
“l have no hesitation in assuring inventors that
they cannot employ a man more competent and
trustworthy, am! more capable ot putting th :r applications in a form to secure from them an early
and favorable consult rat ion at the Patent Office.
EDMUND BURKE.
K ite Commissioner ot Patent
"Mr, R.ll. Fumy has madefor me over ITIIKTY
applications for Patents, having been successful in
almost every case Such unmistakable proof of great
talent and ability on hi* part. leads m« to
commend
aii
inventors to apply to him to procure their patents, as they may be-ure of havdug tlie most faithful attention bestowed on their ea-. s, and at vciy
reasonable charges.
JulIN I'AfiiiAllT.”
Boston, «lau. 1, 1 S?g.—1 y tit*
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Bntton and
Eyelet holes.

SoToa.

til lm|iuriti«*M of 1 he Blood and diseases
incident to the same el way* cured by the (Quaker
Bitters, it taken according to the directions.
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CIRCULAR SAWS.

ot Special Diseases, a fact so
well known to many Citizens, Publishers. MerHotel
chants,
Proprietors, \r., that Im i- mueh recommended, and particularly to

Cversoaa
and

Fringe,

Diflii'ii 11 Female Derangements, almost
invariably caused 1 a violation .>1''the organic laws,
so preval. m tot he Aim-rican ladies,
yield readily to
this invalua *.e medicine—the ^uak« r Bitter.-.
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MOVABLE AND SOLID TOOTH-

TWENTY YEARS

Tie Americai Sewii Machines

%II

—

St.. Boston

engaged in treatment

Difficult IKi-<*athing'. I* tin in the bungs, Side
ami Che-; alnio-t invariably cured by taking a lew
bottles of the Quaker Bitter-.

—

Designs,

or

opposite Kilby

FTER an extensive practice ol upwards of thirX\_ ty years, continues to secure Patents in tin
United States; also in Cire.it Britain, France, and
other Inreign countries.
Caveats, sptcitications,
Assignments, and all papers for Patents, executed
ou reasonable terms, with despatch.
Kcsearohc.made to determine tin alidity and utility ot Patent.ot Inventions, and legal ami other advice rendered
in all matter.- touching the same. Copies ot tin
claims of any patent furnished bv remitting one dollar. Assignments recorded in Washington.
No Agency in the United States posse.-.-es superior
facility for obt lining Patents or ascertaining tinpatent ability of inventions.
All necessity of a journey to Washington to procurt' a Pat-nit. and t lie usual great delay tin re, are
here savedinventors.

NASHUA, II. II.

lyeowite

■1 Ik ii in at in hi. Sw- lied Joints and all Scrofula
Aillietions removed or greatly relieved by this inaluable medicine.
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tin bottle.

Y«• ri «>n* Diftiiulf U**.
ily relieved.
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For Inventions, Trade Murks,

Manufactured t»r It. I*. II ILL. A ( O..

Blotches, and all impuri-

W »nil* expel]. <I from the system without the
least difficulty.
Patients suffering from this prevalent disease will see a marked change for ttie better
in their condition alter taking one bottle. Worm
difficulties are more prevalent than i- generally sup
p"-d iii the y oung, and they will hud the Quaker
Bitters a sure remedy,

THE

Acres in

at once.

14 i«ln«\y .‘Bladder and Lriinry Derangements invariably cured. One bottle will convince the most
skeptical.

OR \XT OF

IN

Heart l’.urn Li'er Complaint, and
cured by taking a tew bottles.
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otherwise,

I.INT. or THE

L\XT>

Appetite

F.rii|»iion*

UNION PACIFIC RAILROAD.
A

One

lienewer iu many cases requires too long
a time, and too much Care, t-> restore
gray or faded
Whiskers, we have prepared this dye, in one preparation; which will quickly and etl'ectuully accomplish this result. It is easily applied, and "produces
a color which will neither rub nor wash olF.
Sold
by all Druggists. Price Filty Cents.
As
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PROFITABLE SODA FOUNTAINS

Cheap Farms!

purposes.”
Sold bit till Dn/(/i/ists (f- Dealers hi Medicines

MEDICAL*?

FOSTER, C uera) Agent. 71 Water St., Boston,
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Cooking Stove in the World,

‘Restorer.

Millions say
“BURNETT S
COCOAINE
Your Druggist has it.

1

*:

all your

All the
cooking at a
ordinary branches ot cooking—boiling, broiling,
baking, &e., and the heating of smoothing-irons,
performed to perfection. The concentration ot the
flame, and its direct application to the bottom ot the
utensils overcome the nuisance ot radiation, which
in summer is both extravagance and a superfluity ;

Its extreme simplicity, being entirely devoid of
intricate mechanism, make it easily operated; its
freedom from liability to g* t out ot order. its complete arrangement lor regulating ami controling the
consumption ot the fuel, in conjunction with its
admirable and unequalled performance of all the
services ot a Cooking Move, combine to pronounce
it the long sought desideratum of the age.
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V J knowledge to ali. .Sent free tor two stamps.
Address Dr. Bonaparte & Co., Cincinnati, Ohio.
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Will Cure C’ougrli**, Colih and Con *11 nipt ion
and qu rker than any other remedy. It acts
like magic. For sale by all Druggists. GKO. C.
GOODWIN & GO., Agents, Boston.
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AMERICAN AND FOREIGN PATENTS

Humliut:

Which Burns Kerosene Oil without
Soot, Smoke or Smell.
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l’oll Anti !” but all to no purpose, because
Ins memory couldn't see Sammy.
The
; result was that the robbers come and killed
bin and' being always ready to make a
quarter, when they could, they quartered
| him—he was the only gentleman who hud
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I "In e :tcre> choice Lai..;; >on bearing grape vines;
1 acre strawberrie- picked i»0o qts. from one-third
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Two trains
daily to New A ork Citv: distant 44 miles. Healthy
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Portland, Me.
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The Iowa Loan am> Tu.usr Company will in
money on lii st-ciu-s Real Estate, at ten per ct,
interest, net, payable semi-annually in New A ork.
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THORP’S PATENT

Do not suffer your Luiis-* to become diseased by
a COLR to be.‘enu‘
seat' d.
Thousands
have died Premature Deaths—The Victims ol Consumption—by neglecting a cold.

Ton i'ox* Cent. ISTot

while her husband was gone
put up the mule, she tried to count it.
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Cure that Cold.
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Kansas Reiristered Bonds.

housework.
>he was anxious to know inst how much
there was of it so as to make out a correct
income return to the government. Ac-

•.
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Rc'oo

suitable for married or single gentlemen,
handsomely furnished, m l lighted with
gas, with or without hoard, and within
five minutes walk ot the I’ost-olliee. On
every hand were heaps of diamonds, bags
of gold, and dead loads of greenback-.
Here, then, was where the robbers lived
when they were at home, and stored their
plunder. He determined to have his
whack at it. So loading his mule with all
lie could carry, he started for home.
Imagine the delight of Mrs. Balia when
her husband arrived.
(She had been very
much concerned over hi- prolonged absence, because lie was Ali Balia, all she
had.) Siie helped him unload the gold
and store it away in the cellar with an
alacrity she rarely displayed in doing her
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after

the robbers’ cave.
(Treat was his astonishment at what lie
beheld, lie found splendid apartments,

’li- thunders break,
el ’he
ais rejoice;
dThounh he babbles much,
or tmind a voice !
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the door closed

command, and mounting their horses they rode away. When
they were gone, Ali Balia, getting down
from the tree, tried the magic word him-
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dei) re-appeared:

them at the word ot

her eh-i nai house,
motliei of mankind;
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